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Track 1

Could I start today by asking when and where you were born?

I was born on 13th December 1950 in Kenilworth in Warwickshire.

And anything you know of your mother’s life based on what you happen to know of it,
from she told you, but also anything you might have found out subsequently.

Well she was born into a working class family, her father was a chauffeur in
Warwickshire. And she was – she turned out to be a very clever girl, and won a
scholarship to the local grammar school in Warwick, and then went on to Westfield
College in London, part of the University of London, to read mathematics. And
subsequently taught mathematics until she became a wife and mother.

And what did you know of her father?

That he lived with us for many years after he was widowed, and he was from country
stock, so he was very good with his hands, very simple chap, he was a chauffeur that
was his – how he earned his living, and living in a tied cottage as part of the estate,
just as people did in those days.

What do you know of his childhood, did he tell you stories of his childhood or did you
learn of those?

He was one of a very large family, again from a rural background, so there probably I
think about eleven children in the family, all living in a small cottage in a rural
setting. He was in the First World War, he was a soldier, but he never talked about it.

[01:47]

And your mother’s mother, what do you know of her life?
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She came from a similar background, again from Worcestershire, and in her case we
can trace the family right back until the 17th century. And again they were rural
farming folk whose fortunes waxed and waned with the years. So at some stages her
ancestors were clearly quite well to do, and at other times they were obviously very
strapped, and living in quite poor conditions in rural Worcestershire.

[02:26]

And what can you tell me about your father’s life?

So in some ways quite similar to my mother’s in the sense that he too came from a
working class family, so he was born in Batley up in Yorkshire. And again his father
was an engineer in the local engineering works, but obviously quite skilled, because
we have examples where he went over to Ireland to help install new machinery, and
things like that. So he was obviously quite skilled, and again my father, a clever
young man, and so went again to the local grammar school, and then won a
scholarship to Nottingham University where he read German. And he spent quite a
bit of his late teenage years, early twenties in Germany, so with the rise of Nazism
actually in the early ‘30s. And then he went on to teach German in a school in
Nottingham, which is where he met my mother who came into teach mathematics.

[03:51]

Before we lose the thread, could you tell me about his mother, your paternal
grandmother?

I know very little about them, both of his parents had died long before I was born, so
– and both my parents died when I was in my twenties, so those – the knowledge we
have of him is very – and his family are very limited now.

What memories do you have as a child spending time with your maternal
grandparents, the ones that you did know, particular things done with them, places
went, even conversations had, if you can remember?
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Well my maternal grandmother died when I was only two, so all I have is photographs
of her with me, and my grandfather then came to live with us for about another
thirteen years before he died. And he was a very simple chap, so he did the
gardening, and he took us out for walks, and he made things for us. But he liked very
simple things, he liked the boxing on the radio, things like that.

What did he make for you?

I don’t know what he made of all of us really, because I had two brothers, and we
were all quite clever, and doing all sorts of interesting things. He probably found us –
and I think actually he probably found us quite difficult to relate to. My parents ended
up being not well off, but comfortably off, because my father was a headmaster of the
big school in Coventry, King Henry the Eighth in Coventry, and had risen up quite
high in the education system in the UK. So he probably found us as a family maybe
quite difficult to relate to I suppose, now I think back to it.

And do you remember what – you said that he made you things?

He was very good with his hands, so there would be little trucks and things to ride
around with, and certainly he would have taught my older brother quite a bit of
woodwork, and those sorts of things. He was very good in the garden, with
gardening, and we had a lovely garden and things like that, until he became very
elderly, and then he just sat in the chair by the fire.

Did he have other key roles in the household, aside from the garden, and making
things, and listening to the radio in the chair? Did he have other –

Not particularly. Not that I recall anyway.

[06:31]

I don’t know, you may have had more than one childhood home that you can
remember, but is there one that you could take us on a tour of, the first one that you
can remember?
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Well we only had really one childhood home, which was in Coventry, and I was born
very soon after my father came back from Germany. He had a very interesting history
of involvement in the redevelopment of Germany post-war, so because he was a
German speaker he was trained before the end of the war to go in almost immediately
and try and restore the schools and the universities, you know, in Germany. And he
spent four years out there with my mother basically building up, introducing free
school milk. The children had no shoes, no food, free school dinners, reinstating the
university at Kiel, and things like that. So very important job post-war Germany, and
a lot of interesting history there actually of his own personal experiences in literally
post-war Germany within a few weeks of the fall of the –

Before I ask you about these memories, when did he tell you about them? When did
you – when did they become transferred to you, if you like, these stories?

All through my childhood because he – when he became headmaster in Coventry he
also became very well connected with Coventry Cathedral, which was as you know
ruined and rebuilt. And he was very closely involved in the rebuilding of Coventry
Cathedral, and the very close links that Coventry then built with Dresden. So as a
German speaker he would often go out with the Bishop to build the relationships with
Dresden and Coventry. And so as part of all of that, because he would talk about that,
he would also get out some of letters that he’d written to my mother, and to his sister,
of when he first went into Berlin, and his experiences around going into Hitler’s
bunker where all the –just as it was when they found it. He had a few bits and pieces
that he brought home, a letter he’d written on Hitler’s personal notepaper and things
like that. And the old – the videos, the films that were shown in German schools
before the war, and during the war, to promote Nazism, so the Olympics, and film of
the Olympics and all those sorts of things.

Did he recover, did he bring those back?

We have those, yes.

And did you say that he was also there before the war in the ‘30s?
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Well he would have gone in his student days, he would have been that. And I
remember him always saying that in the early ‘30s, he was very frightened that this
was – he could see this coming.

Did he tell you what he saw in the ‘30s?

Well I mean the gradual rise of Hitler’s power, and the things that that political group,
whether they were called Nazis just to begin with, but the sorts of things that they
were doing in Germany, and the whole beginning of the attacks on the Jews and just
this – the insidiousness of the rise of Nazism through the early ‘30s, which a lot of
people just didn’t want to take seriously ‘cause they chose not to. But I remember
him saying, you know, that he could see it all coming, and it was very frightening.

[10:37]

And do you have any detailed stories of what he did after the war, do you remember
anything that you told you in particular about what he did there, and where he went,
including more detail on things you’ve already mentioned.

I mean subsequently when a lot of the material came out, became public, so there is
this how many years it is before records are made public. The time some of these
things were coming out, I suppose in the ‘70s, I met several times with him, a
professor from Germany, who was writing about the – particularly the reestablishment
of Kiel University, which he played a very critical role in. And so the things that were
done then, just actually just to get the lectures started again, to get some functions
going again. And as I say, you know, he – I suppose he didn’t – most of it we’ve
gleaned since then from a stack of letters that he sent my mother at the time, but a lot
of it about the extreme poverty and therefore for him it was as much about putting a
system in place to feed the children, you know, the free school milk, school dinners,
type things, because he knew that they would be getting nothing at home. Before you
can start teaching them you have to get those sorts of things, the basics, in place.

And how – do you know why he was doing this, why he had – why he was in the
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position to be doing this in Germany at this time? Why in other words he used his
German degree to do that rather than anything else?

Well I mean he was a teacher, so he hadn’t served in the war directly as a soldier
abroad. So he’d carried on teaching, but he was obviously – and again he didn’t talk
much about this, because I think some of it was quite secret. He was up in London
working at a very high level with officials in London, making plans for what they
would do when, if, they won the war, how would Germany be rebuilt. How would
you, you know, reinstate the education system. So he was obviously doing a lot up in
London that he never really talked about very much. And I think it was because he
was obviously a very good teacher, but also a very good German scholar, so the two
together made him an idea person to work with very senior members of Government
on, you know, what to do with Germany when it was all over.

Did he tell you how he was approached for that work?

No, I’ve no idea, no idea.

[13:44]

Yes, sorry, we were going to do a tour of the first house that you were -

Yes, so just before I was born he took up position as the headmaster of King Henry
VIII School in Coventry, and with that came the headmaster’s house, not next to the
school, some way from the school, and that was where we spent our childhood. And
they lived there until he retired in about 1974, so I was twenty-four, twenty-three,
twenty-four, when he retired. So all my early memories are of that house, which no
longer exists, it’s been pulled down and a block of flats built on top of it. But it was a
nice large Edwardian semi-detached house.
Standing at the front door and going inside, could you take us on a tour of it, noting
any details that you can see in your mind’s eye?
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Gosh. [Laughs] Well it was a classic Edwardian house. So the front door there was a
porch, then you go into quite a spacious hall with stairs running up to the landing.
And there would be the sitting room off to the left, and a dining room to the right, and
then ahead of us a breakfast room. And off that a kitchen, which of course in those
days was at the back of the house, and opened onto a classic, you know, yard with an
outside toilet, and place where my mother would have her boiler for boiling the
laundry, and things like that. And the milkman would come and put the milk on the
windowsill, all those sorts of things, and the coal, coal cellar and things like that. And
the drawing room, sitting room opened out onto a nice garden, where as children we
would play, and do all sorts of things that I’m sure they didn’t approve of [laughs].

What did you – what things did you do in the garden now that – while we’re there?

[16:04]

My older brother was very much like my maternal grandfather, so he was very
creative with his hands. And his best friend, his father was a builder, so he had a big
builders’ yard of all sorts of bits and pieces and they would go round there and collect
any wood, and old tanks, and things like that. So he built a whole series of houses
down the bottom of the garden. And was – these were quite serious houses with, you
know, a stove in and a sink, which would drain into a tank that he buried in the
ground, so there was a lot of sort of work going on at the bottom of the garden. And
we would have a lot of fun playing with all of that, and playing in that. And I sort of
– looking back I realise how my parents were very hands off and they just let us play
in the garden, and be creative and so forth, no health or safety I don’t think, but a very
happy childhood because of that.

And was there anything at home that you regarded as particularly modern, any
objects that were seen by you as modern?

We weren’t at all a modern family, we never had a television, my parents never had a
television all their lives. We didn’t have a car until I was nine, so we I suppose we
filled our time with reading, and artwork, and creative things, a lot of sew – I did a lot
of sewing, we all played the piano, those sorts of things, and as I say, my brother was
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being creative in the garden, and we would all play out in the garden a lot. So I don’t
think we were regarded as a particularly modern family in that respect.

[17:58]

Can you tell me about your – you say you’ve got another brother.

So I have a younger brother as well, yeah.

And how much younger was he, so we can sort of visualise him there?

They’re – we’re three years apart, each of us. So, you know, he was three years
younger than me.

What memories do you have of him playing in the garden, or elsewhere in this house?

Well I suppose I remember him a lot having to sort of tag along really as the youngest
child in a family often does, and yeah -

[18:34]

As well as the garden, what other local, or not local, landscapes did you play in, or
do you remember particularly in the area? So sort of local places, places played.

So well both my brothers were very keen on trains, so we would often go down to the
local crossing to watch the steam trains come by, that was considered to be great fun.
And then we also had an area of woodland that we used to go and play in, riding bikes
up and down hills, and there was a milk bar there, I don’t think they have milk bars
anymore, where you could buy a milkshake or an ice cream, or things like that. So we
used to like going there as well. But mostly we played in the garden, and in the
house, as a family.

Can you tell me why watching the steam trains appealed to you at that age, what was
it about going there that you liked?
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I suppose the idea of – I mean, wonderful machinery, quite interesting to see them
come by in these great smokers – I still love them actually, I think they’re fantastic
bits of engineering. But I suppose I was also fascinated, and my brothers had all these
books with all the num – the engine numbers in, and so they would be crossing off the
numbers. But when you’re a girl with two brothers, you tend to just sort of tag along
because that’s what often sisters have to do. But I did enjoy it, yes, and I still like
trains.

Why didn’t you have a book with the numbers?

Erm, I suppose I wasn’t really interested in actually collecting numbers, I just liked to
see them come by, yeah.

Are there particular toys that you remember? You’ve mentioned a bike, and that you
played the piano, and that you sewed.

Yes.

But I wonder whether there are also any memorable toys or games that you played
with inside or outside?

I’m trying to think really. I used to like artwork quite a lot, so I did a lot of sort of
painting and drawing, and things like that. I don’t have any favourite toys around
much, I suppose I was much more someone who – I liked to read so I read a lot of
books. I sewed, I like embroidery, and I made my own clothes and those sorts of
things and – and I did play piano a lot [laughs].

Where did you get the books from?

The library, or my father always gave us books as presents every year, nice books,
which I still have, I still have shelves full of nice books from my childhood.

Are you able to say the sorts of books that he might have bought for you, and the sorts
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of books that he might have bought for your brothers?

He tended to buy nice editions of the classics, so things like Toad of Toad Hall, and
I’ve got a lovely copy of The Hans Christian Andersen Fairy Tales, which I
remember loving to read those time and time again, and beautiful illustrations that
were in the book, and so forth. Things like Little Women and those sorts of – all the
classic books that girls read. We did quite a lot of Enid Blyton I have to say as well,
and my brothers did too.

[22:22]

And did you read with either parent, or?

I don’t remember that very much. Well I can remember just about my mother reading
to me when I was very small, but my father worked very hard as a headmaster so he
was often sitting at his desk working, and my mother ran a big home, and three
children plus her father to look after. So we very much looked, much more than
children do these days, looked after ourselves and created our own amusements.

Where was your father’s desk?

He had it in the dining room, yes.

What’s your sort of visual memory of him sitting there, what was he doing, and what’s
around him?

I remember particularly the beginning of each school year, so particularly in the
summer holidays he’d have to do the timetable for the whole school for the coming
year, now of course it’s so much easier because you have computers. But I remember
he had a big cardboard, a big board, with lots and lots of tiny squares in where he
would gradually map out for each year who was doing French, German, English, whe
– it would all have to be worked out, so that each member of staff was in the right
place at the right time. I remember him sitting there with his sharpened pencil and his
rubber, sorting this all out and it would take him about I guess three weeks or so in the
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summer to do the school timetable. And you didn’t go in and interrupt him, because
he’d have his head down, and he’d be working away on this.

If you had have interrupted him, what would have happened?

He’d have been fine, but it was best, you know, we just knew not to.

Aside from leaving you quite free to play, I wonder whether you could comment on
their approach to sort of discipline, the kinds of conduct that they encouraged in you
and your brothers, and the kinds of things that they would have discouraged. So kind
of their view of proper conduct for children really is what I’m after.

Yes, well they brought us up to be polite, well mannered, and to respect each other.
And we were brought up in a very structured home with meals at particular times, and
we all sat down to meals together, and would have conversation. But it was very
much that we were brought up to be well mannered, and – and polite to visitors, and
respectful of other people’s views and so forth. And as children we must have fought,
but I don’t remember particularly that they just let that go on, that we were taught to
get along and behave.

What was the pattern of their – or content of their religious observance or worship of
any kind?

[25:37]

Well we were brought up at Church of England, and my father was heavily involved
in the Cathedral at Coventry, so he was churchwarden there when it was consecrated,
and so forth. And so he attended the Cathedral every Sunday, and of course the
choirboys at the Cathedral were drawn from his school, so there was a natural musical
link there. And as children we went to church with him. My mother was – stayed at
home to cook the Sunday lunch, and I never really was sure to what degree she shared
his faith.

What made you unsure?
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Well because she could have arranged to come to church with us, but she didn’t, she
stayed at home and cooked the Sunday lunch, as I recall it anyway.

Did you ever ask her about it? Did you ever talk about it?

Not really, and of course she died very soon after he died, so there was not a lot of
opportunity to ask those more sort of personal questions really.

What were their – as you grew up and became aware of this sort of thing, what were
their political views, preferences, and even activities?

[27:06]

Well I suppose, I mean my father went through this whole introduction by the Labour
Government in I suppose the late ‘60s it would have been, and into the early ‘70s of
this abolishment of what they called the direct grant schools, and the creation of
comprehensive schools. And that hit him very hard, because it falls to many of the
good schools like his own, King Henry VIII, to become private schools. And that
caused him a lot of anguish, in fact I would say it shortened his life considerably. It
made him very ill and, you know, he didn’t have much life after he retired, he had a
heart attack and died in his – in his late sixties, and was ill before that for about ten
years with what would appear to be stress related things. So that whole business of
taking a school, which has been a direct grant and a selective school, but never the
less took children, boys from all backgrounds, suddenly to say you can’t select, and
you’ve got to teach everything for all abilities, he just felt that that was wrong, that
there was – that you need to have the sorts of schools that serve boys with certain
abilities in other places, not to try and dumb it all down to the lowest common
denominator. And of course he felt strongly about that, because he came from a
working class background, and he’d gone into the grammar schools, the direct grant
schools, and in that way he’d been able to move from being in a poor working class
home to better himself, and to achieve to his full potential. So I mean, as a result of
that his school became a private school. The school I went to as a girl, and my mother
went to the same school in Warwick, again a direct grant school, that became a private
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school. And he felt immensely sad that the opportunities for bright boys from poor
homes to benefit from the sort of education that his school could offer was barred
from those children. And so I suppose you could say, you know, that the last thing he
would have ever have wanted to do was to vote for the Labour Party, because that was
what they brought in. So I guess, although we weren’t a political family at all, and we
didn’t discuss politics at home very much, if at all, I suppose he was Conservative if
he was anything. Yes.

What do you remember then of that, the change in him brought about by – I mean the
physical change, or the sort of emotional change in him brought about by this change
in what was going on in his working life? How did he appear different at home?

Well he was clearly stressed, and he also became physically quite ill with problems
with his digestive system. So he would be too poorly to get out of bed for quite
extended periods. And looking back you sort of think, well, probably that has to have
been stress related, so he had an ulcer and those sorts of things. And it aged him, you
know, when I look back at the photographs of him in his last years, it aged him.

Do you remember the sorts of things that he was saying about it when he came home?
I suppose you would have been –

Well I was at university by that, I was away by then. But yes, I mean, I knew he was
very distressed by it all. Yes distressed at what was happening, but knowing there
was nothing he could do about it.

[31:16]

Now I know that you were left alone, from what you said that you were left alone to
play with your brothers quite a lot, but do you have key memories of times spent with,
to start with, with your mother as a child? I know you said that she was busy and
often you had to, but are there things that you remember doing with her, and if so
what are they?

Oh, yes, I mean she – we used to cook together, so she taught me to cook, and I like
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cooking. So – and I can remember that she – she always had time for all of us. So I
went away to school in Warwick, which meant that I was not home for lunch, my
brothers came home for lunch. But when I got home in the afternoon, she would
always make time for a long chat, what had I been doing, and – etc., etc. It was
always great fun to go in the kitchen and just catch up with whatever had been going
on, and she was always game for a chat. And I remember her taking me as a – when I
was about nine back to Germany to meet all the people that she’d lived with when she
and my father were out there in the late ‘40s. And that was a kind of a special trip, it
was just the two of us. And we took the ferry across, and the train, and it was all very
exciting. We had a nice time meeting all these people.

What did you learn about your father and your mother’s time from these meetings?

Well I don’t think I – I can’t really remember –

When you were nine.

When you were nine, you don’t really, you’re just going on a trip, you don’t kind of
think, you know, what did it tell me about them, but it was nice. I remember she was
very pleased to go back and see all her old friends and things. And people didn’t
travel so much in those days, so going back to Germany was quite a big deal I
suppose.

Why was it that you went alone with her, rather than the whole family, or all of the
children?

It was probably expense as much as anything else. Yeah, and my younger brother
would probably be too young, my older brother was probably tied up in school. I
don’t know, but it was just the two of us that went.

[33.37]
And also key times spent with your father, so when he wasn’t preparing for teaching,
or teaching, what would you do particularly with him, where would you go
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particularly with him?

What did I do with my father? Well of course he I suppose instilled love of music in
all of us, and he could play the piano, he couldn’t read music, but he could play the
piano. So he sort of I suppose encouraged a lot of music. And he would take us to
opera and ballet and things like that, the theatre, and just generally talk to us about all
sorts of things.

Do you have striking early memories of the theatre and music scene?

Well I know, I remember he took me to see Margot Fontaine and Rudolph Nureyev
dancing Swan Lake, for example. And I remember him taking me to see Der
Rosenkavalier many more probably but those are the ones that really stick in my
memory.

Did you get any sense as you grew up as to why he regarded these experiences as
valuable, or perhaps you didn’t, but why he took you?

Well I suppose he’d been to things like that when he was a young man, you know, in
Germany he went to concerts and those sort of things, and I suppose, you know, he
would not have had those opportunities in his childhood. So I think both my parents
were keen that we had opportunities, because they could afford it, to do things they
wish they could have done I suppose.

Did they ever comment, or what did they comment on the fact that they had both
moved from a working class background to higher education? Did they – to what
extent did they comment on that about their own sort of life course, the novelty of it,
or the -?

I don’t recall that they did particularly. But one was, you know, just aware that they
were fortunate to have had those opportunities because not everybody did.

[36:00]
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Could you tell me about your first school now, I know that you’ve told me where you
go for secondary school, high school.

Yes.

But what memories do you have of the very first school that you went to?

Well when I was very small, I went to a little nursery school, which was in
somebody’s house, and it was run by a lady called Miss Kenderdine I think, that’s
right, and I think we all went there when we were very, very small, so this was sort of
up to the age of five. And basically it was learning to read, and a little bit of play and
that sort of thing. And then I went to the Warwick Preparatory School, which was sat
next door to King’s High School for Girls, which is were I went eventually. So I went
there when I was really quite small, and that involved a ten-mile bus journey to school
and back each day, which was at times quite daunting as far as I remember. I can
remember finding it sort of a bit daunting, it’s a long way to go for a little child.

This was to the prep school?

Yes, yes.

Do you remember the journey, could you describe sights on that journey?

Yes, oh yes. Up through the woods, out of Coventry, and in through Kenilworth,
passed the castle, and then on through Leek Wootton, and eventually down into
Warwick. And the school was right by one of the – quite close to the castle, and by
the gates through the old town halls at Warwick.

And who did you sit with?

Well mostly my best friend Jane [laughs]. Yes.

Had you known Jane before going to this prep school?
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I don’t – I honestly don’t know. I don’t think so, no, probably not, because she didn’t
live that close to our house. So I had a ten-minute walk as well from home to the bus
stop, then the school bus came, and she lived ten minutes the other way, as far as I
recall. So we must have got to know each other, and decided we’d like to sit on the
bus together. That’s what we did.

Did anyone else from your very local area near where you lived at home, also travel
to this school?

Not very close to where I lived, no.

[38:40]

And what can you remember about the teaching at the prep school?

Well I suppose my most vivid memory of it all was the fact that we used to play chess
every day. So particularly when I was a bit older, before I – when I was about ten or
eleven, the school decided that obviously they thought that chess was good for the
brain, so every morning for the first half an hour or so, we’d play chess, which I think
is quite extraordinary, quite unusual. The rest of it was sort of fairly classic prep
school lessons and, you know, PE, and dancing, and all the sorts of things that little
children, girls, do at school. But this idea that we should play chess every morning to
make us think a bit differently was I think quite imaginative in a way.

What do you remember of the teaching of science if any, there?

I don’t remember any science being taught in prep school particularly at all, no.

Nature study?

It would have been nature study if it was anything, yes. We did do that.

Do you remember that?
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I do remember that, yes.

What did it involve?

So learning about wild flowers, and different sorts of birds and that sort of thing. And
I remember I used – I had some nice books from my father which was all about
British wild flowers and British birds, and I used to draw – look at the book and draw
the birds myself, and write about them and things like that. So I guess nature studies
was about as far as it went at prep school.

Any geography that you can remember?

I must have done geography as well, but I don’t really remember any of that. Yeah.

And do you remember how mathematics was taught there?

Well it was arithmetic, yes, and I was jolly good at it too.

What do you remember about being good at it, how you knew you were good at it, or?

Because I always got it right, and I always finished it long before anybody else
[laughs].

[40:55]

And what do you remember about play at this school, in other words time spent out of
class?

We used to play lots of playground games like, what’s it called, hopscotch, and things
like that, I can remember playing those a lot. And I did like, I was very good at
netball and things like that. So I played a lot of – you know, we played a lot of games
just fun, playing with the ball for the fun in the playground. But, yeah, those were the
things I remember clearly.
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And finally, the teaching of reading and writing, your experiences of that there. I
think you mentioned that you’d learned to read at the previous nursery school.

Yes.

But I mean, do you have any memories of your, for example, performance in English
or the activities?

I think I was very good, I was generally good at most things, and we were taught to
write in very nice script, and those sorts of things. But generally I think I was one of
these rather I suppose nauseating people that seemed to be able to do all of it
reasonably well. That’s what I can remember, you know, be proud that my class book
was neat and tidy, and I could write very – we were taught to write Italic script, so
you know, very beautiful handwriting. And again I like to do things well, so I can
remember getting a lot of pleasure from the fact that my schoolbook looked really
nice, and the teacher thought it looked really nice.

Do you remember talking to your parents about your school at this age, talking to
them about things that you’d done?

Oh yes, very much so, and they were really interested. So again, you know, there was
a sort of element of wanting to please my parents, and it wasn’t something that was
drummed into us, but it was – they were – they showed themselves pleasure in what I
was doing, and interest in what I was doing, and so forth. Because my father was a
very, very good teacher himself, I mean, and so he was genuinely interested in how it
was being taught, and how I was performing, and what my potential was and all those
sorts of things.

[43:28]

Thank you. And could you then talk about the transition to the next school.

Yes. So it was quite normal for girls that had been in the preparatory school to go into
the King’s High School for Girls, but you of course had to do an entrance exam, so
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there’s the 11-plus as it was called in those days because it was a selective school. So
I took the 11-plus, and was selected to go to King’s High School, which was literally
next – the playgrounds next to each other. So it was – and most of my friends went
there as well, so it was a sort of seamless transition apart from the change of uniform
from where I’d been going to school, to where I started in senior school.

And could you start with significant memories of particular subjects, and perhaps
we’ll start with significant memories of maths at King’s High School for Girls.

Well I was always good at maths, and so I enjoyed it, and of course eventually I went
on to do lots of maths in the sixth form where, you know, I just liked solving
problems, and getting them right, and that sort of thing. So –

Where there particular kinds of maths that you preferred?

I liked it all, so no, not really. And I did pure and applied maths in the sixth form,
because I liked both of them. So I liked solving equations, but I also liked seeing
maths working for a particular problem.

And how was it presented, how was it taught, including who taught it and –?

Well they were all lady teachers, and of course I suppose in the ‘50s and ‘60s many of
them were spinsters. So they were women who probably would have married but
didn’t because of the war. One’s aware of that now, looking back I can see that that
must have been the case. And it was a pretty formal education I suppose, I mean we
were in – there were ninety girls in each year, and they divided them up in terms of
your ability, into A, B, and C classes. And I was in the A class and we were then –
you had different options in what you could learn, so if you were in the A class, you
could learn classics, and we did, and if you were in the C class, you probably did
more of the sort of home economics and things like that. We all had to learn French
and, you know, there was sort of core things that we all did, history, geography,
French, English, but then in my stream you did Latin. You could do Greek if you
wanted to, I didn’t. And you could do music, and I did music, I remember, and things
like that, as we got higher up the school.
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What did – do you remember any self-consciousness in girls in the different strands,
A, B, C, about the strand that they’re in, anything that was said about people from
different classes, or the identity of each?

Yeah there must have been, I think, yes, those of us that were in the A class I guess
we probably thought we were cleverer than the others, and that’s how teenagers
behave and, you know, it would have gone on. But I don’t – I don’t remember a lot of
bullying or anything like that. So there was just this sort of understanding that we
were different, but I’m sure if I’d been in the C class I might have had a very different
perspective on it, but I don’t recall it particularly. It was a very happy school actually,
and a very well run school.

Did you play with girls from other strands, I mean how dividing was it in terms of
play time, time outside?

Yes I must have done, yes. And of course there were a lot of things that you did that
were done during lunchtimes and things like that. So if you were in the school sports
teams, I mean often the best sports people were girls who were in some of the other
strands, and we were just all mixed up together, and you know, I used to sing in the
choir, and play in the orchestra, and all those sorts of things. So you would have been
mixing with girls from across the whole year and not really thinking about it. But of
course you did tend to know the girls best that were in your class because you spent
all day in lessons with them pretty much.

And what was your sport or sports?

Oh well I played netball, hockey, tennis.

[48:50]

What do you remember then of the teaching of science at this school?
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It was very good, and very interesting. I mean, we did a lot of physics, and I don’t
think – I didn’t do chemistry, and I can’t really remember why I chose not to do
chemistry, probably because I wanted to do music. So I didn’t ever do chemistry at O
level until I took it in the sixth form as an extra subject eventually. But the physics
and biology I remember all that, and we did all sorts of things that you probably
wouldn’t do now.

What are the examples of those things from –?

Well I can remember with lots of experiments that involved mercury, and having a lot
of fun pushing balls of mercury around the benches, the lab benches, and things like
that. I remember in biology having to cut up hearts and bull’s eyes and things like
that, and dissecting different things and I’m not sure that that’s done so much these
days.

Do you remember your reaction to having to do that, cutting up hearts, cutting up
bull’s eyes?

Just really interesting actually, yeah, you obviously go, yurh, to begin with and then
you sort of things, well actually that’s pretty interesting. So I liked all that sort of
stuff, and you know, performing experiments and plotting the graph, and seeing what
the graph could tell me about what was going on, and all those sorts of things.

Do you remember the response of others to hearts and bull’s eyes?

Some of them absolutely hated it, they just couldn’t cope with it at all because they
were pretty squidgey, particularly the bull’s eyes [laughs].

Could you then describe the physics laboratory, if there was such a distinction?

They weren’t – I don’t recall that they were separate, we had science laboratories, so –

Could you describe the one that you can see when you think of them, what it was like
physically as a place?
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Well there were long benches with sinks and gas points for Bunsen burners and
things, and we all sat on stools quite high up on stools. And I’m trying to remember, I
can’t remember any specific experiments that come to mind from my school days, but
we did a lot of experiments on these benches trying out different things.

Without then being about to remember a specific experiment that you did, do you
remember how you more generally went about it? Where you got the materials from,
if they weren’t laid out for you?

No, I don’t remember any of that. No.

You just have a sense that you did do a lot of practical work?

Oh, yes.

What makes you know then that you did?

[52:01]

Because I – part of the O level exam was that you had to do a practical exam, so you
would be given a problem and some equipment, and you had to perform an
experiment, and measure things. So, you know, it might have been something just as
simple as a swinging pendulum, for example, or something like that. But it all blurs
into the stuff that I did at university, so you know. But there were – you did have
practical exams where you basically were given the stuff, told what the experiment
was, you worked out what to measure, plot the graph, does it makes sense, is the
answer what you’d expect from the basic equation that you were supposed to know.

[52:57]

And you’re giving the impression that you enjoyed this. Can you say what appealed
to you in particular about this sort of work?
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I’ve always liked with physics, physics in action, so I liked being able to see and
measure something, observe something that confirms the theory. So, you know, we
would often be taught the theory like Newton’s laws of motion, but to be able to test
them in a real situation, you known, make your measurement, plot the graph and say,
yes, that agrees with what the theory tells me. And I liked that sort of thing, I still do
actually, which is why I went into meteorology, because you can look out of the
window and see physics in action.

[53:49]

Could you tell me about the science teachers at the King’s High School for Girls?

Erm, well my – my recollection is that certainly in the lower years it was all very
ordered, and structured. But when I got into the sixth form, I remember really liking
the physics teacher and there were a group of us, about three or four of us, maybe less
than that, maybe there were only two of us actually, who did scholarship level
physics, and we got to know the physics teacher really well. And, you know, can
remember having some really good conversations around some of the problems we
were working on with her. So as you went into sixth form it became much less
formal, and more of a student tutor sort of relationship whereas lower down the school
in those days, I mean, it was the teacher and the class and you were expected to
behave, not to challenge any of those things, not to talk, while she’s teaching, all those
sorts of things. So very, very much more formal sitting in rows at desks type stuff,
and when you got into the sixth form, it became much more of a, not exactly equals,
but much more of a sort of friendly and one to one type relationship with your
teachers.

Did you then get to know them personally, the physics teachers, or to know a bit more
about them as people, about their backgrounds?

Not really, no, no, people didn’t in those days, mostly. But you, you got to have real
conversations with them about physics or whatever, which you certainly didn’t have
lower down the school.
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Do you remember that, this is asking quite a lot, but do you remember any
conversations that you might have had in the sixth form then about physics that
wouldn’t have taken place lower down the school?

Well we were certainly doing some quite difficult physics. Because what happened
with me was that although as I say there were two or three of us that did scholarship
level physics, and I decided to do the Oxford entrance exam a year early. So I took it
at the end of my first year in the sixth form, which is pretty challenging because
normally you take the exam after you finished your A levels, and then you have a year
off, that’s how it worked in those days. You do two years in the sixth form, do the
Oxford entrance exam, and then have a third year where you might stay at school for a
bit, but you could go off and do something else. Anyway, so I took it a year early,
which meant that I had to learn, to understand the whole of the A level syllabus in
physics and applied maths a year early. So I can remember working a lot of this at
home on my own, but also talking to her about it and, you know, and she would –
things that I was finding difficult she would explain to me and so forth. So it was a
very one to one relationship, and I can still remember just actually sitting on the desks
with her, and just having a chat, very, very informal.

[57:47]

And the – and the teaching of maths, are there striking memories from that? I mean,
as maths becomes more advanced perhaps in the sixth form, and applied maths in
particular, are there particular kinds of applied maths that appeal to you, or that you
–?

Well applied maths was in those days very close to physics, so a lot of it was about
physical type problems. Whereas pure maths was in a sense much of esoteric, you
know, and I can remember that the teacher that taught pure maths was quite – I
suppose you might – looking back you’d probably say she was slightly introverted.
So again a sense that was very much this pupil teacher relationship continued on
through sixth form in pure maths, whereas sort of the applied maths went off into
more physics, and that was, I suppose, a more relaxed – and the way it was taught was
more interaction between the teacher and us as pupils.
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And chemistry, I think you said that this was your extra –

I did a bit of, yes, I did O level chemistry in a year just for fun, I wasn’t very good at
it. I can’t remember what I got.

A level chemistry?

O level chemistry. Because I hadn’t done A level chemistry. But I remember just
having lots of fun in the chemistry lab making lots of interesting reactions.

Do you remember any particular experiments in chemistry for that? That year.

No I don’t really. The trouble is that a lot of my memories of chemistry are coloured
by my older brother who did a lot of chemistry at home, so he had a full chemistry kit
in the kitchen, and doing all sorts of stuff that would never be thought of these days.

[59:55]

Can you describe what he did in the kitchen with his kit?

Oh, well, he used to, we had a full distillation units. And you know, he would make
all sorts of explosive things, and we had a whole rack with all these acids and things,
and chemical constituents there. And I can remember going with him and my mother
to Birmingham to a place that supplied chemical equipment for schools and buying
lots of flasks, and pipettes, and distillation units, and so forth. He’d come home and
make lots of nasty smells in the kitchen, and precipitate out lots of crystals and
various things in pans n the fridge and stuff like that, but it was very extraordinary.

[1:00:46]

To what extent were you involved in this?
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Well I used to just – mostly just watch him, well I suppose I was involved a little bit.
And again, you know, it comes back to the sort of childhood we had, which was about
being inquisitive and wanting to know how things work and so forth, and parents who
were pretty tolerant. And looking back my mother let him take over quite a bit of her
kitchen to play with his chemistry, and quite sophisticated chemistry as well.

Were you not interested in having your own?

I don’t – no, I wasn’t I suppose but then, you know, we went and did things together,
so I suppose there’s a lot of things he was getting up to and I just went along. I can’t
remember whether I helped him but I can remember a lot of it, so I presumably was in
there some where with him, playing with all this stuff.

And how had his interest in this started in home chemistry?

Goodness knows, I don’t know. I’ll ask him. I’d like to – it would be useful to know
really. But, yeah.

What else did he play with? You’ve mentioned that he had a friend and they got
building materials, and he built these houses at the bottom of the garden.

Houses at the bottom of the garden.

Chemistry set. What else did you see your older brother playing with?

Oh, he was very, very interested in electronics as well, so following on from the
chemistry he then started building a lot of his own electronic equipment. So he would
build his own amplifiers, and things like that. So – and one of the huts that he had at
the bottom of the garden was a broadcasting station, so he’s have microphones down
there, and there’d be cables that went up to the house, and into our radio in our
breakfast room. And he and his friend would entertain us with their broadcasts, and
things like that, and that was very early on. But then I mean later on he built some
very sophisticated hi-fi from scratch with valves, and then subsequently transistors,
and so forth. And so he took over half of my mother’s pantry at that point, the pantry
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was full of all his bits and bobs, and he would be soldering away at all these things,
and testing this stuff out, and he had a pretty powerful – I remember having a very
powerful hi-fi system at that time that he would play lots of loud music on, classical
music, but loud music.

Again to what extent were you involved or interested in that at the time?

Oh I wasn’t interested in that, by then I was you know, sort of thirteen, fourteen, and
going off and doing my own thing. And we just knew that he was in the pantry, and
every now and then you’d hear him go, umph, when he got a big shock with whatever
he was playing with. Yeah.

[1:04:08]

And you said you were off doing your own thing, what was that at that age, early
teens?

I suppose I was – I used to go and play tennis with a lot of friends, and we had a sort
of youth club that I used to – so I was much more involved in social things I suppose
with groups of friends, yeah, that sort of thing. But I also did my own things like, you
know, sewing, and playing the piano. I did a lot of music at school, so I would sing
quite a lot outside school with people.

Tell me more about that, the singing?

So we had, we had a magical group at school that I was part of, and we used to go and
do extra things outside school. And – and I also played in the county youth orchestra
and things like that, so I was out and about doing music things, much more than my
brother, certainly my older brother was, yes.

Playing the piano?

Well I played the violin in the county youth orchestra, yeah.
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[1:05:30]

Thank you. And are there significant memories of the teaching of other subjects that
we haven’t covered at King’s High School? I think we’ve covered your A level, the
subjects that you went on study at A level.

Yes. What was interesting was that one or two of the teachers had also taught my
mother because my mother went to the same school, and was head girl there. So there
was a sort of nice – it was one of the reasons that I went to school there was because it
was her old school. So there were – I remember the art teacher who was a lovely
person, she taught my mother as well. And the PE teacher who was then I suppose in
her fifties, had also taught my mother. And I can remember the PE teacher being very
– well she was quite tough on us as far as I remember, so I have vivid memories of
playing hockey in freezing cold conditions, and we had to wear these little short game
shirts. So it was desperately cold. And there was this PE teacher all dressed up in this
fleece, you know, lambskin coat, big lambskin coat and all of this, yelling at us off,
you know, the sidelines saying, ‘Come on girls, get moving’ [laughs], and so forth.
And she’d taught my mother as well, so it was quite entertaining really. Sometimes
she mention it, you know, and say, ‘Your mother used to do this’, or whatever.

[1:07:06]

And can you tell me about decisions that you were making towards the end of your
time here, about what you wanted to do next in terms of where you wanted to go, and
what subjects you felt you wanted to study, and why?

Yes. Well I knew I always wanted to do sciences, I wasn’t – I was good at English
and French and those sort of things, but I don’t think languages came naturally to me.
I suppose I had a pretty sort of analytical mind because I liked Latin for example,
which requires you to have a bit of a analytical mind I think really. But I liked maths
very much, and I liked physics very much, the two go together really, solving
equations, understanding how things work, more so than say biology for example,
which again is very descriptive, so it’s the analytic side of science that I like. And so
when it came to thinking about going to university, there was no question for me that I
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wanted to do physics because it explains so many things that are there in everyday
life.

And so you applied, you said, to -?

So I did the entrance exam for Oxford at the end of my first year in the sixth, and was
interviewed, and I think in those days there were virtually no places for girls to do
physics at Oxford. So I think that six of us were interviewed, and I think it was at St.
Hilda’s, at an all female college, six for two places. And they ended up offering me a,
what they call it? They offered me a place for the subsequent year, so in other words I
needed to just do that extra year. But actually I didn’t like the place at all [laughs].
The fact that it was an all female college was just not for me. The environ – I can
remember vividly coming home before I knew what the outcome was and saying to
my father, ‘That’s not for me, I can’t go there.’

Say more about that, why?

Well because it was, it was an all women’s college, and you know, the people that
interviewed me were all women, and it was very, I don’t know, it just didn’t seem like
an environment that I thought I could be happy in.

But you’d been at a –

An all girls’ school, but also I’d had my brothers around me, and you know, I’d had I
suppose, you know, a good mixed social life outside school with music and, you
know, the orchestras and, you know, church, youth clubs, and things like that. And it
just seemed, I don’t know, that the – and the staff that interviewed me at St. Hilda’s
seemed very formal and very dry, and sort of just – I just didn’t find it interesting at
all. So I remember just going home and saying to him, ‘It’s not for me.’

Do you remember the content of the interview?
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Not terribly, no, not really. I just know that I – and I didn’t like, sounds awful, I
didn’t like some of the other girls that were there being interviewed, and the way they
behaved.

In what way?

Well so they came from – a lot of them came from really the top public schools, so
although I came from a direct grant school, so again you were sort of slightly different
part of society in those days. And I just felt very uncomfortable around them, they
were very confident public school girls, coming to read politics, philosophy, and
economics, PPE as it was then. And there was little me trying to read physics from a
direct grant school. And I just thought this is not an environment for me where I think
I can flourish.

How do you – how do public school girls – how is that confidence then – I’ve never
known any public school girls. So how would they have behaved on this day that you
saw was different from yourself?

Well it was two days actually, so you had to stay the night as well, so it was quite a
big deal when you think that those days, I’d never been away from home like that.
And because they came from boarding schools they were obviously much more
comfortable with this idea of being in an environment like that away from home,
whereas for me it was like, you know, I’ve never done this before, particularly in an
environment where you’re going to be tested, and so on and so forth. So I just
remember in the evening when I, you know, just being very daunting. But also, you
know, was this an environment I wanted to be? Probably not.

[1:12:55]

And what had other adults and perhaps even other of your sort of friends at school
said about your decision to go on to study physics? Let’s break it down. But what
was your parents’ view of this?
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Oh well, they were entirely supportive, because my brother was – my older brother,
was already reading engineering at Cambridge by then, so you know – and I was
clearly on the science side, my mother was a mathematician, you know, no problem.
And of course, my father well aware of where the good places were to read physics,
so you know, his attitude was, well, go to Bristol, which is what I did. And so they
were very supportive, yeah, absolutely.

How was it that your father knew where was a good place to study physics?

Well if you’re a headmaster you know where the good universities are, and where the
good departments are. He was very well connected. You know, so that was where I
went down there, and saw around, this, you know, mixed halls of residence, fantastic
course, nice city, much more what I was looking for rather than an all women’s
college at that time.

[1:14:20]

And what do you remember then of the interview, if there was an interview, for
Bristol?

I don’t think there was a – there wasn’t an interview for Bristol, and in those days a
lot of the – apart from Oxbridge – well that’s not entirely true, I remember I was also
interviewed for Westfield College in London, which was where my mother went, and
I got an offer there from them, but I don’t recall Bristol interviewed me, they just gave
me an offer.

[1:14:47]

And so you went there in 1969, is that right?

Yes.

To study -?
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Physics, yes.

Yes, physics, single honours, not maths, not physics and something?

No. No, just physics.

Okay. Well could you then tell me about the teaching of physics in the first year in
Bristol?

I know I enjoyed it, and really interesting things, and I had a very good tutor,
Professor Zeeman, and we did quite a lot of experimental work and things like that.
So we did lab work, and I remember with – that we were also in between our first
second year we had to learn engineering skills, so you had to learn how to make your
own lab equipment, so I learned how to use lathes and drilling machines, and all sorts
of things. So we went and – you know, we spent I think two weeks – it was an
extended period, learning how to create something from scratch.

What sort of thing would you make, would you need to make?

Well I remember what I – we could just make anything we liked, which could be just
a fun piece of something. And I remember making a three dimensional noughts and
crosses thing, which was made out of Perspex for the three layers with the holes in for
the marbles, and the rods were made of brass I think, with little brass turnings on the
top. And, you know, all had to be beautifully engineered, and involved being able to
use all the different sorts of equipments and different materials, you know, from steel,
to brass, to Perspex, and those sorts of things. And we must have made some other
things as well, but we could also make something to take home and sort of coffee
table item.

And who were the lecturers on – who were there?

Gosh I can’t remember now. It’s a long time ago.

[1:17:11]
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And it’s probably asking too much to sort of divide the years up almost in terms of
content, but would you be able to talk about the most striking work in physics over the
course of the degree, or you were encountering, I would have thought, areas of
physics that you hadn’t covered before.

Oh, yes. Yes. Yes, absolutely.

So among those the most challenging, or memorable?

Yes, what I suppose I learned about myself fairly early on was that I did like things
that – as I say I could physics in action. So, you know, we did a lot of sort of nuclear
physics, statistical mechanics, that sort of thing, so very mathematical, very
theoretical. And I was okay at it, but I don’t think it inspired me very much, whereas
you know, things like thermodynamics, and the more practical aspects of light
magnetism, those sorts of things are what I really liked. And I used to enjoy the
laboratory sessions where you would do sort of interesting experiments with
refraction of light and all these sorts of things. You know, again testing theories
against observations, and did it all, could you demonstrate the theory through
observations, through an experiment, that’s what I like doing really. And so that was
sort of always where I tended to go if I possibly could, rather than very mathematical,
and rather abstract side of physics.

[1:18:59]

And can you describe an experiment in physics that occurred over the course of the
degree?

So in our third year we had to do an experimental project, and I remember that two of
us decided to do an experiment on Potty Putty, as it was called, which was this very
interesting material that’s what we say is thixotropic. So that if you move it slowly,
stretch it slowly, it’s very elastic and fluid. If you hit it hard, it’s like a rock. And
these sort of materials were just coming in to sort of use really I suppose in, for
example, in things like boots for skis for skiing, because they allow you, if you just
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moving slowly, it’s quite flexible, if you call over it becomes rigid, and therefore
helps protect your ankle and so on. There was also thoughts about maybe you could
use it in seatbelts, all those sorts of things. So we did an experiment on visco-elastic
properties of this material, and you know, what sort of experiment do you need to
design to explore the properties, and actually also to understand a bit about what is it
about these materials, why is it that they have these properties, and so forth. So again,
you know, very experimental, but also again sort of physics in action, and also physics
going through to an application. So we weren’t just doing this for a theoretical point
of view, there was also this fact that this material, if you could define its properties,
then you could use it in certain applications if you understood the nature of its
elasticity, or whatever.

What did you do to investigate the properties of it?

Gosh. Well I remember we did all sorts of – I’m trying to remember what we did. I
know we did experiments where we were stretching it in a very controlled way, and
we also did experiments where we dropped different weights of objects onto it and
looked at how it behaved and so forth. I can’t remember now, but I mean it was sort
of, it was a good project and, you know, it got some good marks, and things. But
everybody thought it was rather amusing that we were playing with Potty Putty, and
of course it gave a lot of entertainment in that for the other students as well, we got
this tank full of this stuff that we were mucking about with.

Can you remember that in more detail, the mucking about with it?

Well I mean–

To give us sense of sort of the culture of an undergraduate physics laboratory, what
sort of goes on between students.

Well Potty Putty was sort of out there then as a toy as well, I mean it was stuff that
people you know, you could get it in the little egg shaped container. And it was out
there and people would – liked it because I mean you could roll it up in a ball and it
would bounce like a rubber ball. But then if you put it on the desk it would just go,
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and it would sort of pour off the desk and all this sort of thing. So just a lot of
entertainment with this stuff that, you know, you could imagine students, and the fact
we’d got a whole tank full and not just a little egg shaped container of this stuff, was a
source of interest I suppose.

[1:22:38]

What was the make up of the course in terms of male and female students at this time,
1969 to ‘73.

I guess, there weren’t many girls I suppose, less than a quarter of us were girls, but I
can’t remember in detail, but there weren’t a lot of girls.

Did that draw –

Not in physics.

Did it draw any comment, the fact that–?

Not at that time, no. You know, a lot of girls tended to go off more into biochemistry
and those sorts of subjects in those days actually, so there weren’t many in physics.
Yeah.

And John Nye, was John Nye one of the lecturers?

Yes, that’s right. Yes.

What memories do you have of John Nye’s teaching practical?

I don’t have any, isn’t that awful.

It would have perhaps have been in optics?

Yes, it was, yes, that’s right.
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And any meteorology at all, in terms of the application of physics at this stage?

[1:23:40]

None, except that I think in either my first or second, one year, we had to write a sort
of dissertation, an essay, extended essay, and I wrote an essay on clouds, because I
was interested in, already interested in meteorology. So I wrote a, you know, an essay
about how the clouds were named, and why, what the different names meant, and how
these clouds form in different ways, and so forth, which I remember I enjoyed doing.
So it was a bit of sort of you had to do your own personal research, and then write an
essay. I guess it might have been in my first year even.

You say that you were interested in clouds.

Yes.

Why, how had you become interested in clouds by that stage?

Well when I was – particularly in my lower sixth, when I was ploughing through all
this A level materials, I could do the Oxford entrance exam. And I spent a long time
at my desk in my bedroom looking out of the window and, you know, look at the sky
a lot, and sort of wonder why, why did the clouds always come from a particular
direction. Well a lot of the time they came from a particular direction, and why did
they have the structures they had? And, you know, why was the weather like it is,
where you’d get the build up of clouds, and then the rain, and then it would clear
away again. But you know, fundamentally why is it that the weather always seems to
come, pretty well always come from the west, you know, you sort of kind of take it
for granted but I was curious, why was that.

What memories of the view form the window where you were?

I was sort of on the first floor, there was a view across the garden, and quite a good
view of the sky from the house.
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Do you remember interest in weather before that, before your revising stage?

Not really, no, not particularly. But that was where I suppose it all started, yeah.

And apart from the writing of this first year essay, do you remember the development
of that interest while an undergraduate, that interest in weather if it developed at all?

[1:26:02]

Well it was always again you know, that what I really liked in physics was classical
physics, so again physics in action, so looking out of the window. And I can
remember in my third year, I knew I wanted to stay in physics, but to do what? And I
spent a lot of time reading around different options, and it just became obvious that
meteorology was just a great subject because it is physics in action, and it was all the
bits of physics that I liked so much, which is, you know, Newton’s laws of motion,
and classical thermodynamics, and – but something that I could see outside the
window every day.

What else did you consider when you were reading around?

I don’t think I considered anything else at all. You know, that was it.

[1:27:05]

And where did you live while at university for these three years?

So I lived in hall of residence for two years up over the downs in Bristol, mixed hall
of residence. And then six of us girls took a flat in Clifton in the last year, just across
from the union, students’ union, had lots of fun.

Can you tell me then about that, about social life as a student in Bristol at this time?
The sort of things that you did, this is ‘69 to ‘73.
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‘73, yes. ‘72, ‘73. Well I did a lot of – gosh, what did we do together? Sit around
and drink lots of coffee and talked to each other I suppose, like all students do, I don’t
think it’s changed much. See my girls what they did at university pretty much what I
did at university which is a lot of sitting around and chatting and getting to know each
other, going to parties, and that sort of thing. Bits of sport, and just generally having
fun.

Who were your most significant friends while at university?

Funnily enough it’s always the people you find next door to you when you first arrive
often become your best friends, and that was what happened to me. So I suppose one
of my best friends read biochemistry, she was just next door to me. Another one was
in music, and so I did do quite a bit of music when I was at Bristol, and sang in the
university choirs and those sorts of things, did some things with the music
department. Yes, so it was a sort of group of friends that you almost built up the first
week you were there, sort of stayed with you all the way through as it so often is. The
same with my daughters, the friends you make when you first arrive often are the ones
you keep longest.

Do you remember what you used to say to each other about your respective subjects
that you were studying?

Don’t think we ever talked about them very much, always had better things to talk
about, you know, who are you going out with [laughs], what are you going to do
tomorrow, or, you know, that sort of thing, personal things,

Were there significant relationships for you at this – at university?

I suppose I had – yeah, I had a boyfriend for one year that was particularly long term
at that time.

What was he -?

Well he was in physics as well.
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[1:30:10]

And could you tell me then about the experience of singing at university, speaking to
someone who has never sung in a choir.

Oh right.

What is involved, and so describe that activity almost?

Well I was – I’d always done a lot of singing at school, and then I’d sung in the
magical group, and all this sort of thing. I suppose I’d never thought I was awfully
good at singing until this fiend that I met when I first arrived at Bristol, who was
reading music, and she said, ‘Why don’t you come and audition for the 32 Choir?’,
which was the university’s top choir, thirty-two singers, and I thought oh, I don’t
know. So anyway I went along to the music department, and the professor, Professor
Willis, I think his name was, auditioned me and said, ‘Oh, yeah, we’ll have you.’
And so I was in the 32 Choir, but sadly within a few months of joining it, he shut it
down because of conflict with the university choral society, and there was tension
there, which is really sad because it was a wonderful choir. But anyway I then was in
the university choral society, which is I suppose a choir of about sixty or seventy, and
then there was the big choral society which was sort of all comers, which was a
couple of hundred when we used to sing really big choral works in the Colston Hall in
Bristol. So I did a lot of – I did a lot of singing when I was at Bristol and discovered
that I was quite good at it. I really loved it actually yeah.

Did you tend to sing particular parts, or –?

I sang soprano, yeah. Yeah.

Did that involve sort of solo sections?

I don’t think at Bristol I did much in solo sections, but later on subsequently I did
quite a lot of solo singing and I had singing lesions.
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And what at Bristol was involved in, A, the training for it, and what was the nature of
the place you were doing it, what was the reason for doing it, the enjoyment?

Well it’s making music, I suppose, but also singing with other people. But I guess,
you know, it is actually quite a thrill when you finally perform some of this big choral
works, the combination of the big choir, and the big orchestra, and maybe the organ as
well, and a big concert hall, and being part of a professional performance in a sense
with a top conductor and so forth. It’s immensely rewarding, it’s a great thrill, and I
just love – I like music so, you know, for me being able to make music like that was
very rewarding, yeah.

What were you doing in terms of the playing of the piano, and the violin at this stage?

So I played a bit in the hall orchestra, I didn’t really pursue the violin when I was at
university more than that because I was doing more of the signing. And I can
remember playing the piano, but yeah, I kept on playing the piano.

And any sort of political activity at university?

No I’m not a political person really.

And other clubs and you’ve mentioned sports, which particular sports?

Well I played quite a bit of squash, and I didn’t really take up team sports very much
when I was at university. I think I played a bit of hockey at one point. But mostly I
started to play quite a lot of squash.

[1:34:09]

And then tell me then about this period then at the end of university when you’re
applying or looking to apply to places. You’ve said that weather or meteorology
seemed the obvious choice, and you don’t feel that you researched any other options
for applied physics.
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Well I looked around, but nothing appealed in the same way that meteorology did.

What else was there that you might –?

Well you could go off more into sort of engineering type applications I suppose. But I
don’t remember particularly, but I know I looked at across all of the sort of
opportunities in the government science, and those sorts of things, and sorts of PhDs
you could do, but a lot of it at that time was very much at the theoretical end of
physics. It wasn’t what I wanted to do. So I think pretty quickly I sort of decided it
was meteorology was for me.

And so what happened next in terms of –?

So I looked around at, I mean there were very few places you could do meteorology in
those days, and one of the leading groups was at Imperial College, and so I applied to
Imperial initially to do a masters, so that I could learn meteorology, because I hadn’t
done any at university. And they accepted me for the masters course, with the
expectation that I would go on and do a PhD with them. And at the same time I also
applied to the Met Office, because I also knew that, you know, if you want to do
meteorology that’s where you go, and the Met Office already had a reputation of
drawing in the best scientists. So I went up for an interview in Whitehall, part of the
civil service, very formal, and was offered a job. So I went back to Imperial and said,
‘I’ve been offered a job as a scientific officer in the Met Office, what should I do?’
And the said, ‘Take it, because those sorts of jobs are like gold dust, if you leave it
they may not be taking any scientists in three or four years time when you graduate,
and it’s a great place to do research.’ So I went straight into the Met Office.

What did they ask you at the interview?

I honestly can’t remember. There must have been, you know, questions like why
meteorology, and what is it, what do you understand by certain things that you see in
the atmosphere. But it wouldn’t have been very technical, because nobody had a
training in meteorology, so at that time, you know, the Met Office was recruiting
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really scientists from the top universities in physics and maths, and astronomy, and
those sorts of, you know, hard science areas but not meteorology. So it would have
been something around physics, but I can’t remember.

[1:37:44]

And do you remember at that stage what you’d read, I know you said you weren’t
taught meteorology at Bristol.

Yes.

But what had you read in meteorology?

I’d read I think a bit about – well I’d obviously done this study on clouds and my
clouds form, and certain clouds form in certain weather patterns. So I had read
around the sort of weather – weather of the world type things, but I hadn’t gone in
depth into dynamical meteorology or any of those sorts of things. So most of it I
didn’t know, I just knew I was interested in it.

Were you interviewed by a meteorologist at Whitehall?

So there were – certainly the director of research was there, what would be the
equivalent of the chief scientist now was there.

Who was that?

It was a guy called Dr Knighting. And I remember a man called Mr Bushby, Fred
Bushby who was one of the pioneers of numerical weather prediction, he interviewed
me. And then there would have – I expect there would have been somebody from the
civil service that was pretty much how it was done, these were civil service
appointments.

What were your impressions of the two meteorologists, Knighting and Bushby at this
interview?
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I can’t remember. No, they didn’t have – I mean afterwards of course I got to know
them, yes.

[1:39:29]

Tell me then if you can about the reaction of your parents to this decision to apply.

Oh, they were delighted, I mean they thought it was a really good career. You know,
my father was obviously wanted me to go into something where, you know, you got a
secure job, good prospects, I was making full use of my university training. So, yeah,
they were very supportive indeed, yeah.

And so where did you go initially, having accepted the post of scientific officer, what
was the next step in terms of entering the Met Office, in terms of training

So in those days all scientific officers went on scientific officers’ training course,
which was a six month course held at Shinfield Park in Reading at the Met Office
college, as it was then. And that was I suppose it was the equivalent of doing a
masters in six months, so very intensive teaching on the theory of meteorology and all
of that. But also very much practical forecasting skills, and that combination of both
the theoretical side of, you know, what’s actually going on in the atmosphere, but also
then doing practical weather forecasting, and plotting up charts, and you know,
making your own forecasts, also makes all that theoretical side real. So it was a
fantastic training in meteorology, which you currently don’t have these days un the
Met Office. And I wish we did, because it gave you a sort of gut feeling about how
weather works that you never lose, and also sort of interest everyday on what’s the
weather doing today and, you know, what’s like to happen in the next few hours. And
looking at the sky and saying, yes I understand what the weather’s doing today, and
therefore I might expect this to happen in the next few hours, so on and so forth. It’s a
very interesting six months.

[1:42:01]
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For listeners with no idea at all about the theory of meteorology then, what did you –
what were you taught in those six months on the theoretical side?

So we were taught about how the atmosphere as a fluid behaves when it’s on a
rotating sphere, so this is, you know, this is what makes the winds blow from the
west, this is why the clouds are coming from the west. A lot of the time when I
looked out of the window, you might have thought, well that’s a bit strange because
they’re moving faster than the planet’s spinning. But now we – when you actually put
all that together and you understand the equations of motion for a fluid that’s on a
rotating sphere, you understand all the forces and accelerations that that fluid will
experience. And also you’d learn about the fact that the earth is heated by the sun, but
it’s heated more at the equator than it is at the poles, and of course there’s a seasonal
cycle as well, so as the earth wobbles on its axis. And what does that mean if you
heat air more at the equator than at the poles? You’ve got to transport that energy
between the two, otherwise you just warm up more and more the equator, and cool
down more and more at the poles. And those temperatures gradients, so this is, you
know – also determines how the air’s going to move. And then you’ve also got a
planet that’s heated at the ground, so you know hot air rises, so again basic
thermodynamics. So all these – suddenly you could all see all this basic classical
physics coming into play, but made much more complex by the fact that it’s all going
on, on a rotating sphere, and a sphere that’s heated differentially at the equator and
poles. And the surface of the planet that’s got oceans, and land, and mountains, which
are also doing things to the air motions. So I think that’s where, you know, the
fascination starts to come in really, because it is all just classical physics, but put it in
that context and it becomes hugely challenging, and very, very interesting.

[1:44:41]

And then you take that through into the whole way in which you make a weather
forecast, and the sorts of weather patterns that arise because of all those complex
interactions, and you make it – you look at it in a practical sense then it makes it even
more interesting in a sense. I suppose I’ve always been a scientist who likes to see
science being translated into something that people can use, or is of benefit to society,
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so that’s always been something that’s interested me, rather than science for science
sake.

Why do you think that is, that preference?

I suppose, you know, I’m quite a people sort of person, I like doing things that help
people, and I suppose I get personal rewards from seeing something that I’ve done
helping somebody else have a better experience, or a better way of life, or whatever.
And so that idea that you know, particularly in meteorology, that translation
immediately of the science into a real application that has real relevance every day of
our lives is very interesting for me, and I find it very rewarding.

When you think of yourself as a younger person, as a child, can you see elements of
that? When you think back to your childhood do you see elements of that preference
there?

Yes, I think so. I mean, I suppose as a child I was always keen to please my parents
or help my parents, or that sort of thing, do things for them, you know, help my
mother or whatever. So there’s always been an element of that, of wanting to do
things for other people, you know, help with the family and that sort of thing. Yeah.

[1:46:52]

We’ll come to the practical side of the course in a moment. You told us what was
taught on the theoretical side, now can you say how it was taught, how that was
taught to you in practice?

Through lectures, just as you would as if you were doing a masters degree at
university, very, very similar, just lectures and –

What was the nature and extent of the teaching aids used to teach that understanding?

It must have been – looking back I suppose, it must have been a blackboard in those
days, because I don’t support you were even into sort of overhead projectors at that
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time. So slides maybe for sort of photographs, images, and things, but mostly it was
equations on blackboards.

And do you have any memory of who was teaching this course at this time?

Oh, yes, yes, I can remember the two men taught it, and they were – they were Met
Office staff, trained forecasters. Yes, I would imagine they were both trained
forecasters that had come into the, come to work in the college for a period as
teachers.

And who else was on that course, that six months course, essentially the cohort, and
how many, and the type of person?

There must have been about fifteen of us I suppose, I’m trying to remember whether it
was as many as that in my year, twelve to fifteen, and there were two girls, so the rest
were all chaps. And most of them had come in with PhDs, so I guess I was in the
slight minority in the fact that I’d come straight off an undergraduate degree. And an
awful lot of them came from Oxbridge, so I was slightly – considered to be slightly
suspect, because I’d come from a red brick university.

How did you get that impression, that you were considered to be suspect?

Oh I can still remember overhearing the director general saying, of course, you know,
all our best – we only take our scientists from Oxbridge, you know, we only take the
best. And there was very much this sort of, you know, again all those years ago, this
idea of Oxbridge is where it’s at and so forth. And I can also remember that when I
came in as a scientific officer they had – they didn’t tell you at the time you were
appointed, but when you went to the college you were told whether you were in what
they called stream one or stream two. And if you were in stream two you were
expected to go and spend more time doing weather forecasting, and if you were in
stream one you were going directly into research. So I’d come in without a PhD from
a red brick university, from not Oxbridge, and I remember very soon after I arrived a
conversation that I was in stream two. So I said, well you know, why is that? And it
was, well you’ve come from a red brick university. And I sort of said, but that’s not
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right, I’ve come in to do research and I want to do research. And during the course of
that six months I proved that I was good at the science, and so on and so forth, and I
got moved up to stream one. So I did got into research as I wanted to do, but that was
very much the way it worked in those days, that it was quite an elite-ish group of
young, mostly young men, and a couple of women, from top universities, and many of
whom went on to be leading lights around the world. You know, if you look back
there are several in my year who’ve become very leading scientists, not just in the
UK, so –

Who are they?

So Alan Plumb, who went out to Australia and became a very leading light in
dynamical meteorology, fluid dynamics area, very theoretical dynamics really. And
then, gosh sometimes I get mixed up with years because there was a whole group, we
all came in roughly within two or three years. But John Mitchell was in the year, I
think a year after me who became head of the Hadley Centre, and a leading light in
climate change. Alan O’Neill, who’s now director of the National Centre for Earth
Observation in the UK. Gosh. Trying to remember. But there are quite a number of
us who’ve ended up in quite influential positions around the world that came through.
There was a period of only about three or four years where Sir John Mason as director
general attracted – well Tim Palmer came through around that time – who came in
through those scientific officer training courses. And some stayed in the Met Office,
many went elsewhere into academia and so forth.

[1:53:11]

What about the other lady that was on the course with you, I thought you said there
were two?

Yes. She only stayed for a few years and then left and had a family, and never
returned to work.

What was her background, university wise?
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So she was a mathematician, I’m not sure, I think she was Oxbridge. Her father in
fact was one of the people that interviewed me for the Met Office, so she was Mr
Knighting’s daughter, who was the director of research at that time. So that was quite
interesting. So there were just the two of us, and I think, you know, at that period,
well people talk about glass ceilings and so forth, but there were very women entering
– very few women entering those sorts of professions in those days. And very few
staying on and, like I have, risen to the top of the profession, just because there were
so few of us going into it.

Why do you think that was, as someone who was there and applying for this sort of
thing at that time -

Yes.

Are you able to account for the fact that there weren’t others, other female scientists
or undergraduate scientists around you who were also –?

I think when I applied for meteorology when I was at Bristol it was quite – considered
to be a quite unusual, this wasn’t the sort of career path that was recognised at Bristol,
because I suppose because I mean the course at Bristol was pretty geared towards
theoretical physics. And there were – I don’t remember there were very many of us
that would have even considered meteorology as a career.

Did it draw any comment from –?

No, I don’t think it did, but I don’t think it was something that they expected people to
do out of that physics course.

[1:55:22]

Could you now then describe the practical training on this Met Office course at
Shinfield Park?
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Yes. So every afternoon we would take the current weather patterns, so we would get
the chance over the – I don’t know what they call them, there were some special
machines that pushed out the charts from Met Office, from the central forecasting
office. We’d also, through sort of, again like telefax machines, you’d get a lot of the
observations would come in too from lots and lots of surface stations in the upper air,
and the balloons that would be going up. What we’d learned to do was to actually
plot the charts, so in those days you’d learned how to plot all the symbols that
described the weather at a particular location, and then you’d draw up the chart with
the pressure – with the isobars. And you’d use the observations to decide where the
weather fronts must be, from things about what the observations were telling you.
And we learned to work out things like the difference between what the weather is
doing at the surface and what the weather is doing at the middle of the troposphere, it
would also tell you about how weather patterns would change with time. But it was
all very practical, because at that stage none of this was computerised, there was a lot
of hand drawing, and plotting observations, and thinking about – and interpreting
what they mean. And so we would – that was what we spent the afternoons doing.
And then we would make our own forecasts by looking at what the observations were
saying and deciding what we thought, and from our understanding of theoretical
meteorology, what we thought was going to happen to the weather patterns over the
UK the following day.

How did you show that forecast, how did you record that forecast?

Well we would draw a map, and put the fronts on, and so on and so forth. And then
we would have to justify our – why we thought, you know, a depression would
deepen and where it would track, how we – we would decide that by knowing, by
looking at things like, you know, where the jet stream is. You see that often in
weather forecasts now, the forecasters talk about where the jet stream is. So you look
at the jet stream, and the structure of the winds around the jet stream will tell you
about whether a low pressure system was going to develop, or deepen, or dissipate,
and how it would be steered by those winds higher up in the atmosphere and all those
sort of things. So you’d very much take your understanding from the theoretical side
of meteorology, and our understanding of how the air flow is determined by being on
a rotating planet, and all that – all the things that we’d been learning in the morning
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and apply it in the afternoon to make a forecast. And it was fascinating, because what
you also learn is that is that expert judgement comes into this as well, that it’s not just
purely theory, there’s actually all sorts of local knowledge comes in, and I can still
remember having drawn up this beautiful chart and put a cold front in, where I
thought it ought to be, because what the winds were doing and all of that. And I
remember the tutor, the guy who was taking the class coming round and he’d say,
‘Well Julia, why do you think the cold front’s there?’ And I’d say, ‘That’s because
the wind’s doing this, and the pressure’s doing that, blah, blah, blah.’ He’d say, ‘Well
I think it’s probably going to be more over here.’ And I’d say, ‘But why?.’ He’d say,
‘Well just because I just know.’ There was also all that element of experience that
comes in, and so this idea that you know, when you watch the weather day after day
after day, you learn about – you get a gut feeling for it, which has never left me
actually. So it’s not only having the theoretical base, but it’s also that sort of
experience and the fact that we do experience the weather from day to day, which so
much of physics you can’t get that sort of feeling. And now I can sort of look at a
weather map, or I can look at a satellite picture, and I just say, I’ve got that feeling
that it’s going to do this. And that’s part of the fascination of it of course, by looking
at it every day, and seeing, thinking about what’s going to happen.

[2:00:36]

And in drawing these maps, were you drawing them on your own, was each member
of the team drawing?

Yes.

This wasn’t a sort of –

No, no, we’d each have our own forecasting bench, they were light tables actually,
because we used to lay maps on top of each other to build, stack up information, so
we could get a full three dimensional picture of the atmosphere. And that was done
by using light tables to overlay the surface map with, you know, something about the
mid troposphere, so we could put that on top, and then you can learn things about how
systems will develop. So we each had a big light table, and these charts, big charts,
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and a pencil, and a rubber, and we had a pen for plotting all the symbols from all the
different weather stations, and then the pencil to try and draw up a complete picture of
the weather from a set of observations.

And was this weather over Britain or Europe, or what did the chart cover in terms of
the geography?

Well it usually covered the North Atlantic sector, not quite right across to the border
with America, but a fair part of the North East Atlantic, across the UK and into
Europe, yes.

And how was it judged, your forecast, apart from as you say, a senior forecaster
coming round and offering a gut feeling on where he thought actually the front should
go, how was the success of the –

You wait until the next day, find out how you got on. And then, you know, we’d
discuss it and say, well, you know, what went wrong, or, yeah. And of course those
days you didn’t have anything like the observations we have now to know how good
your forecast was, in the sense that we didn’t have any satellite imagery. We just –
did we have radar by then? I’m not sure we had much really. So again it was – but
that was the whole point, you know, you did in real time, and then you learned day by
day as to where things – where you hadn’t got it quite right.

[2:03:13]

And what were the sort of gut reactions, almost learning about the habits of the
weather, what were the key things over that area that you’ve described, North East
Atlantic, Britain, going into Europe. What are the things you learned tended to
happen but which you wouldn’t have predicted from theory? In other words, the
things that you learned by doing this, seeing what happened the next day?

I can’t remember really if there were specific examples. I mean, a lot of it’s about
where do you think the fronts are, and that sort of thing. And that – at that time did
still seem to be a bit of an art in a sense because again you’re just working with a very
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limited set of observations. And these days with satellite observations you get a much
clearer idea of where the air masses are, and where the fronts will be. And of course
it’s – I mean you can never perfectly observe the atmosphere, so again, you know, the
observations we had were an incomplete picture of the atmosphere. So even when
you applied the theory it wouldn’t always work because you haven’t got enough
observations to close the problem I suppose, and I mean, that’s still the case now.
You know, so forecasts – that’s why we run probabilistic forecast now, we run a large
set of forecasts because we know, you know, that the observations are incomplete.
Yeah.

[2:05:00]

Can you say who the conversation, going back to the conservation you said you had
regarding the streams, and they were telling you that the reason that you’re in stream
two. Can you say any more about that conversation you can remember, and who it
was with?

It would have been with the head of the college, who was one of our lecturers. And I
guess it would have been – you know, they would have had one to ones with each of
us to see what we wanted to do as part of that, where we wanted to go in the Met
Office following our time at the college. And those were conversations that we had
on quite a regular basis through those six months, so that we would then end up with a
posting to a particular part of the office, depending on your particular interests. But if
you were in stream two of course you did – you were likely to go and work in an
outstation doing weather forecasting. And that was clearly not something I
particularly wanted to do because I was very interested in the research side and, you
know, taking – using my physics to try and understand more about what’s happening
in the atmosphere. So – and I would have made that pretty clear right from the word
go. And so they would have been watching me, and judging me, and seeing how I
performed. We did have, obviously, exams around the taught work as well to see the
degree to which you could take in the theoretical side of the subject.

Yes, I was going to ask how you think you convinced them that you were –
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Well I guess it must – I mean, I don’t really remember how – what the process was,
but it must have been through, you know, the sorts of ways in which I responded to
the taught courses, and the problem solving, and those sorts of things.

[2:07:10]

And what were the sort of – what seemed to you then to be the key theoretical
research problems that you might go onto research if you did, as you did, get into
stream one? Or seemed to be the key questions outstanding on the theoretical side?

Well there were just so many of them and I ended up going into, you know, the early
stages of climate modelling. But I guess it was always – my interests were always
more on the sort of moist thermodynamics side of the problems in meteorology
because one of the other areas that makes meteorology so fascinating, apart from the
fact that you’re living on a rotating planet, is the fact that the temperature of the earth
is such that you can sustain water in its three forms, which is solid, liquid and vapour.
And the whole business of the release of when you go from one form to another, you
exchange latent heat, and that’s what of course makes meteorology really, really
interesting. If we didn’t have the phase changes in water, it wouldn’t be nearly as
complicated as it is. And I guess the moist thermodynamics of the problem is
something I always liked very much, and the fact that through –because when you go
– when you evaporate water from the ocean, for example, you take heat out of the
system in that process of taking liquid to vapour. And then at some point through
atmospheric motions, formation of clouds, and rainfall, you then condense the vapour
back to liquid and release heat. So effectively take heat out of one part of the system,
and put the heat in another part pf the system. And that of course is what drives so
much of the weather patterns, as well as the fact that you’re on a rotating planet that’s
differentially heated, as I’ve already described. So I think it was the moist
thermodynamics was always really interesting to me of how that played into creating
weather that we see every day. It goes back to the fascination with clouds I suppose
as well.

[End of Track 1]
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Track 2

At the – on the training course, what was said about – I know that you said there was
no numerical weather forecasting in the practical side, but what was said on the
course of that numerical weather forecasting? I know that they’d had a computer
since about 1965 in the Met Office.

That’s right, yes.

But how was that a feature of the training?

I don’t remember being particularly aware of numerical weather forecasting when I
was at the college, though I’d be very surprised if we hadn’t covered it. But – I mean,
still the focus of the weather forecasting activity at that time was this business of
plotting up charts, and the forecaster on the bench so to speak, making the forecast.
So there would have been – it’s not obvious how much of a role at that time numerical
methods played in the day-to-day weather forecasting process. And I don’t recall that
we particularly looked at it when we were doing our work. So – I mean, it was still
very, very embryonic at that stage. Something I became aware of when I went to the
Met Office because I ended up going into that sort of work, but probably not – I mean
I was trying to remember whether we had – how much of – we had choices, or
whether in fact, you know, the Met Office sort of looked at your skill set and said, you
know, she’ll do well in that area of research and, you know, other people will do
better in somewhere else, and so forth. But I don’t remember it being a conscious
decision on my part to go into what was called then called climate dynamics in the
office.

So that’s where you went straight after training?

That’s right, yes. So I went into what was then called MetO 20, but it was the
division that looked at, as I said, climate dynamics as opposed to statistical
climatology, which was the area where you looked at empirical relationships between
different parts of the climate of the system, and tried to understand statistically what
their relationships were. And that was – you know, we were doing seasonal forecasts
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then but entirely through statistical methods. So the climate dynamics, and I don’t
know how long it had been in place when I joined it, because it must have been very
young still, was starting to exploit numerical methods to understand, to simulate the
climate and to understand things about the climate system.

[03:00]

So perhaps we’ll start with who was in, when you joined, who was in this section?

So the head of the section was a man called Andrew Gilchrist, and he was the head of
MetO 20. And I went to work for somebody called Peter Rowntree, who had just
returned, I think at that stage, from a visit, extended visit, to a major lab in the US, the
Geophysics Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, GFDL, at Princeton University. And, you
know, he was doing at – GFDL was at that time a pioneer in the whole climate
modelling sort of arena, and even climate change. You know, the late ‘60s, you
know, with Menabe and people like that, and Smagorinsky, they were at GFDL, so
that was where it was at. And I remember that Peter had been over there, and using
their model to do experiments. I think in his case he was looking at the effects of El
Nino on the global climate. But, you know, these were very, very early days. So I
remember coming into his group and we were focusing very much at that time on
tropical climate issues because we were in the run up to a major programme called the
– called GATE, which was double acronym here, but it was the Global Atmospheric
Research Program, and it was their Atlantic Tropical Experiment, which was held in
1974. So when I came into his group, we were spinning up very much the modelling
activity to support that major field experiment in the tropical Atlantic. So some pretty
exciting stuff that we were getting up to. And at that stage, a very, very, low you
know – very limited computing power to do much of these models, and so forth. But
some pretty exciting science that came out in those early years looking at tropical
weather systems and so forth, and how we understand – use the models to understand
what we were observing.

[5:36]
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Who else was working under him with you, so you’ve got Peter Rowntree, yourself in
this group?

Yes. In that group, golly, I think there was somebody called Clive Temperton, there
were lots of people who’ve now moved on. Which in that particular area there were,
you know, also people like Robert Murgatroyd who was looking at stratospheric
processes and the effective of supersonic aircraft on the stratosphere, and – who else
was in there? And of course before very long, you know, John Mitchell was there
with me, and somebody called Andrew Lorenz who was on my course at Shinfield,
and who subsequently become on of the leading lights in data assimilation techniques
in the world, and so forth. So we were all in that area together.

[06:46]

Could you describe the group sort of physical working area, what the group consisted
of as a sort of place? I don’t know whether it was in a particular room in the Met
Office, or -?

Yes, we were on the third floor in the main building, and basically it was just
straightforward offices, shared offices. So there’d be two or three of us in an office,
and we were basically doing – mostly working with computers already. So and then
analysing the output from computers.

Could you describe then what you did, what might be a typical day at this early stage
in interacting with these computers?

Right. So, you know, basically I was writing things like the radiation code for the
model, so that would mean writing FORTRAN, so you would write a lot of this on
coding sheets, as we had in those days, because everything was on punch cards. So
you’d be writing your codes specially on coding sheets that then would go for
somebody to punch up your card. So we had people who punched – who were very
fast at typing up your code and onto cards. And you would go downstairs with your
tray of cards, feed it into the machine, see what came out, get the printout, find out
where the errors were, correct them, correct the cards, put them back in the machine
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and so forth. And then in terms of the output coming out, often you would just get
strings of numbers, so again a lot of it was about transferring those numbers into ways
that you could map out the answers or you could plot a graph or whatever. So a lot of
it again was about plotting graphs, and understanding what they were telling you and
so forth. And the very early maps were coming out on microfiche and things like that,
so you have to use a microfiche reader to try and see what the output from your model
was telling you. So it was a very, I suppose, you know, there was a lot of plotting and
coding was basically how we spent our days. Yes.

[09:38]

Let’s take then the writing of the radiation code.

Yes.

And you’ve got – you seem to have a special sheet.

Yes.

Could you describe the appearance and layout of the coding sheet, for people who’ve
not seen a coding sheet?

Yes, so they were usually sort of landscape A4 pieces of paper. And on a punch card
you wrote, you had a first – it would have something like eighty columns on the card,
and you could use certain columns for certain things. So there were – the first few
columns would be to do with aspects of FORTRAN, and then you would have I think
something like seven, I can’t remember now, but about seventy-two individual boxes,
columns, that you could write your code in, so your programming language, and then
there’d be a bit at the end where you’d write the number of that particular line of
code. And each of those you would have a sheet, and it would probably have
something like twenty lines of this stuff, and you’d write it out, a straight code, and
that’s what got typed. Each line was one card, and that, you know, so that you would
write your programme on these sheets of paper so that they could go away and be
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turned into a stack of cards, which had holes in, punched holes in, which the computer
could read and interpret.

[11:24]

And in relation then to radiation, what were the cards asking the computer to do?

To calculate knowing what the temperature of that bit of the atmosphere, say, what
the humidity was of that bit of the atmosphere, and how and whether there were
clouds there or not. How much of the radiation from the sun was being absorbed in
that bit of the atmosphere. How much long wave radiation was being emitted by the
gases in that bit of the atmosphere, so carry carbon dioxide, water, ozone, were the
three main gases we worked with in those days. And how the clouds were reflecting
sunlight, or absorbing sunlight, and clouds emitting long wave radiation, because
they’d behave as black bodies in terms of physics. So, you know, so all those things
were being calculated on those cards in that code through all the layers of the
atmosphere in your model. And as a result you could work out then how much of the
energy from the sun is reaching the surface of the Earth, and so on and so forth.

[12:48]

And so could you give us a physical description of the computer itself, you said that
you went downstairs with your tray of cards, and what did you see when you went into
the room where the computer was, what did it look like?

Well you didn’t – you never really got to directly onto the computer, because you
would put your job, your stack of cards, your job, into I suppose a set of pigeon holes
where the operator of the computer would take them away and feed them in. And
then, you know, you’d come back at some point later and your output would be in
your pigeon hole, and you’d get it and see whether it’s worked or not. It’s hard to
imagine it now because we’ve got so used to everything being done on a screen in
front of us, but there were no screens in those days. So everything was about, you
know – and there weren’t that many people using the computer for that matter.
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Was it called a super computer?

Not it was called the 360, it was an IBM I think, 360/195 was one of the ones that
certainly I used later on. But there was a period when I first came to the Met Office
when I don’t know what the machine was called then but we had to – we had to – we
had to work much closer to machine code, what we call assembler, which was very
challenging indeed. So you know, I was used to writing in FORTRAN, but to
actually get real efficiencies and get this machine to work properly, we had to try and
write it much closer to basic machine code, and I can remember going on courses to
try and learn this thing called assembler. It was just like, you know, impossible to
work with really. But fortunately this new machine turned up, the 360/195, which
gave us quite a lot of – made life an awful lot easier.

And who taught you FORTRAN?

I taught it myself.

After you joined this section?

Yes, yes. I’d done a tiny bit at university, but nothing very much. But, you know,
you looked at other people’s codes, and we had books how to code in FORTRAN, and
you basically learned how to write good code yourself.

[15:28]

And when you got the output, what did the output look like, you mentioned it might
have been columns of –?

They were large sheets of paper that had come off a printer, spooled printer, and they
would have been lines and lines of numbers. So you would have been quite careful to
write the numbers in a particular way, so that you could understand what they were
telling you. So there was an art to that as well in how you – because you – in those
days we didn’t produce pictures on screens, I mean you got paper and you wrote the
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numbers out in certain format so you could interpret them. And in some cases, you
know, draw maps from the numbers. So that’s what we did.

[End of Track 2]
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Track 3
Last time you spoke about the shared offices that you worked in in MetO 20, and then
you spoke about going downstairs with your trays of cards. Could you give us a
wider tour of the headquarters as you remember it at this time?

Well the Met Office was in Bracknell as you know at that time, and it was in a
building from I suppose the early 1960s, so it was a classic 1960s five or six storey
building of lots of long corridors with offices off. And then we had a new wing built
to house the super computer, and the operation centre. Subsequently I suppose that
would have been in the late ‘60s called the Richardson wing, after Lewis Fry
Richardson. And the group I was in was situated on the third floor, so we were all
along one corridor on the third floor, and the building was an L shape, or probably
more accurately a U shape. And certainly round the corner on the third floor was the
directors’ wing, which we treated with great trepidation. If you were ever called into
that corridor you went then with a lot of anxiety and fear and so forth [laughs].

Why is that?

Well they were quite intimidating places, they were – all the directors had their own
obviously offices with a PA office and you went in through the PA and then finally
into the director’s room. So they were – they weren’t very friendly places, and in
contrast to where I work now, very unfriendly.

Is there anything about the people themselves that caused this trepidation, or was it
just the sort of the geography of the offices?

I think people then were organisations were much more hierarchical, and one did feel
very much that the senior management, the directors, were pretty unapproachable.
They were all men of course, and in smart suits, and a fairly intimidating PA sitting in
the outer office. And they kept themselves very much to themselves, so they didn’t
circulate amongst the staff much. And of course very civil service, and Ministry of
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Defence type environment. So very formal, very structured, and I imagine very much,
you know, as the civil service was in those days.

How did people –

In fact still is in some places [laughs].

Yes. How did people refer to each other?

Certainly not with Christian names, you wouldn’t have even remotely considered
talking to the directors by Christian name, whereas these days, that’s the natural thing
to do.

What about people at sort of immediately above you in the organisation, such as the
head of your section, or –?

Yes, I think as far as I can recall you would have used Christian names, you know, in
MetO 20, yes. But above that you certainly didn’t.

And how did people dress within their divisions? So you said the directors were men
in suits, but how did people dress in the –?

I think, and it’s still the case in the Met Office, we were expected to dress smartly,
and appropriately for a professional organisation, and that went through the whole –
the whole staff. So, yes, I think and the same is true now, yes.

[03:52]

And so we’ve got the director’s office on the third floor.

Yes.

I think we interrupted your tour.
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Yes so computer hall and the operation centre were in an adjoining, well a new
building that adjoined this, the original. And then on various other floors there might
– there would be other MetOs and some of them would include laboratory space. So
for example the groups that were working on cloud physics or atmospheric boundary
layers, would have laboratory space, and we had one of the areas, MetO 21 I think,
was geophysical fluid dynamics which was Raymond Hide’s area. He was there
when I was in the Met Office. And of course that had a big laboratory space with
these huge rotating annuli where he studied the motions of fluids, which – to represent
what the Earth’s atmosphere was like in a sense. So you had this rotating annulis full
of fluid, which you could heat up the room, and cool at the pole, at the centre, to
represent rather like the Earth, it’s rotating, it’s heated at the equator, it’s cool at the
pole. And some fascinating things at that stage of looking at the wave structures that
develop in the fluid to transport heat from the room of the annulis to the centre of the
annulis, which looked very much like the sort of atmospheric waves we see
propagating around our mid latitudes. So a lot of the early research actually on wave
breaking and heat transport through atmospheric waves, very pioneering work done in
that laboratory. So I remember that quite vividly.

What did it – could you say in a little bit more detail what it looked like, this piece of
equipment?

So we called them dishpans, so they looked like very large pans with a central core,
which would be on a big platform that would rotate at certain speeds, so you could
change the speed and that was in a sense an analogue of the rotation of the earth. And
the fluid would – how you would see the motions would be to inject – have in the
fluid little tiny floating particles that would accumulate in certain regions, so you’d be
able to see the motion of – the wave motions in the fluid, and there’d be a camera
obviously looking down on this thing, and lots of obviously instrumentation to try and
measure different aspects of the flow. So quite complex. And that –, in a sense a lot
of that work has now moved on and gone out into academia, but at the time it was a
sort of integral part of Met Office research, and understanding how weather systems
and the fundamental Rossby waves of the real world, how they moved energy
momentum around the system, which at the stage with the science then was absolutely
vital. It is in the Met Office now still done, at Oxford, but very much more in an
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academic environment, and very much often looking at other planetary problems than
just the Earth’s atmosphere

You seem to suggest this was about two metres across was it?

Oh, I can’t remember. They were the size of this table, at least.

So that’s two metres in diameter, yes.

Yes, well one and a half metres, so they were – it was significant size equipment.

Do you have an image of Raymond working with that piece of equipment, Raymond
Hide? Can you picture him at it, if you like?

No, not directly. I suppose I mean I used to go down there, you know, because we
were young scientists, and we used to sort of meet up down there. And one of these
people, one of the first – my first exposure to computer games, one of his young chaps
had Dungeons and Dragons on his – on the lab computer, and so that was sort of after
work, you know, we’d sort of go down there and play Dungeons and Dragons which
was in the early ‘70s was, you know, quite unusual.

Who was that, who was the –?

I think his name was Matthew Macfadyen, he became a serious – he was seriously
good at Go, and I think he might have even become the Go world champion. The
game called Go? It’s an oriental game.

Oh, yes.

Of moving – a tactical game, a bit like chess really. But I think it emanates from
China.

What was his research at the time, do you know?
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Well he was working with Raymond on these rotating annulis. And I don’t know
where he is now.

[09:14]

Thank you. And what other sites were there in other laboratories, if this was the site
that was in this one?

Well of course we had, and still do, have quite a major site at Cardington, and that
was there then, so quite a lot of the – this wasn’t at Bracknell, this was out in
Bedfordshire. But with a tethered balloon, so this is like a, what are they called,
dirigibles, or not sure what the right word is, you know, big airship type thing
tethered, which would have a lot of instrumentation at the tether. And that was used
extensively at that time, still is actually to study the atmospheric boundary layer, and
stratus clouds and fog. And so a lot of the work was also going on not only in
laboratories in idealised situations, so we have cloud chambers and things to look at
the formation of cloud drops and all those sorts of things. But a lot of work going on
in our – on our site at Cardington with a tethered balloon. Of course the research
aircraft that we had at that time as well, and still do, it’s a different plane now. So a
lot of the physics research, and I knew quite a lot of people in the physics research,
were working either in labs in the building, which were quite extensive, but also on
these platforms that the office owned, and still owns.

And as you walked round the Met Office at this time, how were the different branches
and groups signposted if you like in the signage in the building? How would an
outsider realise they were in a certain bit of it?

MetO 20 or something? I don’t recall actually, or whether actually there was any. It
was kind of a sort of fairly anonymous sort of place, all looked exactly the same
really. Of course, you know, if you work in there you kind of knew which floor, you
knew MetO 20 was on the third floor, as far as I remember MetO 11 was the next
floor up, that did the numerical weather forecasting, we did the numerical climate
modelling stuff. But I don’t recall – I mean the different MetOs were all in a single,
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tended to be co-located if you see what I mean, but they were in designated parts of
the buildings as far as I remember.

[11.49]

You said that you tended to have little to do with the directors, or there was a sort of
distant social – what experiences did you have of the directors at this early stage of
just starting at MetO 20, and beginning to work on the modelling?

Well I can – not a lot actually, but I can remember Andrew Gilchrist who became –
who was later in my time moved up to be I guess – whether he was director of
research, he must have been I suppose. I remember being called into his office where
he wanted to quiz me about some work I was doing, and you know, ‘Was I sure I was
right?’ And I said, ‘Yes, I’m definitely right,’ and you know, and it was quite scary. I
mean I can remember him sitting across this big desk with his half rimmed spectacles
on, and looking over his spectacles, and saying, ‘Well you know, are you sure you’ve
got this right?’ It was to do with how African easterly waves form, which are the
early weather systems that turn into Atlantic hurricanes, and where they gain their
energy from. And I’d done some research which was I think probably one of the first
papers, it was my first paper, which is still quite widely cited, but – and I’d done an
analysis of the energetics of these waves, so where did they draw their energy from,
was it from heating and the African easterly jet, which develops between the Sahara
and the coast in summer, or were are they getting their energy from latent heat release
in rain events. And it was a mixture of different things, different processes, and
which actually has stood the test of time, I was right. But I remember him saying,
‘This is not – you know, this challenges our thinking on this, are you sure you’ve got
it right?’ I said, ‘Yes, I definitely have.’ But it was quite intimidating I can
remember.

Do you remember how it challenged the current thinking? Why he thought you were
wrong?

Well I think he thought – because I think we’d always assumed that a lot of these
waves gain their energy from what we call diabatic from heat release type processes,
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and that was the usual, you know, that’s how tropical cyclones develop. And this said
something a bit different, it said that it was related both to the very strong temperate
gradient, and the presence of this zone or jet. So it was waves forming on the edge of
a jet stream, and deriving their energy from the mean flow, which of course has
become one of the sort of – and we knew that happened in mid latitudes. But I don’t
think we thought necessarily that that happened so much in the deep tropics where it’s
always been an assumption that actually what we call the diabatic processes, so that’s
latent heat released primarily drives the tropical weather systems. And actually Africa
is a pretty unique place where you get a jet rather like we have a jet stream, and it
looked as though the energetics could be different, but there could be two options
actually.

When you say you’d analysed that, presumably not by going out and making field
measurements.

No, no.

So how had you -?

Well I mean, it was one of the I think the first example of using a numerical model
almost like a laboratory, so now we kind of take that granted. But a lot of weather
and climate research, because we can’t do experiments on the real world, we do them
numerically. And so it was probably one – I think it was the first example where I
constructed an idealised model of African easterly waves, and I’d looked at the
sensitivity of the solution to whether the land was moist or dry. So this was at the
time when there was also a big story emerging about the drought in the Sahel. So the
early ‘70s was characterised by a lot of interest in what was happening over subSaharan Africa, particularly the Sahel region and the role of – I mean there’d been an
ongoing drought, so was it devegetation, desertification, what was it? And so one of
the things that I was looking at was well, how does the condition of the land surface
feed back on the types of systems you get. But also out of that, if I looked at my
simulations with a completely dry soil, which would be typical of the northern edge of
the Sahel going into the Sahara, did I get these wave systems forming? And, yes, I
did, and then I could analyse, because I had the model, the full numerical system, I
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could analyse the energetics of these waves. And I’d done a similar, the same
experiment but then saying actually there was a soil moisture gradient, so there was
water availability to feed the clouds, and then what were the energetics of those
waves. So that was what the paper was about in about 1976.

And the waves form whether there is moisture or not?

Yes, but they had a different structure, and they had a different energy cycle. And so
that was quite interesting. And we know that, you know, if you look at the real world,
there are waves that form much further north on – in dry conditions, and derive their
energy in different ways. And then there’s another track of waves that form where
there is soil moisture availability, and those tend to become – you know, they’re the
incipient tropical Atlantic hurricanes, effectively.

And could you then describe sort of step by step how you – because you said you
made a model of East African waves, well how do you – how did you do that?

Well I mean we had already built – I mean it’s a formulation of the climate model, so
it’s the same set of equations and computing code, and what you just do is decide to
configure it in an idealised set up. So like Raymond Hide had an annulis, I had a
model that was just a strip across Africa, without any sort of fancy things, but it was
like a cylinder. So the waves just – I initialised it with some small wave structures in
a wind field, based on the structures that I observe – had observed, so I knew what the
structure of these waves was like in the vertical, and what their typical wavelength is,
and amplitude. So these would be put into the initial state of the model, and then
you’d integrate it forward just as you would a weather forecast model, and watch how
these waves develop as they propagate round this idealised representation of West
Africa with ocean to the south, and the desert to the north. And we still do a lot of
those sorts of things now. So it was a true laboratory experiment in a sense but using
a model.

Using a computer?
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Using a computer, and at that stage our state of the art climate model in terms of how
we represented different processes, and the dynamics.

[20:00]

I think what we perhaps need to do then is to – given that you were using – so you’re
using the same model that you were talking about last time, the one that you
interacted with by writing code on coding sheets.

Yes, that’s right.

And then punch cards, and they were going down –

Yes, that’s right.

Perhaps we could say how does the model sample reality, so what are the sort of
horizontal layers, what are the grid points?

Yes.

So what – yes, so what is the scale of the kind of sampling of the model for this time?

At that time, it was very forward looking actually, so this was the model that we’d
built for GATE, which we talked about last time. And it had a grid, so we – all
models work with a grid on which you solved the equations. So the grid we had then
was two and a half degrees, or about 250 kilometres, which was pretty revolutionary
at that time, most models were five kilom – five degrees or more even. And we had
eleven levels in the vertical, which again quite revolutionary, my early work when I
first joined we were working with a five level model. And so we divided the
atmosphere up into eleven layers with quite a lot near the surface, so the model had all
the – basically the equations of motion, this is how these things work, and all the
climates and weather models are based on fundamental physics, so Newton’s laws of
motion, equations of motion. Okay, they’re on a rotating sphere, I think we talked
about that before. And this – at that stage, this was a pretty sophisticated system in
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that we had quite a complex representation of cumulus clouds, convection, latent heat
release. We had quite complex radiation, compared with other things at that time, and
an interactive land surface in a sense that we carried a soil moisture variable, and it
interacted with the atmosphere through the turbulent fluxes of heat and moisture. So
it had all the elements of weather in these models.

And how – how large an area did it cover geographically? So this wasn’t the whole
globe’s atmosphere.

No.

Which bit of it was this?

So the GATE model went right from the eastern edge of Africa, the Ethiopian
highlands, all across the Atlantic to the Caribbean. So that was the domain, and I
think it went from thirty north to thirty south, I don’t remember exactly, but that was
typically where we were at. So it was the forerunner of our next generation global
model. So at the same time we were also building eleven other globe model based on
the same dynamics and physics, and horizontal resolution. But the GATE model was
very much an innovative model in the sense that it was breaking away from what had
been typically done everywhere else, and had been done in the Met Office prior to
that.

[23:27]

And you said last time that as soon as you started, you were in the run up to GATE so
you were preparing this model for GATE.

Yes.

So I wonder whether we could start by what were – what were people around you
saying about GATE? I mean there’s lots that’s published on GATE, and there’s a lot
of reports after and that sort of thing. But what was being said there at the time about
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why GATE was important? Why it was important to understand the tropical
atmosphere at all?

Well GATE was very much looking at the Atlantic specifically, and I mean there had
been studies in the Pacific sector, warm pool sector, I can’t remember what they were
called now, bomex or something like that. I don’t remember. But the GATE
experiment was very much looking at the transformation of African easterly waves
into Atlantic hurricanes. So there was a – it was trying to understand the formation of
Atlantic hurricanes, and the environment in which they form. And then of course
their precursors in – over Africa, so there was a combination of enhanced observing
systems over West Africa, but very much a GATE array of ships looking at these
waves coming off the West African coast over the Atlantic, and what was going on in
these waves, in their transformations, not always, but quite often into tropical storms,
and then potentially into hurricanes, so that was the aim of GATE as I recall it. And
so, you know, where we were playing in with the model was very much we built this
model which we could initialise in real time, and then we would run the – run
something like a three day forecast, which would actually help the people on the
ground in Africa and in the Atlantic in the ship array sort of get early warning of, yes,
there’s an African easterly wave, and it looks as though when it comes off shore it it’s
– it will do certain things, and these are the tracks it will likely to follow. So we were
providing forecast support in a sense, real time, for the field experiment. And then I
mean of course post GATE, the actual field experiment, we then used a lot of the data
to try and improve the physics in the model, and try and unpick some of the processes
that were going on in the model, and in the observations.

[26:14]

So first of all then how did you initialise it in real time, what was involved in starting
it?

We must have had it embedded in a global system, because we would have been
running – it’s the same way you initialise a weather forecast model, that you take all
the observations you’ve got, and assimilate them into the model, and then create an
initial field, which is a blend of the observations and what the model says is the state
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of the atmosphere at that time from the previous forecast. So, you know, it’s what we
call the background field, so you’ve previously run your model forward in time,
you’ve got a background field, you take the observations in, give them a certain
weight, you assimilate them, adjust the model field to more accurately represent what
the observations are saying. So you know – and some of the time it meant actually
intervening a little bit, so you could be looking at the initial field saying, actually
that’s not quite right, because there isn’t an observation there, and I suspect that
actually this is going on. And so you would go in and put a pseudo observation in to
try and – to force the model to start with what you thought was a more realistic field.

And how do you put an observation in? Because I can imagine somebody somewhere
measuring air pressure at a certain height in the atmosphere, so you get into the Met
Office you get a number. So then how do you –?

Exactly. You say well, actually I think that in this part of the field actually that the
winds are probably doing something, or the temperature is probably nearer this, so
you create a bogus observation. So you just say this is the latitude and longitude, this
is what it should be, what I think – I’ll put a bogus observation in, put it in. The
model will take it in and adjust everything in a fully physically consistent way, as it
would with any other observation whether it was from a radio sound or a surface
station, or ship, or whatever, do exactly the same thing. So it’s a sort of – it’s an
observation, it’s just one, you know, I’d created because I felt the field wasn’t quite
right.

And how does the – how did the model at this time display itself, so how – having got
all of the observations in to initialise it, how can you see, in other words, we may not
be talking about literally seeing, but how can you see what the field is?

Well we had some – now they would appear fairly crude plotting packages, you
know, contour fields, and things like that, and it would come out on microfiche
actually. So you’d get a whole pack of microfiche with lots and lots of images on of
fields that you’d plotted, you know, winds, or temperature contours, or pressure
contours or whatever. And you have a – you’d have a fiche reader on your desk and
you’d just crank your way through all these different images and look at them.
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And would the image be like a weather map –

Yes.

Looking down on the –

Yes, yes. So it would be, you know, the Atlantic and West Africa, and then there
would be these contours, and you’d be able to say, you know, it would show you
where the rain was and what the temperature structure was. And, yes.

[29:51]

Are you able to explain to the, for a non-mathematician what integration means,
because reading about these models you start off with the initial conditions, and then
as you say you’ve got to the equations of motion.

Yes.

And then it integrates forward.

Yes.

What does – what does that mean?

So if you – if you know what the wind is now, and when you say, well what’s the
wind likely to be in ten minutes time, and you know what the forces are on the wind,
of that parcel of air, and its motion, so it’s being pushed from wind coming in from
one side, or up and down, or side to side. It’s also sitting on a rotating planet, so it’s
being forced by the rotation of the planet. So you have a number of terms, of forcing
terms, or when you know what the accelerations – I mean, it’s back to Newton’s laws
of motion, it’s quite simple. But if you know where you are now, and you know what
the acceleration is due to the forces, you can work out where your bit of air will be,
and therefore what the wind speed will be in ten minutes time. So that’s in very, very
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crude terms, that’s what we do. And that bit of air will – not only will have a motion
to it, but it will have a temperature and a humidity to it. And that temperature will
also be subject to things that change it, like latent heat release, or radiative cooling,
and as will the humidity will be changed by if it rains, humidity decreases. So you
know that you can integrate those forward in time because those are things that
you’ve calculated for the current set up, what will be the tendencies as you go forward
in time. But the time step, the size of the time step you can take depends on some
very fundamental numerical properties to do with how far, how close you are to
making the new solution unstable. So if you try and take too long a time step, the
forces are too great that none of – you can’t keep consistency all round your grid, so
at one point you change too much that the next grid point along, you can’t have
consistency. So it’s a very simple – there are constraints, but you know, that’s
basically what you’re doing.

[32:27]

And how did you deal with parts of the weather system in this part of the world that
were smaller than the sort of resolution of the model?

Now, so that was basically what my job was – well it was about that. So we have this
term called parameterisation, where basically there are processes going on that are
going on in scales smaller than the resolve grid, and so you try and represent those
processes in terms of parameters that are on your resolve grid, hence the term
parameterisation. So they tend to be sort of empirical, or statistical, or sometimes
quite sophisticated representations of what the bulk effect of all these sub-grid scale
unresolved processes are. So my job, for example, I was doing the radiative transfer,
but of course huge part of what happens to the radiation field depends on what the
clouds are doing. And clouds, or look out here, are massively sub-grid scale, they’re
sub-grid scale horizontally, but they’re also sub-grid scale vertically. So one of the
first things I worked on alongside writing the radiation code, was to try and say, well
what large scale – what does – how does a large scale environment determine what
sort of clouds I’m going to get? So here I am, I’ve got my 250 kilometre grid, I know
that what the temperature is and the humidity is on that grid, and can I work out things
from that large scale information that will tell me something about what the cloud
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field might be like in that situation? And that’s the whole basis of parameterisation.
So that was what I was doing at the time, and you end up in some instances with very
simple relationships that we know if the relative humidity is above some certain
threshold, then you will get – stratiform clouds would form. Or if you have a
boundary layer with a stable inversion, you will get clouds sitting underneath that
inversion, so you can use the strength of the inversion to decide whether you have
stratus clouds. There are all sorts of things that you could – that you draw out of basic
physics, as well as looking at the observations that allow you to come up with some
relatively simple empirical relationships that describe what the sub-grid scale
processes might look like in the context of a resolve scale environment that you have
in model. But I mean this is still probably one of the biggest challenges in weather
and climate modelling today, continues to be.

[35:48]

And how did the observations that were coming in during the GATE experiment alter
or challenge the model?

They didn’t challenge the model, they probably informed our thinking about how the
– what the physics was of the tropical atmosphere and how it worked, and – yes, and
what sort of cloud structures you got. And therefore, you know, it reformed our
thinking about how we represented it in a model for example of convection, cumulus
convection. So as I say, in the late ‘60s, early ‘70s, it – that process had been
represented very crudely indeed. I mean, it was basically represented by volt
thermodynamics, very, very simple stuff. But what GATE told us was that actually
there are much more interesting things going on, and actually it changed the way in –
our thinking of how convection really works in the real atmosphere to distribute heat
and moisture. So it changed the way we parameterised convection.

[37:04]

How literally did the observations come in, into where you were?
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Gosh. Well they used to come in, well they probably did in GATE just through the
telecommunications system, but they used to come in on just lines of numbers on a,
not quite tickertape, but sheets of paper. They didn’t come obviously electronically
into the computer, no, they were typed in by whoever was there in the field, and sent
over the –

So how were they identifiable as a particular type of observation, or an observation
from a particular boat, or a particular –?

All observing sites had a code number, so again you’re pushing my memory, but they
tended to be things – they came in in blocks of numbers, and that would identify the
location. So each observing site had a unique code, so you could say, yes, that’s
Niami I know that, that’s Niami, that’s the radio that’s on the centre on Niami for this
particular day, at this particular time. And then there would be strings of numbers
which always came in a certain sequence, which would tell you about what the
temperature was at different heights in the atmosphere from that radio that’s on the
centre of – if it’s a surface observation there would be a sequence of numbers which
you would be able to decode as that’s the pressure. And there was a code to say the
pressure is falling or rising, or this is the wind strength, and the wind direction. So
there were – that was basically how we did it in those days. You would get sheets of
paper with these codes, and you would decode them. And I can remember spending
many happy days plotting vertical profiles of temperature and humidity from different
radios on stations around the GATE area to look at how the surface observation of
cloud related to the thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere. And basically, you
know, you had to do it all yourself, there were no – there were no computational tools
to produce you this automatically, so you’d get the numbers and you’d just sit there
and plot them.

On paper?

On paper. We had these special things called tephigrams, which were a construct of
the vertical structure of the atmosphere, which are still used today to tell you where
the cloud layer is likely to be, where the – where the relative – what the relative
humidity of the atmosphere is, and where the stable layers, unstable layers, and
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therefore whether you’ve got a convecting atmosphere, or whether you’ve got one
with stratus clouds in, and things like that. So I plotted hundreds of these things, and
looked at them in the context of what the surface observation of the cloud field was.

How was that – how did that come in, the surface observation of the cloud?

Well it comes in as one of these groups of numbers, so there were again codes for
different cloud amounts, cloud height, cloud type. So the type based very much on all
the original cloud classifications of, you know, different types of cirrus, different
types of cumulus cloud, and so forth.

[40:28]

The actual experiment when people are actually out observing this in the summer of
1974.

‘74 yes.

I wondered what sort of stories either filtered back during the summer, or came back
after the experiment was over about, you know, the activities of meteorologists in the
field, or perhaps British meteorologists in particular. In other words, stories from
boats, and stories from planes, and that sort of thing.

I didn’t – I don’t remember getting any of those really. Maybe I wasn’t – I wasn’t
sort of deeply into the observational side of the programme, and I’m trying to
remember the degree to which the Met Office was deeply engaged in it. We must
have presumably had our research plane out there, but I don’t recall that. So I was
probably too young and too junior to come up against those sorts of people.

And what was your working day during the experiment? Did it alter from your
normal working day?

I recall that yes it did because we had to cover effectively we were providing forecast
support for the experiment. So we had quite a structured timetable, which meant you
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know, working at weekends and things like that. So that we – there was always cover
and actually, you know, keeping the model going and all that sort of stuff. So I can
remember spending a lot more time in the computer rooms, and I guess we were in the
operations bit.

What’s the operations bit?

Well the operations, the forecast, central forecasting office. So quite a lot of this stuff,
there was probably – I don’t remember it very clearly, but we certainly had a – I think
actually we had a separate room where we would run the operational forecasting for
GATE, but it would have been very much in the same Richardson wing where the
operational, what was then called central forecasting office, CFO, sat.

[42:35]

Where were you living at this time of first starting at the Met Office in the early ‘70s?

To begin there were two of us who shared a flat out in Crowthorne, which we rented.
And then I got a flat in a tall tower block called Point Royal in Bracknell, which again
slightly odd building, but considered to be absolutely the place to live when it was put
up. It was octagonal, or hexagonal, but it was a strange shaped building, with
something like thirty floors, they were nice flats actually for – and I had a flat there on
my own for a few years, yeah.

And what were you doing out of work at this time?

So I suppose my main things I did outside work, well I sang a lot, so I was in the
Royal Choral Society in London, which meant going up to London every Monday
evening for rehearsals after work, and then doing concerts. And I played squash quite
a lot. And the Met Office had a very active mountaineering club, so I used to go and
do a lot of fell walking and that sort of thing, going and staying in climbing huts, and
walking in particularly the Lake District and Snowdonia.

Which other meteorologists were involved in the mountaineering club?
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Oh, well Matthew Macfadyen that I talked about earlier on, he was in it, and oh a lot
of young people, and it was a very – it was a very sociable group, so a lot of young
people went. That was where I met my husband actually. And yes, but they were
mostly people in their twenties I suppose, single people, and the squash club was a bit
like that, we used to play every Friday night.

When did you meet your husband?

In about ‘76, yes, 1976. He joined the office about two years after me.

I wonder whether you could perhaps tell a story of one of the – one of the
mountaineering trips to give us a sense of, you know, [laughs] the sort of culture of
those, the sociability of those. So given that you may have gone on several, it might
be sensible to pick one which you remember clearly or –

Well there’s two I remember very clearly. One where if we went on a weekend trip,
we would hire a van and we’d all go up in this van up the Lake District. And I
remember we were going to stay in a – it was a fisherman’s bothy on the shores of I
think it was over on – near Loweswater or somewhere like that, and it was incredibly
basic. And this was often in the winter we’d go because we liked climbing in the
snow and things like that. But it consisted basically of two shelves, so you just put
your sleeping bags on the shelf, and there was some outside toilet and a tap, and we’d
attempt to cook things, and we were good at porridge I remember. And Matthew
Macfadyen was very good at curries. And then we would just go walking or
climbing, if it was raining a lot we’d have to go walking, but we always sort of –
Saturday and Sunday we would fell walk and then we’d get back in the bus and drive
all the way back to Bracknell, getting there at sort of midnight. So that was – they
were usually pretty rough these huts. And sometimes in the summer we’d usually
camp of course and take your own tent and we would find a campsite and just – so
that was easier. My other strong memory is of a – we taking a cottage in the Lake
District over Christmas and New Year and having some fantastic times walking in
some wonderful snow conditions. I think we stayed up near Keswick, and did some
fantastic walks over Hart Crag and places like that and – oh all the big walks up round
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Scafell and Great Gable and High Street and all those great fells up there in the snow.
And you know, we had the ice axes and the crampons and we were pretty adventurous
I suppose. It was a good group, they were all sort of – we were all seasoned
mountaineers and we knew what we were up to and –

You said you – what experience had you had before the –?

I’d been, I mean my parents and my brothers we’d always walked quite a lot and done
quite a lot in the Lake District particularly in our teens, my younger brother in
particular, yes. And at university I’d done quite a bit of walking round the Lake
District. So, yes, we knew it all very well.

[48:22]

And following GATE how did your work develop at the Met Office after GATE, so
we’re now sort of late ‘74. So you could perhaps take us through the ‘70s.

Yes, I continued to do quite a bit of work building on the GATE modelling that we’d
done, and what had they learned from GATE in terms of the physics and how it all
worked. So I did a study then on the role of looking at the transformation of African
easterly waves into tropical cyclones and hurricanes over the Atlantic, again using the
model in its full construct for the GATE area that we talked about earlier, as again a
laboratory tool to try and understand what physical processes were important in that
transformation. And that was really using a lot of the work that I’d done on writing
this new radiation code, and also the work I’d done on developing the
parameterisations of clouds to interact with the radiation code, which again at that
stage nobody was coding work in that area at all. So you know, climate models,
weather models, were being run with imposed clouds from climatology, so the clouds
weren’t interactive in the sense that they didn’t respond to the changes in the radiation
field that they produced. So I think I was the first scientist at that time to be able to
run a model that had interactive clouds and radiation. And so one of the questions
that I wanted to look at at that time was how much that interaction of the clouds with
the radiation field changed, influenced, the way in which African easterly waves
became tropical cyclones, or did they not because there’d been a suggestion from the
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observation, the analysis of the observations from the GATE area that suggested that
the changes in the vertical heating profile because of the interaction of clouds, that the
radiation field might be an important element of the energetics of these systems. So I
was able to look at that directly in the model, so I could run one experiment where I
fixed – I didn’t allow the clouds to interact with the radiation field, and another
experiment where I did. And I was able to show that actually the cloud radiation
interaction played a critical role in the spin up of an African easterly wave into
tropical cyclone, which at the time was really new stuff. So it was the first
demonstration of the importance of cloud radiation interaction in weather systems,
and therefore, you know, vital that you have it in your models, and so it was the first
step towards a fully interactive system. So that was I suppose a major bit of work that
I did post GATE.

[51:39]

And then at the same time I got interested in looking at that in terms of a much
simpler construct, so again interested in how the different parts of the physics
interacted, and I built the first what we now call is a single column model. So I took
out of the full model just one grid point, and built a framework around it so that I
could integrate it just as a column model to look at how the different, the heating from
the cumulus convection interacted with the radiation scheme interacted with the
clouds, etc. Again first – now they’re standard tools, but that was the first time it had
been done. And we used it rather interestingly in an early study on carbon dioxide, so
funnily enough it provided a very nice laboratory to look at the CO2 problem. And as
a result I was able to publish a very early example of water vapour feedback from
doubling carbon dioxide because I had this very simple model, but yet it had all the –
at that time state of the art physics. And it allowed us to show how an increase in
carbon dioxide affects the radiation field, and then affects the stability of the
atmosphere and the way convection works and show that you get an amplification of
the warming from increasing CO2 due to increases in water vapour and off, so you get
a – it looked at the water vapour feedback, but it also showed that you could
effectively doubled the impact on surface temperature through the water vapour
feedback. And that was published in a book called Carbon Dioxide, Climate and
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Society. As I say it was one of – I don’t think it was quite the first publication from
the Met office on CO2 problem, but it was probably one of the very first.

[53:59]

Before this – this paper on this CO2 problem, what was the, or what was generally
thought to be the reason for modelling climate? A listener now will think that they
know why it’s important to model climate, because we hear all the time why it’s
important to take an interest in climate. But I wondered in the early and mid ‘70s,
what were meteorologists at the Met Office saying about, or perhaps just taking for
granted, but what was the general thinking about why it was important to understand
the climate, why it was important to model the climate, why it was important to show
how the tropical climate relates to the non-tropical climate?

It’s hard looking back as to what – I suppose I never really knew the top level drivers,
I think actually the carbon dioxide problem was already there and they knew that,
when you look back over some of the records you can see that. And if you look back
at, you know, if you talk to John Mason, I think he would say that. So in the late ‘60s,
certainly GFDL was already doing a great – I mean Menabe was already publishing
his great papers on CO2. I wasn’t aware of that being the agenda when I joined MetO
20. I mean MetO 20 was about climate dynamics, and I think a lot of what we were
doing was trying to understand how the climate system worked by using models to do
so. Because you have to remember that, you know, we had very, very limited
observations at that time, there were some constructs of the mean – of the climatology
of the Earth based on radiosonde data, and surface observations. But actually they
were so incomplete that they didn’t really tell you about – I mean you could infer
transports and energetics and things from them, but they were very, very limited. So a
lot of the early work in climate modelling was about just trying to understand how the
climate system worked, and what were the energy flows, and so forth, and you know,
how did the tropical climate system work.

What were thought to be the benefits of understanding it better, if not?
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Well I guess, I mean they must have been around the climate change problem, but
they were also – I mean there were other things going on there in terms of the effects
of aircraft on the stratosphere. And there were other – I mean I did some work in the
‘70s on things like waste heat from nuclear reactors, you know, would there be a
climate impact from waste heat from nuclear reactors? Now it seems like a very arb
thing to worry about, but you know, people were interested in that. So there were
already sort of applications of the climate models coming out to sort of drive policy
decision making. And I guess that some – but I wasn’t – I was probably too junior to
be aware of it that the carbon dioxide problem was coming up, but certainly by the
early ‘80s, or very late ‘70s, that had become an important driver of the climate
modelling work.

[57:49]

What did you know of any Ministry of Defence interest in or use of climate – this early
climate modelling?

I wasn’t aware of anything really from them directly. But I’m sure there was, but it
just didn’t get down to me. I mean, it is interesting to compare the Met Office today
where we are acutely aware of what we call the customer, or you know, our
government department, sponsoring department, and the science we do relating to
customer needs. That’s deeply embedded in the Met Office today. But in the 1970s it
– you weren’t really aware of that at all, it was much more of like an academic
institution. So you know, closer to being in a large university in effect that you – and
of course the research was so new and it was all so embryonic, that it was much more
like, you know, just trying to understand things, how do we model things, whereas
now we’re much, much closer to how do you take science through to service. So I
wasn’t aware at all really in those days of who are we doing this for. You were doing
it because you wanted to understand things, you know, it’s as simple as that.

[59:16]

Why do you think that you specialised if you like at this time on the relations between
the clouds, which are smaller than the grid spacings, and the wider environment of
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that cell, the radiation environment of that cell? And sort of nothing is inevitable, so
why was it that that you focused on rather than another aspect of climate modelling,
or another aspect of the GATE climate modelling in particular? How is it you think
that that happened?

They – I mean, I would have been directed by Peter Rowntree who was the head of
the group I was in that I – I mean I was instructed to go away and write a radiation
code. And then of course you write a radiation code and you realise that one of the –
you can’t write radiation code without actually thinking about how you’re going to
represents clouds. And then, you know, from there you then think well actually how
am I going to determine what the cloud cover is. So that takes you on then to actually
say, well I need to actually write a cloud scheme. I suppose, you know, my interest
has always been in the classical physics really, in thermodynamics, and the tropical
atmosphere is a wonderful place to use classical physics, and particularly moist
thermodynamics.

And what was the effect of the fact that GATE was happening then, just at the time
you started, GATE was the big experiment that was –?

Well it was a huge opportunity, because I think it really focused the group, the small
group I was in with Peter Rowntree, we had to literally sort of build this model, get it
working. And then of course we had a wonderful platform to then do some all sorts
of new science which was, you know, looking at things like cloud radiation,
interactions, and you know, and how tropical cyclones develop. And you know, it
provided us with a tool that without that push would probably have taken us much
longer to develop. We might not ever have developed it in that way. So I think it had
a big impact on – as often these field – these big experiments do, they focus scientists
around particular problems, and that certainly happened there. And later in the ‘70s I
suppose as I matured as a scientist, you know, you found your own problems to work
on, but I think as a young scientist it was a fantastic opportunity to be right up there at
the heart of really some pretty ground breaking stuff, and some very challenging
science and actually, with a group, really have a good go at it.

[1:02:15]
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Could you say more about the waste heat problem that you worked on?

Yes.

If we start with the origin of that, why –?

Well it was again being fairly junior, I don’t remember directly the origin, but it came
as – I mean I remember just being called in properly into Andrew Gilchrist’s office, I
can’t remember, and saying that this – the institute called IIASA, I-I-A-S-A. So
they’re International Institute for Advanced Systems Analysis, or something like that,
still around, in Karlsruhe, wanted to – someone to go and work on their super
computer to look at this issue of how waste heat from nuclear reactors, particularly
where they were cooled through seawater, how that heat that might then enter the
coastal ocean, might affect the climate. So all sounds – nowadays sounds a bit odd
actually, but anyway that was the request. And presumably, you know, that probably
came down, and I didn’t know because I was very, very junior, from some
government minister who said, you know, we’ve had this query, and we need
somebody to look into this. And why I had to go to Karlsruhe, I’m not entirely sure,
but there was obviously some connection with IIASA who were very much – I mean
they were the group who had published the Carbon Dioxide, Climates and Society
book that I had also written in. So they were very much a group that was looking at
policy issues around energy and climate at that time. So I think that was probably the
connection. So anyway, I was instructed to take the Met Office model to Karlsruhe,
put it on the computer, run these experiments, these what ifs, to say well if the ocean
temperature increased by so many degrees in this part of the world, what would the
climatic impact be? I don’t remember the results at all. I remember vividly going to
Karlsruhe, and getting this model running, and doing the experiments and I suspect
that the results were null results, because we didn’t ever – well I never published
anything. We did the experiments and as I would expect is somebody asked me now
what the impact would be, I would say it’s probably negligible [laughs].

So what did you take in order to transfer the model from Bracknell to –?
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I took it on – must have taken it on a huge tape system. Yeah, and when I think back
it would have been quite daunting because you’re taking a huge bit of code, it could
have been on one of these old big magnetic tape systems, download it onto this
computer, and hope it would run.

Could you describe the set up at – and this is, calls itself IIASA?

IIASA, in Karlsruhe.

Which is?

In Germany.

Okay. And so could you describe the –

Well it was a centre for nuclear research, so what’s it called? I can’t think of the, it
had one of these very long German names. I just remember a very big building, you
know, very technical look building and having to take this tape, get this – do these
model runs, and put the answers back on a tape and take it home again.

[1:06:11]

Thank you. Could you also describe in a little bit more detail the – IIASA seems to be,
as you say, the first model of its type, the model constructed to examine carbon
dioxide. Shall we start with then, it might be the same problem that you don’t
remember why you began to work on that, because you were being instructed to do so.
But do you remember anything of the origins of that?

Well again I think you know Peter Rowntree, as my boss, there was already this
emerging interest in CO2, and I mean that goes back into the late ‘60s, and obviously
the Met Office at that time was beginning obviously to be asked to consider it. And I
think it really arose because, you know, I created this model, this single column
model, to look at things to do with physics and so forth, and I just remember Peter
coming one day and saying, well, we could use this to do a two time CO2 experiment,
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couldn’t we? And so off we went and did it, and looked at, you know, again what did
you get if you included the water vapour sensitivity, water vapour feedbacks, or if you
didn’t and so forth, and published a – produced this study, which we then published in
this book. So again I – being lowly in the organisation, and it was an interesting place
in those days, although it was very hierarchical so you would get asked to do things
without necessarily being told why. And you would do it and the results would be
taken by your boss and communicated to somebody else without involving you,
because it was very hierarchical. It was one of the things I remember not liking about
it in a way in that you do this research and you would like to go and talk about it to
somebody more senior, but that wasn’t how things worked. They went to the
meetings, and they went to the conferences and you just handed it over and thank you
very much sort of thing. Whereas these days ones much more inclusive, there’s less –
much less hierarchy, and you know, you bring the person in who’s done the research
to talk about it whoever it is, whoever is there really.

And so was this column just one of the grid squares from –

Yes, effectively.

From the GATE model. But all of the height of it?

Yes, yes. So you would assume some – well you wouldn’t carry any winds in it, it
was purely just the physics, and so you’d assume that there was no net exchange from
the sides, you were just really looking at how the atmosphere in the vertical adjusted
to certain conditions.

[1:09:12]

Thank you. And what were your working and possibly personal relations with Peter
Rowntree, given that he was your immediate –?

Oh, we got on fantastically well, yes, and still do, we’re still friends, and he was a
great support really. I mean, it was – the Met Office at that time, part of the whole
training process that when people, scientists, came in after they’d done their training,
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scientific officers’ training, is that everyone was expected to go and do weather
forecasting for six months to a year somewhere. You were expected to go to an
outstation, even if you were a research scientist. And he protected me from that very
well, so I never did go because A I was working on GATE. So having entered the
office in late ‘72, you now, by ‘74 we were into GATE, and then after that I had these
other things that I got involved in, like the waste heat, and then the CO2 problem, and
so forth. And I remember he and Andrew Gilchrist were very keen on that when you
had difficult problems to work on like the radiation cloud problem, they reckoned it
took five years to get on top of some of these problems, and that people should be left
alone to get on with them. So they were very good to me because they kept me out of
being sent off forecasting for a year, and allowed me to keep digging away at these
radiation and cloud problems.

Why was this seen as undesirable, other than the fact that it would take you away
from something else, why was the forecasting duty seen as undesirable?

Well undesirable for me personally because I was clearly doing what they considered
to be very important research, so – and also I didn’t want to go, to be honest, you
know, I mean, it wasn’t something that – you know, it meant moving away from
Bracknell, and all these things. And so you know, they kept me – I mean I stayed in
MetO 20 for eight years until I left to have my first child and, you know, that was
fairly unusual in those days for people to stay in one place for so long at a very junior
level. But they recognised what we all recognise now that if you’re working on
particularly these complex models, and trying to push the boundaries of the modelling
and so forth, that actually, A, it takes a long time, and B, it’s – you know, you have to
build up all that expertise and so forth to really make a difference.

[1:12:09]

To give us a sense of the time that this computer work takes, how long would it take
you on just this single column model to do what you might call a computer run with
just sort of one amount of increase of carbon dioxide? What would be involved in
terms of plotting and computerising, and entering?
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Golly. Something – I mean that was a very simple bit of computing. So that probably
turned round reasonably fast, I mean you know, in a day I suppose or so. I mean
constructing the model itself was tricky because of stability issues and, you know, and
all sorts of things. But I – but that wouldn’t take that long, but some of the other more
– using the full GATE model, doing experiments with that, and say running a forecast
for ten days, running a simulation for ten days, well that used to take quite a long
time.

How long, roughly how long?

Days, days. You know, then if you made a mistake you put it back in and run it again.

Yes. What were the difficulties, because it sounded, it sounded extremely
complicated, but I wondered what were the sort of technical and practical difficulties
in this work, for example using the GATE model? What were the sort of frustrations
of the actual materials, you know, the computer itself, and the way that the work was
done?

I don’t think one saw them as frustrations at that time because one didn’t know any
different in the sense of, you know, dealing with trays of cards and dealing with
output on microfiche, which is pretty tedious to look at, but you didn’t really think of
it that then. I mean I think the things that were hard was, you know, when the model
would fall over, or crash, and give you silly answers. And trying to be a detective and
work out where your code has got an error in because, you know, your code will have
an error in it somewhere, and it’ll never tell you exactly where it is. I mean, your
model will just go off and do something a bit odd, and then you think, well there’s
something wrong here, then you’ve got to sort of back track and try and find the
source of the coding error. And that meant at that time, you know, well if the model
failed, you would get a dump from the computer, which would be a dump of what it
said where it was at that particular moment, what all the grid points were saying and
stuff, and it would tell you where it had failed, at what grid points it had failed. So
what you get is a huge, a thick computer output on paper, so these spools of paper.
And the dump would be in lines and lines of hexadecimal numbers, and there would
be – tell you where – you know, which line of code it was related to with these
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hexadecimal numbers. And basically you’d have to work your way through these
numbers, convert them back into temperatures or whatever, work out where you were
in the code when it failed, and try and work back through this dump to work out how
it had gone wrong. So it’s a real detective work, but I can remember these dumps
being very, very, very difficult to deal with because hexadecimal numbers are not
what we used to thinking of.

Could you say what they are?

Well they’re, they’re – of course they’re all binary codes, you see, so hexadecimals
were two to the power four, so sixteen, effectively you’ve got sixteen numbers, but of
course, you know, you’ve got nought to nine, and then you get A, B, C, D, E, F, G.
So you know, you use the letters as well to build up to sixteen numbers. So that was
what hexadecimals were. So you had to be – you got good at it in the end, but you
knew what the letters stood for, but never the less it’s quite, it’s quite tricky work, and
it – so always with models that’s the most frustrating part is when they blow up or go
wrong is what we call debugging, finding out where it’s gone wrong, and –

How would you find out, once you’d converted the numbers, how would you spot -?

Well it depended how helpful the machine had been. I mean, often they will tell you
where in the code it’s blown up, so you’ll know exactly where – and you can work
back through the lines of code, or even the different routines, and see where it’s gone.
But it is actually quite tricky, and you can do clever things like put a little command
to write certain varia – so when you’ve got a hunch about where it’s going wrong, you
can then go back in the code and say, well I’ll print out these variables at this point at
each time step, and then I can see how it’s going wrong. But it’s all like that, it was
just – it’s like being a detective, I always think a lot of what I do is like being a
detective.

Could you actually look at a sheet of numbers and would you look at the numbers and
almost visualise -?
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No, you had to go and write them down. You had to sort of decode them basically
and turn them into something that made sense.

But once you’d decoded them into numbers that made sense, if you looked at numbers
presented in a certain way, would you see in your mind weather types, or –?

No, no, no, no. You’re really looking for what that bit of line of code is doing, so it
would say, you know, the temperature at this grid point is equal to the temperature
from the last time step plus an increment, plus, or something like that. I mean, you
know, it would all be related to an instruction on a variable. So that’s what you get,
and so you have to sort of say, well you know, okay, it’s gone wrong on that line of
code, and that increment has forced the temperature to go, you know, negative or
something, when you’re in absolute temperature so you know something has gone
wrong here. Or it’s suddenly at a 1,000 degrees C, so whoops, you know, things like
that. And then you have to say, well why is the increment so large that it’s done that?
Well that might be because there’s a problem in the way the convection scheme is
working, or it might be a problem in another bit of the code, or it might have been
something that’s been accumulating, the problem’s actually somewhere else
completely different. So that’s the – so it’s a big of an art actually, debugging models
is quite an art, and I learned that the hard way.

[1:19:30]

What then follows after the nuclear heating, waste heating, work and the carbon
dioxide in this period before your first child, in the eight years that you were at MetO
20?

Well I also got very interested in the whole atmospheric energy, the whole Earth’s
radiation budget, and the energy budget of the planet, and how – how energy was
transported from the equator to the poles and things like that. And of course we at
that stage, I mean, it sounds silly now, but we were not able to run models through a
whole annual cycle very easily. So what we’d done in climate modelling a lot of the
time up to then was to do perpetual – what we call perpetual January or perpetual July
runs. So we would run the model for thirty days for January, and thirty days for July,
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and look at whether they represented what we thought was a winter climate and
summer climate and that sort of stuff. But the ability to run a model through a
complete seasonal cycle was just – we didn’t have the computer power to do that, and
also, you know, you also needed to then include in the radiation code, or the
seasonality of the sun, so you had to include all the orbital stuff and all of that. I was
trying to remember whether we actually introduced the diurnal cycle at that point, but
we didn’t have the diurnal cycle to begin with. But anyway we were able to run by
the late ‘70s a full seasonable cycle, take the model through a complete annual cycle.
And so I remember doing quite a bit of the work in the radiation code of putting in the
seasonable cycle. And at that time we couldn’t run it with interactive clouds I think,
so we ran it through an annual cycle with chronological but seasonably varying cloud
amounts, and snow, and al; this sort of stuff, and sea surface temperatures. This was a
big step up fro going from perpetual January force and perpetual July force into a full
annual cycle. So having got that I was then very interested in how does the – what
drives the changes in the Earth’s radiation budget through the seasonable cycle, and
these things sound sort of obvious now, but they weren’t then. And so I wrote what is
probably regarded the first paper on saying – on looking at the Earth’s radiation
budget and saying, this is how the planet adjusts as you go through the seasonable
cycle of clouds contribute this, and the snow contributes so much. And how do the –
we know that the mean the planet is warmed at the equator and cooled at the poles,
but obviously as you go through the annual cycle that relationship is continually
adjusting. And how does the different components come into play? So I wrote a
paper on that, and it was actually also the – from that study I could also then look at
how the model was able to tell me how the atmosphere worked to redistribute the heat
between the equator and the pole as you go through the annual cycle, and the
movement of the sun north and south. And if you knew that and you knew what the
Earth’s radiation budget was at the top of the atmosphere, you could actually infer
what – how much heat the oceans much be transporting to balance the radiation
budget at the top of the atmosphere. So again first study of that done using, in this
case, a model you see, to tell you about things that you couldn’t observe. And so in
the paper I actually also showed if you knew what the Earth’s radiation budget was, as
a result of snow and clouds and atmospheric greenhouse gases, through a full
radiation calculation, and you knew what the atmosphere energy transfers were
because you’d simulated the winds and so forth, you could actually then infer what –
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how much heat the oceans much be transporting poleward. And actually it was quite
amazing that the answers were pretty much what the oceanographers had estimated
with the ocean heat transport, and I mean it was asymmetric because you’ve got more
land in the northern hemisphere than the southern hemisphere and the Atlantic
transport was heating a very different way from the other ocean basins, and wasn’t far
off actually. Just sort of again another example of how you can use models not just as
predictive tools, but actually telling you quite basic things about how the climate
system works.

[1:25:15]

And did this require an increase in computer power over that period, over those eight
years?

Yes, it must have been when we got the 360/195, which was an IBM machine. I don’t
remember exactly when that came along, but we would have had, yes. I mean, we
were heading into much more computer power there so things were changing quite
fast in terms of how long we could run models, and what resolution we could run
models.

Did you – did the mode of interaction with the computer change when you got the new
one? Previously you said that it had been cards put in pigeonholes with the output
received in the same pigeonhole some time later.

I don’t recall that it had changed much. We were just I suppose in the late ‘70s – I
honestly can’t remember actually, beginning to get more – using a screen on a desktop
computer to do these things, but I can’t remember when that came in actually at all.
It’s some time around then, and I remember these things just beginning and sort of,
wow, you know, I don’t have to walk downstairs with my cards anymore. I can
submit a job straight from my actually having a screen on your desk, which of course
you didn’t have in the ‘70s, you had a microfiche reader but you didn’t have anything
else like that.

[1:26:44]
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And what did people – at the start of today you were talking about Raymond Hide’s
model nearly, in an office nearby, what did people involved in making models of the
atmosphere with a computer, and those making models, physical models, what did
they tend to say about each other or say about the relative merits of the different ways
of modelling?

Well I think we were both using them to try and understand geophysical flows and
things like that. And what we were getting – I mean, the interesting thing about the
work Raymond Hide was doing at the time was also looking at, you know, how these
wave mean flow interactions work in the dishpan, and so again – and trying to
understand, you know, the stability or not of different modes of types of flows. So I
remember one of the classic sort of things that you could see in the dishpan is that
you’d have a certain number of waves around the annulis when the thing was just
running and appearing to be stable. And then for some reason it would just bifurcate
into a different number of waves, and then it would come back to the original number.
So there was this idea that you had a multiple set of states, which were possible within
a single mode, forcing. And that was – and I mean at the time it was those sort of
things that I think we were still grappling with is it looking at weather patterns and
planetary scale waves in the real world was how stable were those waves. And, you
know, how did the mean flow interact with those waves, and could you change the
wave numbers, the number of waves you could have around the planet, and that sort
of thing, and what sort of things change those, what were triggers for the change. I
mean, they’re still really good questions today, and you know, we have winters
sometimes where we have very large amplitude waves, and they can be very
stationary. Last winter was a classic case of that, very large amplitude waves were in
the wrong bit, the cold bit, we had a very cold winter. And then some years you can
have actually quite zonal flow, and far less wave activity. So there was – there was
trying I think to – the two were very complementary I would say at that stage, very
complementary.

[End of Track 3]
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Track 4

I’d like to start today by asking for any memories you have of things that were going
on in the ‘70s that may have affected your work. And the first is I was wondering
what you remember of the public and political concern about imminent ice ages that
was partly inspired by the programme the Weather Machine in the mid-70s, Nigel
Calder’s. We talked last time a bit about the way that carbon dioxide gradually
became a concern, but this was another sort of – I mean, according to the new history
of the Met Office it was discussed in the House of Lords. So what – you know,
concerns about the ice age coming.

Didn’t really have much impact on me in the area of work that I was doing to be
honest. I was aware of it, and as I said, you know, we talked last time about there
were other things coming up that people were concerned about, such as nuclear winter
and those sorts of things. But it didn’t really impinge on me very much.

Did the nuclear winter worry –?

Not really either. No – I was – remember I was a very junior scientist sort of a long
way down the office, and not aware really of some of these things going on, sort of
stuff that I would be doing now if I was – had been around then as chief scientist. But
in the same way I’m sure my junior staff don’t know half the things that I get up to
and worry about.

[1:33]

Quite, thank you. And I noticed that you moved from being in what was called a
tropical modelling group to what was called the climate modelling group in 1976, and
I wondered what that change involved if any.

Well I began to work more on developing the global climate model as a climate
model, whereas the tropical – the GATE group, as it was called, was very much about
forecasting tropical weather, looking at problems of, you know, a day ahead up to a
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few days ahead; whereas in the climate group we were really looking at building the
first climate model, and looking at issues around the global climate system, hence the
studies I did on the Earth’s radiation budget, and writing a full radiation code for the
global model.

What else was involved in converting what you described last time as a revolutionary
eleven level model with two point five degree grid for GATE into the first sort of
global climate model, apart from what you’ve already described in terms of obviously
expanding the sort of geographical extent of it? You spoke last time about the fact
that in the last ‘70s you were first able to do a full cycle, I wondered what else was
involved in sort of turning this small sample grid for that particular area for GATE
into the global model, realising that that question – I mean you could ask that
question about the entire time from then to now, but at this time in the late ‘70s before
you went off for a while.

Well the global climate model was actually not nearly as sophisticated as the GATE
model, so it was still a five level model, rather than an eleven level model at that time.
And the work that I was doing was very much writing a new radiation code that
would allow more interaction between clouds and the radiation and so forth. But of
course, you know, as I said, we couldn’t run it, we didn’t have the computing power
to run it for very long. And so you know, to be able to run through an annual cycle
was quite something, and to then look at, as I said, the radiation budget, even though
in that study we’d actually imposed the clouds and we’d imposed the snow cover, and
all those things that determine the annual cycle of the Earth’s radiation budget. So in
some ways there was a step back in sophistication with the global modelling from
GATE. And it was only really in the early ‘80s after I’d left the office and actually
my husband came in and took over the – some of the global modelling work, that we
actually went – developed then a global eleven level model. So it’s quite an
interesting story in a sense, that the limitations of computing power meant that you
actually stepped back in the sophistication of the science to be able to do the global
problem. And it was probably five years or more before we fully implemented all the
physics and the complexity that we’d had in the GATE model into the global model.

[05:04]
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Thank you. Could you then talk about maternity leave, if you like, which I think
started in 1980.

That’s right. Yes.

And I was interested in the extent to which you were able to continue to be a scientist
during that period of one or two years, you’ll be able to tell us.

Well so my first daughter was born in December 1980, and I left the office in
September expecting to be a housewife and mother. That was what people did those
days, I mean it wasn’t – there were very few women in the office anyway, and
certainly only a handful of us in research, and it was just not expected that you would
return to work. So I left and had my daughter Mary, and tried to become a housewife
and a mother, and had a go at it for about a year, and realised that actually I wasn’t
very good at it.

Why, what made you –?

In that – well my husband, Tony was at that time now working in MetO 20 with the
global modelling, and he would come home and say, oh, you know, we’ve been trying
this or thinking about this. And I’d say, why are you doing that, why aren’t you doing
X, Y, and Z, you know, and I began to realise that actually I hadn’t let this go. And
that although I loved being at home with my daughter, the days were long, and I
didn’t have a lot of friends in the neighbourhood, and actually I didn’t really fit into
the usual mothers and babies things because I didn’t find it terribly stimulating. And
so he said to me one night, ‘Why don’t you write to David Burridge at ECMWF,
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting, and see if you can offer
you something?’ So I said, ‘Okay, I’ll do that because it will just actually, he
probably won’t and then I know at least I’ve tried, and then I’ll just settle down at
home and get on with the side that is my life,’ you know. So I wrote to them and said,
you know, have you got anything part time I might do, and the phone rang the next
day, we got the letter saying, we’d very much like to talk to you because we needed
somebody with your expertise, and whatever, you know, we’ll arrange something that
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suits you. So I went in to see them and out of that came a consultancy, which allowed
me to work half time at ECMWF. And we arranged it so that I went in at two in the
afternoon and stayed ‘til six, so I could be with Mary in the morning, and give her her
lunch, take her to a childminder and she had a nap there. And then Tony would pick
her up and half past four and bring her home, and give her her tea, and bath her and
that, and then I’d come home and put her to bed. So it was – if ECMWF hadn’t been
so flexible I doubt I’d be here today doing the job I’m doing, really, because it was
quite an unusual thing in those days for a woman to work and for somebody to make
those arrangements and be flexible around my needs. And I remember him saying
that he – although he only paid me half time, he reckoned he got a full time job out of
me because he knew I was sitting at home thinking about it in the evenings, and in the
mornings when I was doing other things, and so on and so forth. So I did that for
about nearly four years until my second daughter came along. So that was a way in
which, you know, I could – very much kept my career going and so forth.

Go on –

And was able to go to conferences and things like that. And of course and I had a
very supportive husband, but certainly with the circle of friends I did have where we
lived in Wokingham, I was the only one that worked, and I was thought to be slightly
sort of not quite right. And it’s an interesting change in perceptions, isn’t it, that
today it’s unusual for a woman to be – decide to stay at home, be a housewife, and
mother, and people sort of think, why are they doing that? Whereas thirty years ago it
was actually the other way round, that I was slightly frowned upon that I could leave
my one year old daughter in the afternoon to go off and do something else, go back to
work.

How do you know that you were slightly frowned upon, how did – what were you
detecting in your –?

It was the conversations we had, you know, meet for coffee in the mornings with our
children and they would question, you know, was I doing the right thing? Was it
good for Mary, you know? Was I being selfish, etc. etc. So it was a very, very
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interesting juxtaposition of how things are today really where almost it’s seen the
other way round.

[10:50]

Given that that was the context then–

Yes.

How did you feel about that, the decision you were making?

I knew that I was a better mother for Mary because I had that time at work, that when
I was with her in the mornings, and the rest of time I gave her quality time because I
was fulfilled as a person, so I was actually a better mother to her. Not that I neglected
her before but, you know, that was always that sort of thing that my life wasn’t quite
complete.

At the time that you were just being a mother.

Yes.

So when you first got on maternity leave, how did you attempt to sort of occupy
yourself, when you felt sort of unintellectually satisfied, apart from talking to Tony
when he came home about work that you had been doing.

Yes.

In what other was had you attempted to sort of stay stimulated if you like?

It was quite hard with a small baby, and she was one of these babies that was awake
all the time, so you know, you would have to involve her in everything you did all
through the day. So it wasn’t a question that you could sit down and read a book
really for very long because she was never asleep for very long during the day. So I
think that was part of my problem really, that I had to do things that involved her all
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the time. And we had a lot of fun, I mean don’t misunderstand me that, you know,
particularly through the summer we had some wonderful times. You know, making
jam and her sitting in the pram watching me making jam, and playing with the kitchen
utensils and all sorts of things. We did lots of fun things together, but there was still
that, you know, that I felt I had more to give to the science than I had done so far.

When Tony came home saying what he was then doing in MetO 20, do you remember
any details of particular things that you disagreed with or thought you had another –?

No, not really, I just – it must have been around the way that they were analysing the
model, and thinking about why it wasn’t working. I suppose one of my strengths as a
scientist has always been able to understand what the model’s doing, or what the real
world is doing, and being a bit of a detective and thinking of ways in which to test a
hypothesis of where I think is going wrong. I think it would probably be around, well
why aren’t you trying this experiment to see if it’s that that’s causing the problem.
And, yes, I’m sure it was something like that.

[13:42]

Could you tell me that the friends that you mentioned that you had in Wokingham, you
said you didn’t have that many but you did have friends who, for example, you said
you met for coffee in the mornings. Can you say something about what they had done
before they had children?

I can’t really because I think, you know, when you’re suddenly at home with a baby,
and we actually moved to Wokingham just after Mary was born. They were, I call
them friends, I suppose you know more accurately they were acquaintances in that
they were people that I met in the mother baby sort of things that one did. And
because I was aware that I needed to get out and be sociable, you know, you joined
these groups of mums and babies that had coffee together and things like that. And I
don’t remember much about them as to what they did. I enjoy – I think I enjoyed
their company, but I don’t think there was any great affinity between us in terms of
what I’d been doing in my career compared with what they had done, in terms of I
was a female scientist which was slightly unusual at that time.
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Did they have any understanding of what you had done?

No I don’t think so, which is why they didn’t understand why I wanted to go back to
work.

Why did Tony suggest the European Centre as a place to apply to as a possible part
time option, rather than applying back to the Met Office itself?

Because I think at that time it was actually quite difficult to have that flexibility in
your working hours in the Met Office. As I said, you know, there were very few
women, and the concept of part time working for young mothers was not something
that was there really, it would have been quite hard to get that flexibility. And also
they didn’t have that flexibility to take on a consultant in the same way that ECMWF
did, even then. So I kind of – we knew that ECMWF had a budget that allowed them
to take people with key expertise into the organisation for a period of time, and also
because I would have wanted to work too close to what Tony was doing, which was –
would obviously not have been possible. Again the Met Office had some very strict
rules about at that time husbands and wives working in the same area.

What were those rules?

That you weren’t allowed to. So when I did come back into the Met Office for about
nine months after we came back from the US, this is jumping ahead a bit, and I wasn’t
allowed to work in the same – go back into MetO 20 because he was in there. So I
had to go into weather forecasting research, which didn’t really suit me. So – because
those were the rules. And so they would have been there certainly in the early ‘80s,
and therefore we knew that it was never going to provide me with the freedom to do
what I wanted to do.

And before, just one more question before I ask you what you actually did in detail at
the European Centre.

[17:10]
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At the time that you were deciding to have children, did you – to what extent did you
have mixed feelings, or feelings of hesitation or concern about switching from being a
research scientist to a mother, before it actually happened?

I didn’t have any concerns, I mean it was – I’d always wanted to have a family, and
you know, it was what my mother had done, and that was what I would do. And I
suppose until you actually experience it you have no idea how different your life is
when you have children, and therefore, you know, you’re not – you have to be willing
to give up yourself to raising your children. And sometimes you just need to
recognise that actually you’d probably be a better person and a better mother if you
decided that at some part of your life had to be for yourself.

[18:14]

Thank you. So working at the European Centre between two and six in the afternoon
and early evening, could you say what you were tasked with doing as this consultant?

I was tasked with working on the representation of radiative transfer in the model, and
they had a scheme that had been written already which they clearly had issues with,
they weren’t sure about. So I had – I basically critiqued it and then did some changes
to it, and then I was also – particularly they wanted to introduce interactive clouds
into the radiation scheme, which was what I’d been working on in the Met Office.
And so I wrote a new cloud – what they called a cloud parameterisation scheme for
the ECMWF model, which performed incredibly well. And it improved the forecast
skill and so forth so it was all about – it was all in the area of interactive radiation in
clouds. And I also did some work on other parts of the physics including the
representation of what we call shallow convection, so little cumulus clouds,
stratocumulus, those sorts of cloud systems. It was a time of quite rapid progress in
model performance, there were sort of big chunks of physics that when you introduce
them rapidly improve the model. So it was quite an – we had that period of sort of the
early ‘80s, there were a lot of big things going on in model development that really
made big strides in – not only in representing the climate, but actually improving
weather forecasts. So it was a very interesting time to be at ECMWF, because it was,
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and still is, the leading weather forecast, weather modelling, sort of centre in the
world. So yeah, it was fun, a lot of fun.

And this is weather modelling as distinct from climate modelling at the European
Centre?

Yes I mean their mission was medium range weather forecasting, so at that time it
was, you know, could we push the bounds of weather forecasting, just being able to
do a day ahead up to three days ahead, which was kind of where we were at that time,
to seeing if we could forecast up to a week ahead. And now of course we’re looking
at two weeks or a month ahead. So it was very much a ground breaking organisation,
it also was a magnet for sort of some of the best scientists in Europe, and indeed the
world, that came through the European Centre at that time, and still do actually. So it
was a great place to work for me, even though I could only be there half the time, it
was very stimulating.

[21:30]

And what did you find yourself thinking about after you’d gone home and in the
morning the next day, what did you tend to think about?

I’d think about the code I was developing, or I’d think about the experiments that I
wanted to run or the analysis that I wanted to do on the experiments I had run, and
why things weren’t working that well, or I’d bring the papers home, the latest
literature and read those, and that sort of thing. I mean, basically I’d carry on
[laughs].

Did you do any writing of your own papers in the evening at home or -?

I don’t think I did. I don’t remember that I did. But I might well have sort of planned
them out or, you know, given myself a list of things that I wanted to do when I got
back into the office the next day.
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And what relations were there between the – for you, in your experience, between the
European Centre and the Met Office during this time?

It was pretty good actually. I mean, I think, you know, they had different functions,
different roles, and still do. And of course the Met Office was, and is, a major funder
of the European Centre, and also, you know, we hosted the building and structure. So
they were good. I guess we would have had quite a lot of interaction between the two
organisations. I don’t remember it particularly, you know, that I would go to
Bracknell regularly, but I’m sure I did.

And who did you work most with in the European Centre, who were your closest
colleagues?

I worked for a man called Michael Tiedtke who headed up the physical processes bit
of ECMWF. But you tended – the way the place is – because ECMWF always
brought in experts to work on topics, you were often the only one working on that
particular area of the model, so in a sense you kind of worked quite a bit on your own.
And you know, there was not a great sense of hierarchy in the building either, so you
didn’t sort of work for somebody, you know, you just – you had your area of expertise
and of course then you contributed to the model development. And there was, and
always – and still is, big operational centres are very structured way in which new
developments come into the operation suite, and the whole process of testing and so
forth. So when you’d done your science, and thought that you’d, you know, got it as
right as you could then it would progress through into operations. So then that would
engage a whole different set of people. And that’s still how it’s done, it’s done here,
and at ECMWF now.

So it’s almost as if the complexity of the model, because it required experts working
on a little bit of the model, because it was so complicated, and all these little bits, that
made the hierarchy quite flat because –

Yes.
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There’s no reason why radiation should be more important than some other part of
the model.

Absolutely, yeah. Yes.

And so how did – at this time how did you interact with – perhaps you ought to say
what the computer was that you were now on.

Yeah. There was probably a Cray actually at ECMWF at that time. And it would
have been, you know, a world class machine. ECMWF has always had very
substantial super computing resource. So again in some respects one was able to do a
lot of things there looking at bits of it, running the models at weather forecasting type
resolutions for a bit longer than we could maybe have been doing at the Met Office.
And that was very interesting for me because the other thing that I learned at ECMWF
is that the errors that we see in a climate model, in a climate simulation, are actually
grown during the first few days, ten days, as the model starts up. So you could use
weather forecasting to understand longer term climate model errors. And we did run
the ECMWF model for longer periods than just the weather forecast, we did actually
look at its climate for a season, that sort of thing, partly because that was all about
how are you understanding whether your physics is right. And that ability to
understand how climate model, shouldn’t call them errors, because they’re not really,
they’re just biases, because the science in the model is incomplete, it’s not that it’s
wrong, it’s incomplete. So how those biases grow, I learned from ECMWF you could
use weather forecasting techniques to understand those biases, and it was very
powerful. And it’s now something that I’ve been able to bring into the Met Office
here all these years later as something that is proven here now, in an incredibly strong
way in which we can understand what’s going on in our climate models.

Because the – any sort of divergence happens very soon after you start to run?

Yes, it does, and also that because the climate system is so interactive, and nonlinear
in the way it behaves is that the final bias that you see, may not be a straight result of
where things have gone – are wrong in the model, they emerge through a whole
process of interactions. And actually the fundamental problem may be quite different
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from what the end result looks like. And so by looking at how the bias grows at the
very beginning of a weather forecasting type experiment, compared with
observations, you can actually more accurately pinpoint the part of the model physics
say that’s causing you a problem. And it may be quite different from where you
thought – would have thought it was if you just looked at the climate model bias. So
that – I did quite a lot of work at ECMWF using those sort of techniques to try and
understand why certain biases would appear by a ten day forecast, by day ten, I had a
certain pattern of discrepancies with the observations. I got to understand that
actually I needed to look right at the beginning to understand where those – where
things were going wrong.

What tended to be, what was going wrong right from the beginning to produce this
particular pattern ten days later of –?

It can be all sorts of things. So I mean just as an example, at that period in the ‘80s
when we were just introducing these interactive clouds into the radiation scheme,
diagnosing cloud interactively in the model, you would get quite a few people who
didn’t work in climate modelling criticising the cloud fields and saying, oh well, the
cloud schemes are obviously wrong. But actually if you go back and think about it,
and look at it, the clouds are just almost a diagnostic of what the cumulus convection
scheme is doing in transferring moisture up through the atmosphere and then
redistributing it. So in fact a lot of the time, not always, but a lot of the time,
problems with the cloud scheme apparently, or the clouds in the model, are not to do
with how the cloud scheme is diagnosed in cloud, but how the cumulus convection
scheme had been formulated to move moisture and heat around the system. And so
that’s an example where you – by going back and looking you could say, actually, no,
it’s the convection scheme that’s heating the atmosphere in the wrong way, putting
moisture in the wrong place, driving the wrong sort of circulation patterns, so the
cloud fields look wrong. And so that was an example of some of the stuff I was doing
then very much sort of saying, well let’s step back and say, what are the clouds an
expression of? They’re an expression of what the global circulation patterns are, and
where the moisture is being distributed. What drives that? Well actually in the deep
tropics it’s the cumulus convection scheme. So you know, those were an example
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then of what more recently we’ve used it to find other problems and often in boundary
layer scheme. It’s quite interesting.

Is there ever a situation then when a person working on, perhaps you, working on one
particular part of a model.

Yes.

Needs to almost go and speak to another person working on another bit to say, what
about, you know, isn’t there something not quite right with this bit of it?

You need to understand how the whole model works, you can’t do – although I was
an expert in radiation on the cloud scheme, I did understand how all the physics
worked, and it was necessary to do so. I think there is a risk as the models get more
and more complex that we have people who don’t, try not to let that happen, but it’s –
or people just use models as black boxes, and just work on one tiny bit, not
appreciating it is the whole system that you’ve got to understand.

[31:58]

Thank you. And given that this was now later, and a different computer, what was
now involved in interacting with the computer to do the sorts of things that you’ve
been saying you did? So what I’m asking for is if we could sort of hover above you at
this time in the European Centre, what would we actually see you doing, even if we
didn’t understand what you were doing, what would you appear to be doing?

I think we must have been working much more through a screen, you know, a desktop
computer by then. I’m trying to remember when all that started to come in. I don’t
remember punching cards nearly as vividly at ECMWF as I did at the Met Office. I
have a suspicion that we were beginning to use desktop computing to write our codes
and submit our jobs and that sort of thing. Very basic, because it was quite basic. I’m
pretty sure we were actually. So you’d have seen me sitting at my desk typing into a
screen, my code, and editing my code in a very simple way. And the output would
still have been paper output, but I recall that ECMWF had slightly more sophisticated
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plotting packages for producing, you know, viewing the output for the model that you
had at the Met Office, but only a little bit, so it was still coming out on paper and
pretty basic.

And who was around you where you were working, did you –?

I had my own office, everybody had their own office at ECMWF at that time.

[33:51]

What was the reaction of other ECMWF employees to your return to work part time,
if as you say it was novel for a mother to return part time in this sort of –?

Well I think I was welcome because they thought I was a good scientist and, you
know, I had brought expertise that they needed and there were actually one or two
other women, I mean it wasn’t – there were other women there actually at that time
from within Europe, and so I didn’t think – I don’t think I felt quite as unusual
because it wasn’t hierarchical in the same way that the civil service is. You didn’t –
you didn’t feel that you were unusual in any way. So no, it didn’t bother me.

And what did you have in common with what your husband was – when you came
home in the evening, and your husband had been looking after your daughter for a
while, giving her tea and so on, and then you got home. To what extent did you
discuss climate and weather with Tony at home?

Well, I mean we were at that stage different perspectives on the problem, and I’m sure
we would – I would talk about what I was doing, how the model at ECMWF was
performing, and what the issues were with the radiation code there, and how it had
been written and structured and you know, how it compared with what we had in the
eleven level model at the Met Office, and those sorts of things, yes. But I guess we
had less time probably because I – we had to have our meal, and do all the other
things, and it was probably time to go to bed again, I can’t remember [laughs].

[35:41]
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Thank you. And I know that this is medium range weather forecasting but to what
extent were your growing concerns about climate change affecting what you’re doing
at the European Centre? I know you said that you ran the model forwards so that you
could see how sort of initial divergences got exaggerated. But I wonder whether, to
what extent you were protected from this rising concern about climate change
because this was a weather forecasting –

Oh, absolutely. Absolutely. I mean, there was a real distinction between what
ECMWF was doing, and the science was doing, from what was beginning to develop
then in the Met Office. And John Mitchell then beginning to build up then the climate
change programmes, carbon dioxide part of the thing. So they were very, very
different remits and I think at that time it was completely separate.

[36:42]

Thank you. Could you then talk about the – or tell the story really, of the next step in
your career which involves kind of dramatic change in the sense that you moved from
the UK to America.

Yes.

I mean, why?

Well Tony had been offered a visiting scientist position at NCAR, which is the
National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder. And he wanted to do that and
I think we both thought that it would be a good change, good opportunity, for him
because he was going to have the opportunity to work with a man called Ramanathan,
who was one of the leading experts in radiation clouds, aerosols, at that time. And
NCAR had a terrific reputation and also, you know, we felt that it would be good for
us to have an opportunity to go somewhere different. And I was then having my – our
second daughter, Anna, who was born in September 1985, and so again I’d sort of
now got two children, so it was clear that I was going to have to have anyway some
time off work, so it seemed like a good opportunity. So we went out in January 1986
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to Boulder for a year’s visiting scientist, which in the end became eighteen months,
and with two small children. And I had at that time again no definite plans to work
while we were out in Boulder and I don’t think I did very much during that first visit.
I think – I don’t think I had a position as such at NCAR, but I – again they were
incredibly I suppose forward looking in a way that they recognised that working – you
know, young mothers who are scientists need help to keep their careers going. And so
that first year and a half that we were there, when Tony was a visiting scientist, I was
– the head of the whole division was a man called Warren Washington, who was one
of the great American scientists, pioneer of climate modelling and climate change
predictions, and so forth. And he was a very good friend of ours and he – he sort of
encouraged me in a way to do a bit of work if I wanted to. And so although I didn’t
have a job per se, he gave me a great slug of computing time, an account on the
machine, and you know, and I could go and sit in Tony’s office if I wanted to. And
they gave me a terminal at home which was linked into the computer at NCAR via the
phone line. So I could actually run some experiments, and that was – Tony and I did
some joint papers at that time on cloud radiation interaction and cloud forcing of
climate. And I can still remember submitting my jobs to the super computer from the
basement of our home via this terminal over the phone line, it was a modem system,
so – and it was so slow that you’d press the keys, but you wouldn’t be able to see
what you’d typed because the letters would come up so slowly. So I’d sit there in the
evenings down in the basement and I’d type this instruction in, press return, then I’d
go and iron one of Tony’s shirts. And in the time it took me to iron his shirt the
message would go through to the computer and then I could type the next line and go
and iron another shirt, it was that slow. But at least, you know, I was able to run some
experiments for the model. And we did some very interesting work actually, it’s one
of the – still the leading papers on cloud forcing.

[41:12]

Could you just describe that work in – for an audience of non-scientists in as much
detail as you think you can, and you think is appropriate?

So I think what we were doing by then was actually not just building models, but
actually starting to use them as laboratories to understand how the real climate system
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works, they were getting sophisticated enough, and close enough to reality, that you
could actually use them like that. So what I mean by a laboratory is in the same way
that a chemist or whoever does experiments in laboratory to understand how things
work, we can’t do that in the real world, all you can do is observe it, and you see the
end result of a whole load of interactions. But in a model you can actually go in and
say, well I’ll take out that interaction and see what it does to the climate, and then I
can understand how the climate system is built up from all these different elements.
So we did a set of experiments to try and understand how the modification of the
radiation field, that’s the radiation from the sun and the terrestrial infrared radiation
that the planet emits itself as heat, how that is affected by the presence or absence of
clouds. And so we were able to do experiments where we took the clouds out of the
model and saw how the changes in the radiative heating field in the atmosphere was
changed by the clouds and how that affected therefore the climate of the planet in
terms of rainfall and temperature, and so on and so forth. So that’s what I mean,
they’re sort of laboratory experiments that give you insight into how the climate
system works. And those were the experiments that we did, they were called cloud
forcing. So how did clouds actually force the climate system. And those were quite
ground breaking studies really at that time.

And when you say that you worked with Tony on that, what does that mean? Does
that mean – are you both sitting at a computer together? Does it mean that you
occasionally have meetings and talk about – how do you work together and where I
suppose?

Well I had an arrangement where I could leave Anna with a childminder for a bit in
the afternoon on odd days, and then I would go up and sit with him at NCAR and we
would look at things. But a lot of the time it was – I think there was a fundamental set
of experiments we did that he led on, and he run the model simulations. And then
there was this – another set that I led on, and those are the ones that I was running
from home, or up at NCAR when I could get in there. And then very much we wrote
the papers together, so we did the analysis together, and so there are a series of Slingo
and Slingo papers around from that period when we were at NCAR the first time.
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Where did you write the papers?

At home, up in the office, I don’t recall really. I probably – as Anna got a little bit
older, I think she – I could leave her for an afternoon at a time quite regularly, and I’d
go up to NCAR and sit with him in his office and we would write this stuff.

And where was Mary when you –

Mary was at school at the little – at the preparatory school at the bottom of the hill
from NCAR, so yeah. It was a good time.

[45:26]

And can you say how you – in terms of interacting with this model, how do you take
out a cloud, or take out clouds? I mean, practically what does it involve in terms of
writing code to actually subtract clouds from a climate model?

Well you go – yes, and literally you do go into the, in this case, we went, you go into
the radiation code and modify those lines of code that include the physics of how the
radiation, stream of radiation, is interacting with the clouds. And so you would just
say in this bit of code, the cloud cover is zero, quite simple. And that’s how, you
know, most of this is done, just through modification of the codes going in there and
changing a bit of the physics.

And what did you see happen when you made cloud cover zero in terms of how it
affected the behaviour of radiation coming in as you say from the top, and coming
back from the Earth as infrared?

It showed that – we showed that – that it affected rainfall patterns, that radiation – the
interaction of clouds with radiation has an impact on the way the atmospheric
circulation patterns develop. We showed very nicely that actually depending on what
you thought the vertical profile of cloudiness was, had a huge difference on what the
radiative forcing of the planet was. And I mean, this is – some of this is quite
profound actually in terms of understanding the Earth’s radiation budget, and
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therefore what happens when you go into climate change. So we were beginning to
think about climate sensitivity in cloud feedback, so this was the beginning of all of
that area of work. So these experiments really gave a much better sense of where the
uncertainty might lie in how clouds would respond to different climate forces. I
mean, it was the beginning of the greenhouse gas sort of issues. But also that, you
know – that where a cloud sits vertically in the atmosphere, knowing that is critically
important as to how it affects not the Earth’s radiation budget at the top of the
atmosphere, but also the heating profile within the atmosphere. And I don’t think that
was well understood until those experiments were done. Yeah.

[48:28]

Thank you. And you’ve mentioned ironing shirts in between writing lines, sending
lines of code [laughs], and of leaving Anna in the afternoon with a childminder while
you went to NCAR and then coming back. In what other ways did you juggle sort of
home, domestic family life and scientific work at this time?

Probably not – I means, I was very, very much a very part time scientist, much more
so than I was at ECMWF. I mean, it was barely ticking over, but I think the fact, you
know, that Warren Washington was flexible enough to say well you can have an
account on the super computer, you know, and come in and, you know, basic sort of –
I was recognised that I would be supported, just allowed it to keep ticking over. But it
was at a very, very low level. And, yeah, so I wasn’t – I mean I wasn’t going to
conferences or anything like that, I was pretty much a mum and Anna was much more
a child that needed to have a mum at home all the time, she was less easy to leave
than Mary.

Could you say something about time spent not working all together, your husband and
two children while in America?

Well that first, that first time, because we had two trips out to Boulder, the first one
when we were visiting scientists, and you know, we have a nice – we rented a house
and somehow it was pretty trouble – you know, we didn’t have many responsibilities,
and we had a lot of fun. So we would walk in mountains at the weekend, go skiing,
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and we went on long trips round parts of the States sightseeing and things like that.
And it was a pretty good time really, and Boulder’s a beautiful place to live. Yeah,
we loved the walking up in the National Parks and things like that, so we did an awful
lot of travelling around. And it was great.

[50:44]

Now I know that you and your husband met through walking rather than say through
– I mean he was at the Met Office because it was Met Office mountaineering –

Yes, mountaineering club. Yeah.

But you met through walking rather than through a bit of meteorology if you like.

Yes.

So how is it that you both ended up working on a very similar part of meteorology, is
that – to what extent is that luck or –?

I think it’s just luck, it’s just where he ended up being posted in a sense in the Met
Office in those days, I don’t – I don’t know how – you know, you didn’t have an
awful lot of control over where you were put and what you were asked to do. And
you know, he was clearly a very good atmospheric physicist and global modelling
needed really good atmospheric physics. And you know, I suppose – and I was
leaving, leaving a gap when I had Mary in that area of radiation clouds, and generally
atmospheric physics and he moved across almost I suppose you could say to fill that
gap. But he would have been posted into that, because there would have been a need,
so I guess it’s really chance, isn’t it?

[51:54]

Before we get too far forward in time, one of the things that I noticed in reading a
recent book on the history of the Met Office is the very explicit concern of John
Mason when he came in as director to raise the status of meteorology as a science.
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Yes.

By encouraging maths and physics graduates.

Yes.

And there was a little bit about the way that at that time, so this is in the ‘60s, at that
time meteorology tended to be perceived as a branch of geography, with a bit of
science, in other words that it was almost soft science, or observational descriptive
science. And I wondered whether you noted any of that concern to professionalise or
make meteorology more hard science at the time you were there actually in the Met
Office, and associated with the European Centre. In other words to what extent you
saw physics and maths being sort of pushed?

Oh yeah, John Mason was very clear on his agenda, and so when he – and this was
before I arrived at the Met Office but I was aware of it when I arrived that he
reckoned to recruit the best. And you know, he reckoned that you had to have physics
and maths to do this, this stuff. And of course with the growth of modelling in
meteorology, which was happening around about, you know, the late ‘60s, early ‘70s,
it all came together in a sense that the subject was being transformed anyway from
being, as you say, observational geography. Not always, because if you look at the,
you know, the Bergen School, and the early 20th century, and even the late 19th
century, it was already heading, and LF Richardson, was already heading into serious
mathematics. But I mean, there was that perception that it was geography, and that it
wasn’t a proper science. And that was to some extent – that was very much still the
case I think in the ‘70s when John Mason pushed, had this very clear agenda that the
Met Office was going to be a world class research centre and, you know, he would
only recruit the best. And to some extent, you know, the best also meant Oxford and
Cambridge as well. So he was looking for a really, really high flyers. And of course
ECMWF, the way it was set up again as a top flight numerical weather prediction
centre in the late ‘70s, was looking – it took quite a lot of the best mathematicians out
of the UK system from Reading University and the Met Office to build it, and it
aimed to attract the best mathematicians and physicists from around Europe, and
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that’s what it did. So the subject was definitely elevated at that point to something
that was a very serious science I think.

So when you were there in the ‘70s, perhaps not in your division, were there Met
Office scientists who were not physics and maths graduates, in other words, people
who had been recruited under a previous pre-Mason regime who were themselves not
hard scientists?

Oh undoubtedly there would have been, yes, in quite a bit of the office. I mean, the –
the people that were, you know, doing the weather forecasts, and running the
outstations, and that sort of thing, they wouldn’t have been scientists with the same
sort of background, whereas that’s not true today actually. You know, quite a lot of
our forecasters are serious scientists. But also, you know, there was still in some parts
of the business, you know, a lot of use of observation. So I mean there was a branch
that was akin to the MetO 20 which was dynamical climatology, in other words
modelling. There was another one that was called statistical climatology, which was,
you know, the use of empirical methods, looking for analogues and that sort of thing
and, as it says statistics, but more geography, you know, physical geography, and
understanding the climatology from observations. That was a very strong element of
what was in the office at that time. And those people wouldn’t necessarily have been
physics and maths people.

Was anything said when you arrived about the movement out of the Met Office of
Hubert Lamb, and the setting up of CRU [Climatic Research Unit], I wonder to what
extent he was spoken about as someone who had had this sort of disagreement with
John Mason and had left.

I didn’t know anything about that, you know, these were the things that we were far
too low down the organisation, yeah.

[57:29]

Thank you. Could you then say something about the brief reasons for returning to the
UK briefly?
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Yes.

And any attempts you made then to work at the Met Office. I know that you’ve
mentioned earlier that you ended up working in forecasting, and it sounded, the way
you told that, that this wasn’t what you wanted to do. So can you say what you tried
to do when you came back?

So when – so we stayed at – Tony stayed on as a visiting scientist at NCAR, we
eventually stayed for eighteen months rather than a year because he had some
interesting work to do. And then when we came home, I probably need to work in the
sense of financially, but also I wanted to work and Anna was a little bit older and, you
know, we were able to do that. So I was offered actually a part time post in the Met
Office, but was told very clearly that I couldn’t work in the area that I wanted to work
in, which was back in MetO 20 doing what I – you know where I had my skills. So I
went into MetO 11, which was – I don’t remember much about what I did, I just know
that it didn’t suit me. And I think at the time also we both felt that there weren’t great
opportunities for me anyway, I think Tony was sort of not sure, whether we would be
better off at – going back to NCAR, were keen to have us back, and to have him back
as a permanent scientist. So we decided to go back to Boulder on a permanent basis.
So he was offered a proper staff scientist job and so we returned about – I’m trying to
remember. I can’t have been at home – back for more than about nine months but
anyway we returned to Boulder.

1988?

‘88, yes.

Well who told you that you couldn’t go back into Met 20, you said you remember
clearly being told, by whom?

I can’t remember. It would have been one of the senior management, yeah. Yeah.

And what precisely was the reason?
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Well they didn’t – the rules where that – and it may have been the civil service rule,
that husbands and wives shouldn’t work in the same division. And that was probably
because of issues, you know, in the civil service of talking outside work, you know,
security issues, and who – I don’t know. But anyway that was the rule in those days.
And funnily – what was really funny about it was that although I wasn’t able to work
in MetO 20, they then didn’t have any office space for me in MetO 11, so I actually
had to share a room with Tony, even though I couldn’t actually work in MetO 20. So
it was all together not a great time because I couldn’t do what I really wanted to do,
and actually the way that the weather forecasting modelling was done at that time and
sort of sophistication of the physics, it was just not in my area of expertise that I was
really the sort of – the global climate – that was where I worked, and I understood
things. And the models were quite different in terms of how they were constructed
and coded and all of that. So you were almost going back to the beginning again.

So this was before a time when the climate models and the –

Oh yes.

Weather forecasting models were unified?

Yes, I mean that wasn’t until the 1990s that that started to happen. So they were very,
very different codes. Yeah.

I know you said you don’t remember much about it, and in fact it wasn’t very long,
nine months, but do you remember anything about what they wanted you to do in the
forecasting research branch?

Well I think it was again looking at the way that radiation was represented in the
weather forecast model and seeing, I think – I mean I really don’t know. There was a
time when, you know, it was very, very simple that you assumed some sort of fixed
cooling rate for the atmosphere. And so there wasn’t really any radiation code to
speak of. So I think they were looking to me to see if I could start to introduce
interactive clouds and radiation to the forecasting model. But it was such a different
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construct and the – there was just a different methodology, and different sort of
research ethos in forecasting research to what I was used to. I found it very hard to
settle in and feel that I could get my teeth into anything.

Different research ethos?

Well in a sense that forecasting research was very much about improving the weather
forecasts, so I mean to some extent that’s still the case now that you have measures of
skill, and it was true at ECMWF too that if you put – put some new things into the
model, you had to improve the skill of the forecast. And if it didn’t, it didn’t go in,
even though scientifically you knew it was better. So there was, in forecasting
research, very driven about making the forecast better rather than necessarily doing
better science. You hoped that you do both, but you might not [laughs].

[1:03:22]

Okay, thank you. Could you then tell the story of the return on what was intended to
be a permanent move?

Yes. So we went back to Boulder, and sold our house in Wokingham, and bought a
house in Boulder and began to settle into NCAR again. And at that time I had been
taken on to work part time at NCAR because Anna was a little bit older, and very
much as I had done at the Met Office. And then at that time I went into a different
part of NCAR, so I went to work with Kevin Trenberth who’s a very well known
climate scientist in the climate analysis section in NCAR, and started to work quite
extensively then on tropical – I mean I’d always been interested in tropical things
obviously, because that’s where I’d started. But I did quite a lot of work then on
what’s called the Madden-Julian oscillation which is the – is a weather system that’s
unique to the tropics, which was only discovered in the early ‘70s by Rol Madden,
and Paul Julian, and I worked with Rol Madden at NCAR on this thing. So the
Madden-Julian oscillation, we call it the MJO, is a mode of variability in the deep
tropics near the equator with a period of about thirty to sixty days. So very clearly,
you can see it very clearly over the Indian Ocean and West Pacific as a system of – a
large scale system of disturbed weather that propagates eastwards from the Indian
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Ocean to the West Pacific. And actually we could then observe it in the upper
atmosphere winds propagating all around the equator, and then re-emerging thirty to
sixty days later, again over the Indian Ocean, and disturbing the weather and so forth.
And very little known about it at that time. You know, why did it go eastwards,
which is slightly odd, and in the tropics, and why the thirty to sixty days? Didn’t
really understand that. So again I did some work with Rol Madden using the model to
see A, did the model have an MJO? Well it had something of the nature of intra
seasonal – of an MJO. And again we looked at things like what’s the role of cloud
radiation interaction on the MJO. Does that help to set the timescale? And the whole
eastward propagation and those sorts of things. So it was very interesting. So that
was really I suppose when I began my tropical climate expertise and the work I did on
MJO and ultimately then El Nino and so forth. So I went into – with Kevin Trenberth
to start this job, and again it became sort of clear that Anna didn’t really cope with my
being away from her that much, so I decided that I couldn’t work regularly half time,
that it was just not possible, and for her to be happy and settled at home. So I had to
agree to – I had to go and talk to Warren Washington and say – who was the head of
the whole climate area, and say well, I can’t do this. And he said don’t worry, you
know, we’ll give you an office, and we’ll pay you an hourly rate, you come in
whenever you can and just let it tick over and you mustn’t worry about it, which is
what I did. So again I had to work far less time than I probably had at ECMWF and
so on and so forth. But it was what I needed to do for the children, so that was what I
did.

How did it come – I have two children myself, so I can sort of guess, but how did it
become apparent that Anna was not able to be left alone? I mean, why? What did
you see happening?

She was very unhappy when I did leave her, she was very clingy and I suppose, you
know, not good at going to sleep at night without me there. So it was a question of
saying well why is she so unhappy? And I mean, you know, you kind of know that
when you leave small children at a childminders sometimes they cry when you leave,
and then you know, you know jolly well that as soon as you’ve gone round the corner
they’re smiling, well she didn’t do that. So, you know, there was a – she wasn’t
happy. And very quiet, shy little girl, not like her sister at all. And you know, slow to
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develop in a sense because she was shy, so you know, that was it, I needed to stay at
home gradually worked her into a little nursery school, sort of two afternoons a week,
and then three afternoons a week. And that was when I would go up to NCAR and
meet people and pick up a few things, and so on and so forth. But yes, she was – not
nearly as easy to be a working mum with her, yeah.

How did you feel about that sort of conflict between work and home?

I don’t – I don’t recall that I minded too much because she clearly needed to be
looked after and of course I did have two children, so you know, I was much busier.
And of course living in Boulder you can be out and about a lot more and you know,
we belonged to swimming – a pool, that was when we were first – the area we lived in
had a communal pool, so you know, I could take the children swimming, and there
was lots of things to do and so on and so forth. So I don’t think – and we’d got a new
house, and there were things to do around the house and she was – Anna was a much
quieter and less demanding child than Mary in that she was – Mary always wanted to
be out doing things and looking at things, and asking lots of questions, she was much
more of a very demanding child in that way and Anna was much more peaceful. So
you could do things around the house with her, and she’d be quite happy to sit and
play while you did something. Yeah.

Did you discuss with Tony other options for dividing up home and childcare and work
between you?

No. No. I man, it was his, you know, very much it was his career that was important,
and if I could work as well that was great, but it was very much the understanding
that, you know – I don’t think anybody ever thought of it, those days, of house
husbands, and you know, some other division of responsibility. Not that he wasn’t
very supportive, but it just was not what people thought about, or certainly we didn’t
anyway.

And in an earlier period you said that he picked up the children from school at four,
and – while you were still at work.
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Yes.

And given them tea and so on, to what extent did he combine or how did he combine
the fact that he was a father with being a scientist while at Boulder?

He spent a lot of time with the children because we spent a lot of time, you know,
doing things together as a family. But I think very much when we were at NCAR it
was about him building his career at NCAR which he needed to do, and that was
right, really, and that was the situation, you know, and we had two children by then,
so I looked after the children and he developed his career. And I don’t remember that
ever being an issue for us as a couple.

[1:12:48]

What was he – in order to develop his career, what was he doing, in what direction
was he developing his career?

Well again he was doing a lot of work with new physics in the model, so radiation
clouds. He did some – at that stage the whole area of the importance of the
microphysics of clouds so the size of the cloud droplets and their scattering properties,
and how many droplets you have in the cloud, and those sorts of things which are
really important for deciding how reflective the clouds are, and how easily radiation
passes through the clouds, etc. He was doing some pretty ground-breaking stuff on
that. And of course that again is critical for understanding the role of clouds in the
Earth’s radiation budget, and as I said, the role of clouds determine the climate
sensitivity. So he was very much a world leader in that whole area of pushing
forward the representation of the clouds and models, and how they interact with the
radiation field at that time.

So in terms of detail, you’ve gone from the both of you simply having clouds or no
clouds.

Yes.
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When you were first in Boulder, to considering the number of particles within –

That’s right.

Each cloud. To what extent is this because of changes in computer power, or
decisions that scientists can make to focus more on detail?

It’s a bit of both, but probably at that time there was a growing appreciation that the
cloud microphysics, not just do I have a cloud, but what sort of cloud is it, was very
much coming to the fore. I mean, there were a group of scientists in the work at that
time, one or two in Boulder actually, who were really pushing this agenda. And it
was the next step in the whole increasing sophistication. But to be fair, you know,
this was – Tony went back to his early, very early work in the Met Office where he’d
been involved in observing clouds from the research aircraft and from a tethered
balloon facility we had, and understanding the liquid water content of clouds and the
drop sizes and so forth, that he’d done then from an observational point of view. And
now he was taking that through to try and understand what all that meant in terms of
the Earth’s radiation budget.

Had he worked on the cloud chambers that you mentioned last time, or the time
before, that you had at the Met Office?

He didn’t – no he didn’t do that so much, he was very much always out in the real
world measuring clouds.

[1:15:58]

And to what extent now – because this is – we’re now getting into the late 1980s –

Yeah.

What is the sort of climate change context at Boulder? What is – to what extent is this
now a concern if you like?
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Yeah, so it was really beginning to develop them quite strongly, but rather
interestingly there were sort of two elements, quite distinct elements to it as far as I
remember. So there was the work that was going on in climate modelling, which I
wasn’t involved in but, you know, Warren Washington particularly was involved in,
which was looking at, you know, a doubled carbon dioxide world and climate
sensitivity and all of that, which Tony would have been working into quite a bit too.
And then there was another area of Boulder that – of NCAR that was looking very
much, beginning to look at the politics of all of this, and that was Stephen Schneider’s
area. And interestingly they had a different, slightly different, modelling approach, so
it was a very odd place at the time, but there were actually about three different
climate models being run in Boulder, in NCAR, for different things. And they were
very sort of – it was a place that was not necessarily hierarchical, but actually it was a
place where there were very strong individuals with very strong views, and I suppose
I would called them sort of a bit like prima donnas really. And it wasn’t a place
where there was team working, so it was quite different say from what I was used to
at ECMWF. There was a lot of positioning, you know, and people looking out for
their promotion, and – or their science being more prominent in the organisation. So
there was quite a lot of backstabbing went on, and it’s a strange place actually at the
time. So you got these very, not polarised, but actually very, you know, in one
organisation one area of climate change research going on and then, you know,
something quite different in another part in the same organisation. And I mean, I
wasn’t in that area, the degree to which they talk to each other was never very difficult
to see because there was a sort of sense of individuals wanting to promote themselves
and to be the big name in a particular field, which I think we never had in the Met
Office or at ECMWF.

Can you describe some of these key prima donnas then, the character of them?

[Laughs] I don’t know whether I should really some of them are still around. But
there was – I mean, I can still remember that when Tony developed all this new cloud
radiation work which was really good actually, but as soon as he left NCAR, the
scientist that he sort of worked with threw it all out and put his own stuff in, just like
that. And there was always that sort of tension there I think. And I think some of it
was related possibly to the way that the employment worked at NCAR that you – you
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know, there were permanent – there were some senior permanent positions that people
– this was the sort of the Holy Grail, this is what you wanted, you know. And so there
– it was I suppose very competitive from that point of view, and that brought out these
sorts of behaviours of self-promotion and, you know, having your own little empire
and all this sort of thing. And I think – I mean, that’s gone to a large extent now, but
it was quite prominent there at that time actually, strangely.

This might be difficult for you to answer given that this was the – perhaps the only
American institution that you were aware of at the time, but to what extent was this a
difference between Met Office and NCAR, or a difference between a British science,
and American science, the two?

I think it was the latter. I mean, the US has – at that time had lots of groups
competing in a sense, doing their own modelling and so on and so forth. Whereas I
think in this country of course there was the Met Office and ECMWF, but you know,
for the UK certainly the Met Office in climate and that was it. I mean, you know, the
UK is a very interesting place in the sense that a lot of the national capability in
weather and climate science has sat in the Met Office, not in academia, and still does
actually, not as much as it did in those days where it was virtually all in the Met
Office. Whereas in the US you had many – several funding bodies, so you have –
funding different research programmes and no coherency. So a lot more money spent
but arguable on a lot of duplication and competitiveness, which wasn’t always
helpful. And so one was kind of aware of that when you worked there.

[1:21:55]

And could you then perhaps talk about the reasons for not staying if you like?
Because I think that the intention was to stay there –

That’s right.

Long term, permanently.
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Yes, and I mean I did my PhD while I was there at Bristol with the intention that we
would stay, and that if I wanted a permanent position at NCAR at that time you had to
have a PhD to have a permanent position. So you know, it was our intention that as
soon as Anna got old enough to go to school, I would pick up a job there and that was,
you know, NCAR’s expectation, so I went ahead and one of the things I did, you
know, while I was at home so much was to do my PhD. But I think we just felt that –
well we had a decision, there was a decision point as there always is when you move
abroad that you either – the children get to an age where you can either come home,
or if you don’t you have to then stay for a long time. And I think we got to the point
where we decided that we didn’t want to have our children growing up as Americans,
and going to university in America and, you know, basically living the rest of our
lives in America because that’s what it would potentially mean. So we decided we’d
better come home. And I think, you know, the working that – what I’ve talked about,
about the nature of the work in NCAR, and competitive nature of it, was something
that we weren’t entirely comfortable with. But I think fundamentally we just missed
England and all sorts of little things that people – you don’t appreciate ‘til you leave
them.

Do you remember what those things are?

Yeah, they were the things like, you know, the dawn chorus, the birds don’t sing in
Boulder. It was about there’s no proper autumn in a climate like that, you go from
winter to summer almost overnight, and vice versa. Sorry, it should have been the
other way round. But you know – and the smell of autumn leaves and there was all
sorts of funny little things like that. And also although Boulder was a relatively small
town and a very intellectual place with the university and all of that, a very nice town,
nevertheless there was no community, so you couldn’t walk to the shops and have a
chat with somebody, or any of those sorts of things. And you kind of just miss that
element of, you know, English life really. All sorts of funny little things like that, and
we just sort of felt, do I want to be American? And the answer was, no, not really.

The question about the children growing up and becoming Americans, can you say
any more about that, what, why not?
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Well Mary – yes. Well I suppose we didn’t see ourselves spending the rest of our
lives there, but we also knew that if stayed and the children went to university in
America, they would probably marry Americans, and that would be that. And I guess
it was – you know, that was the basis of it really, we wanted them to grow up as
English and the sort of quality of life that we have here and so forth.

[1:25:59]

Did you make friends in Boulder during the short time that you were there?

Oh, yes, yes. But you know, mainly ex-pats actually, quite interestingly. Yeah, we
had a good circle of friends.

Ex-pats working at the university?

In NCAR.

NCAR?

Yeah. And at the university as well. Yeah.

Thank you. So you – what is sort of Tony’s next move before I ask you about what
yours?

So the thing that also – along with our decision that perhaps we should try and come
home, the Hadley Centre was founded in 1990, and John Houghton, who was the
director general at that time, approached Tony to come back and lead a new group in
clouds and climate in the Hadley Centre. So it was a terrific opportunity for us, so
there was a combination both of our feeling that for us as a family Boulder wasn’t
long term the right place for us to be, but also it was a great opportunity to come back
and lead a new group in the Hadley Centre, in the area of science that was exactly
what he wanted to work on. So it was an easy decision in the end.

[End of Track 4]
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Track 5

Could you tell the story of your work really from the beginning of the ‘90s, I think that
you – or perhaps the origins of your post at Reading would be one way to put it.

Yes. So when we decided to come back to the UK, I decided that I would probably
prefer to work in a different organisation, so that Tony and I were somewhat not
competing I suppose. But – so I had contacts at Reading University and they invited
me to come and talk to them. And I joined as a post doc, so a pretty lowly research
fellow, in what was called at that stage the UK Universities Global Atmospheric
Modelling Programme, UGAMP, which was led by Sir Brian Hoskins, who was head
of department at meteorology at the University of Reading at that time. And at that
stage consisted of about six people who were employed in that area to support really
global atmospheric modelling in the academic sector in the UK. So I came to
Reading as part of that really to work on tropical climate variability in global
modelling, building on the work that I had done at NCAR on the Madden-Julian
oscillation and all my long term interests in tropical climate and weather.

Who were the other members of that group, UGAMP?

So when I arrived there was Mike Blackburn, who was I think in charge of model
development, somebody called John Thuburn who was really working more in sort of
middle atmosphere work. And then was somebody, a guy called Glen Carver at
Cambridge University who was very much supporting some stratospheric chemistry
work. So the focus of UGAMP at that time was very much on the stratosphere, and
on chemistry that related to the stratospheric ozone problem, so the ozone hole. So I
came in more with Mike Blackburn to start looking at the global climate system, and
particularly we were interested in the tropics and things like cumulous convection in
the model and so forth. And we were actually running our own model at that time, so
we weren’t using the Met Office model. So we were slightly towards the sort of US
type in the sense that we – that Reading had very much pioneered modelling, using
particular numerical schemes in the past, which had become the basis of several
models around the world. And Reading had kept its sort of own atmospheric
modelling initiative as distinct from the Met Office and really fostered modelling
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around the UK academic community because there was very little of it before
UGAMP was established. I guess – I can’t remember when UGAMP was set up, but
it was probably in the mid-’80s, although Brian Hoskins would probably say earlier
than that. But –

[4:14]

How was the model that you were using different from the one that the Met Office was
using?

It had a very different way of solving the equations in the sense that it was what we
call a spectral code, so it’s using spectral methods to represent the atmosphere
motions as opposed to what we call grid point methods. And it had its own physics,
some of it of course brought in from other places, but a lot of it quite simple physics.
Because at Reading, I mean the focus was very much on dynamical meteorology, the
focus was very much on understanding how atmospheric dynamics works, how it
works – how the climate systems works in a sort of atmospheric dynamics context.
So that was the legacy, so that’s where Reading’s has always been incredible strong is
in dynamical meteorology. So the modelling wasn’t about trying to replicate what
was going on in the Met Office in terms of climate modelling, it was much more
developing models as again laboratory tools to aid understanding, to test ideas, things
like that. So that’s the legacy really that UGAMP had, which was, you know, that the
Reading school is you like which was very, very strong with Brian Hoskins and a
number of other people over the years in dynamical meteorology.

What did the two groups sort of say about each other’s models?

Well there was no competition per se, I mean, you know, at that stage the university
sector was a long way from where the Met Office was in terms of sophistication and
capability. I mean, for me, when I arrived at Reading, it was actually quite a culture
shock because I had spent my career in big organisations, somewhere like NCAR with
all the infrastructure, the super computing, and you know, all the other infrastructure
that’s there to help me work efficiently. And I can remember arriving in Reading and
let alone running the model, but looking at the output, you had to walk across the
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campus to the computer centre to pick up your output. And that, you know, you just
thought – I mean I did think what have I done, because it was such a small group with
so little infrastructure, and you’re basically running a model that was home grown and
therefore the capability in terms of the climate modelling or atmospheric modelling
internationally was much more limited. On the other hand you’d got a great
intellectual base, but you hadn’t got all the other infrastructure.

We know that it’s – it operates with a different method, spectral, rather than grid
point, but how different is it in terms of sort of resolution and power, and –?

It’s pretty similar. I mean, you know, ECMWF is a spectral model.

Why then did you feel – wonder had you done the right thing by moving to Reading?

Well it was because I didn’t have access to rapid turnaround of my work, in terms of
access to computing power. I didn’t have all the other things that you kind of take for
granted, which is how do you look at the results of the model, you know? Can you
visualise them on your screen? What sort of visualisation package, plotting packages,
do you have? How quickly can I resubmit my jobs, how quickly can I get the output,
all that – those sorts of things that at NCAR were just there and, you know, the
university there was no – none of that was there really. And I mean the plotting
packages were very, very simplistic and quite slow, as I say you had to walk across
the campus to get your output. Our ability to do big model runs was non existent, we
just didn’t have the computing power. So it was, you know – you did sort of think,
what have I done? And at that time I also had a consultancy at Lawrence Livermore
Laboratories, which had started up while I was NCAR in the programme for climate
model diagnosis and inter-comparison called PCMDI. And so every three months I
went over there and collaborated very closely with a couple of scientists there, and
was able to do a lot of research with them that I couldn’t possibly have done at
Reading at that time.

And this comparison, the Livermore set up, what was the purpose of that?
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Well it was a programme that was set up – funded by the Department of Energy in the
US, really to – at that stage the whole notion now that we needed to inter compare
model performances, so this is the beginning of IPCC, where you would bring
together all the modelling groups in the world to look at what they were saying and
take a view. And so we at that time we had the beginning of things like the
atmospheric model inter-comparison project and then eventually the couple model
inter-comparison model, which now forms the basis of the IPCC assessments. They
were all starting up in the early ‘90s, late ‘80s, early ‘90s and this programme was set
up by Department of Energy at Lawrence Livermore. It could have been anywhere I
suppose, but it was set up there, to really provide the infrastructure to enable these big
modelling inter-comparisons, and big model diagnostic programmes to develop
internationally.

And so what did you do there in detail with these things?

So we were working very much looking at again some inter-comparisons to
understand how well radiation codes work and then also looking at simple
experiments to understand climate sensitivity and cloud feedback, so I was involved
in quite a bit of that. And then I was very interested in how tropical weather patterns
are represented in models and how they relate to fundamental wave properties of the
atmosphere. So this was again a new area of science that was coming up, and we
were able to, ECMW – at PCMDI, do some quite high resolution simulations of the
tropics and analyse those, looking not only for the MJO, but other aspects of tropical
variability, which are associated with tropical weather patterns. And so that was quite
ground-breaking work but again, you know, we had the computing power there to do
the simulations and to analyse a large amount of data. And I just didn’t have that at
Reading at the very beginning of my time there.

So how did work at Reading develop?

[12.24]

So round about that time this atmospheric model inter-comparison project was
launched, and I remember going to Brian Hoskins and saying, if we’re really serious
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about the UK academic community, UGAMP, being a force in atmospheric modelling
then we have to participate in this inter-comparison project. We have to get known on
the international scene as a group that does this work but also as, you know, some
pretty serious expertise in dynamical meteorology and understanding of where the
systems of all these different things that we were doing. And he agreed, and the only
way we could do it was to actually take the model to Lawrence Livermore and run it
on their machine. So it was a bit like later on we had to go to the Earth simulator to
run ground breaking simulation. So it was a bold move, not fully supported by
everybody in UGAMP because it was a lot of work but actually it put us on the map
internationally, and then we became recognised as a serious modelling group. And it
enabled us actually to also within the UK begin to get access to more computing
power so that we didn’t have to go to Lawrence Livermore to do this stuff. So we
could get onto the Research Council machines and seriously push forward with some
of the modelling.

Why could you not go straight to the Research Council machines?

We probably – we well didn’t really have the capability, you know, that we knew that
we could actually run these models for the length. Because the simulation that you
had to do for this inter-comparison project was a multiyear simulation, so it required a
big step up in the capability that we had to achieve to be able to do that. And so in a
sense we were able to demonstrate that actually we could do these sorts of things and
actually that the mode performed competitively with other international models when
it did. I mean, it really put us on the map but also that we had some very innovative
ways of looking at how the models were performing, sort of diagnostics and analysis
of the results that we did, sort of I think broke quite a lot of new ground. And so we
then became, you know, a serious programme in the UK. So you can – then of course
you can access resources that you wouldn’t necessarily have had access to before.

What was Brian Hoskins own view of this development, of the idea?

Oh, very supportive of course, you know, he supported me in this absolutely. And
you know, it did allow us then to really grow UGAMP quite significantly to the extent
that in I guess 1993 the new centre was set up called the Centre for Global
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Atmospheric Modelling, which was in Reading. But then became – by then was
becoming quite a substantial group, so there were getting on for sort of twenty of us
then working in atmospheric modelling. And then through John Woods beginning to
do coupled modelling. So in a sense that decision to participate in that big intercomparison project transformed, I think, in a way what UGAMP could do and the
way that climate modelling and climate science evolved subsequently in the UK
academia actually when you look back at it.

[16.28]

At this time, 1993, what is the UGAMP’s model called?

It was called the UGAMP model.

Okay.

UGCM, the UGAMP GCM.

UGAMP GCM?

Yes.

GCM being General Circulation Model?

Circulation Model, yes.

Okay. Now at this time who – because I suspect there weren’t, although there are lots
of competitors, I suspect we could pick out the, if you like, not that you are competing,
but what are the rival models at this time internationally?

Oh well they were pretty much – I mean obviously Met Office and so forth, but all the
American models, GFDL, NCAR, COLA, they were – the University of California,
UCLA, had – you know, there were probably twenty models out there, and of which
say half were of the same sort of level of skill. I mean, we weren’t certainly the best
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but we were – we were sort of good enough to be in a big programme like that and
taken seriously modelling group, which was I think a big change.

And what was considered the best at that time?

Oh, I can’t remember.

And to what extent were there different things that each model was thought to be
particularly good at? In other words the UGAMP model, it models this particularly
well, or the GFDL, this is particularly good at this, I wonder –

It was never possibly to then – and actually it continues to be very hard to pin some of
these things down. So, you know, we did quite a lot of – we were involved in some
quite detailed inter-comparison work for the tropical side of things and very hard to
pin down why one model was performing better, what was it about that model that
made it, for example, simulate the MJO better than other models. And if they were
good at that thing, then they weren’t good at other things. It was never really – I
mean you could have treated it like a beauty competition but we tended not to and I
don’t think you ever sort of said well, you know, the GFDL model is really good at X,
another model is really good at Y, just wasn’t like that.

Working as you did on the tropical part of the models in comparing that, how would
you decide whether one model had performed better than another focusing on that
particular kind of weather type?

Well you would look at its ability to represent the phenomenon, all sorts of aspect of
the phenomenon that you’re interested in. So you would, you know, obviously
analyse the observations and have a pretty good view of the space and time
characteristics of the phenomenon that you are interested in, in this case it was the
MJO. So do the models have an eastward propagating system, that’s the first thing
you ask. What’s the frequency of that thing, is it as observed thirty to sixty days?
Well almost invariable it was twenty-five days, some of them didn’t – were even
faster than that, some of them were a bit slower, some of them didn’t really have any
propagating features, so why was that? Is it to do with the way the convection scheme
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had been formulated? Was it due to biases in the mean states of the models, all sorts
of things. So that was what we were doing was trying to look at, you know, the
structure of the MJO from observations, and we know what its vertical structure’s like
and all those sorts of things, and the degree to which the models could do those
things.

So you’re comparing the models against an observed reality, and the observed reality
comes from observations?

Yes, yes. And that’s pretty well how we’ve always done model assessment, yes.

[20.44]

And while you’re doing this through the early part of the ‘90s, what is Tony doing at
the Hadley Centre?

Well he’s developing his clouds and climate group, and also beginning to write really
quite a radical, radically new radiation scheme that actually could look at the spectral
complexity of radiative transfer in terms of, you know, where the different gases work
in different parts of the short wave spectrum and the long wave spectrum. And
beginning to introduce cloud microphysics, and scattering properties into the schemes,
and therefore thinking also about other scattering agents like aerosols. So with a
colleague, John Edwards, who’s still in the office, he – they together wrote a really
radically new radiation scheme that allowed you much more flexibility in how well
you represented the radiation, the energy spectrum of the radiation. So that was what
he was working on a lot at that time.

To what extent did your work overlap or allow for discussion?

Not really -– not so much then because I really began to build my career in tropical
climate, and convection and, you know, those sorts of things, and model diagnostics.
And so away – I was moving away I suppose from the fundamental physics, more to
understanding weather and climate, and particularly the tropics where the weather is
strongly driven by cumulous convection processes, and is very different from mid
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latitude weather, which is driven by Rosby wave dynamics. So I was very interested
always in how tropical weather developed, and monsoons developed, al those sorts of
things.

It’s almost a different scale of interest then from being interested in the sort of
particles in clouds.

Yes

And scattering of clouds.

Yes, yes. He was very close to the fundamental physics, and I had moved I suppose
away from the fundamental physics, more into meteorology and climate science in its
broader sense.

[23.20]

As your daughters and, well they’re now getting older in terms of this life story, sort
of into the, between ten and fifteen that sort of age.

Yes.

What was the nature of their interest in your work as they grew up and realised what
you were doing?

I don’t think they really thought about it, they just knew that Tony and I had these
boring conversations over the dinner table about people at work often, or work or
whatever. And of course they still remember some of the names that we talked about,
which is rather fun, but I mean I don’t – my older daughter sort of says well, you
know, there’s no way I was going to be a meteorologist having listened to both of you
talk about it [laughs], and the people for years, you know, over the dinner table in the
evenings. But I don’t think that at the time they – you know, I just worked, you
know. Of course they were at school so I just did school hours, and so I was there
most of the time anyway, as far a they were concerned. And –
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So while you were at Reading you could work school hours?

Yes, I worked school hours.

So what would be a typical day?

Well my younger daughter at that time went to school, we lived in a village called
Goring on Thames, which is between Oxford and Reading on the river, she went to
the local primary school. So I had a wonderful lady who looked after her during the
holidays and before and after school for all the years that she needed it. And so I
would drop her off in the morning to this lady and she would take her up to school.
And Mary was at a school in Reading, so I would take her to school and drop her off
at school, and pick her up in the afternoon when she finished at quarter to four, drive
home, collect Anna from the childminder, and be home by half past four.

This might seem a bit – you can choose not to answer this if you think it’s too
personal, but how was sort of domestic work divided up between you and your
husband, leaving aside childcare but sort of, you know, house chores, that sort of
thing.

Yes, well we did have a routine, things had pink stickers or blue stickers I suppose. I
mean he did all the financial management and administration of the home and a lot of
the heavy gardening work, and he always did the washing up. I always did the
cooking. I guess we shared the laundry. I did the ironing, he did the hoovering. So,
yeah, we did share it a lot. It was very much a shared family existence, that’s right.

[26.14]

Thank you. So we’ve got to the, we’ve got to about 1993 in terms of work at Reading.
You’ve now encouraged Brian to have this model run as part of the comparison at the
Livermore Centre. And it’s now standing up among other international global
climate models, or general circulation models.
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Yes. Yes.

And you mentioned that John Woods becomes involved in terms of developing a
coupled atmospheric model –

Well that was probably –
Was that later?

Yes, that’s a little bit later. So in 1993 we – the UGAMP in a sense was recognised
more strongly as a programme by the research – by the National Environment
Research Council. So they established the centre for global atmospheric modelling at
Reading as a core centre for UGAMP, so it was like a facilitating coordinating centre
for UGAMP, but also a research centre in its own right. So it was – that was the
forerunner of the National Centre for Atmospheric Science, which is now NERC’s
leading research centre. And Alan O’Neill came as the first director in 1993 from the
Met Office. And then we began to develop a sort of critical mass of scientists
working on global atmospheric modelling. And it was at that time actually we began
to think very seriously about was it sensible to try and maintain our own model
because these are very challenging things to maintain and develop, and we started to
explore using the ECMWF model at that time. And around that time more so John
Woods, who was then at NERC, said – gave us a grant to start exploring coupled
modelling with the ECMWF model. So that was the beginning for us of coupled
modelling in the Met Office – in the Hadley Centre, it had already been going for a
few years, I can’t remember exactly when they started it. So there was a sort of –
there was a move then gradually to think about we need to probably put to bed the
UGAMP GCM and start bringing in another model. The ECMWF model proved not
to be a great success for us as a small university group because it was an operational
weather forecasting model and it was being continually updated to improve the
weather forecast, and therefore we never had model stability, code stability. And so
we would very rapidly get adrift from the model development cycle at ECMWF and
then to get back on course with them was far too difficult for us. And one of the
things you do need in climate modelling work is stability of code for two or three
years, partly because you’re often running long simulations and a set of them that rely
on having the same code from previous integrations. So it was clear that EMCWF
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wasn’t going to work for us. And then around about I suppose it must have been in
the mid-90s, I got a phone call one day from a chap called David Bennetts from the
Met office who ran the Hadley Centre programme. And he said, ‘I’ve got some spare
money, Julia, would you like it to help – to start using the unified model, the Met
Office model, as your model.’ So I said, ‘Yes, why not.’ So we were helped by the
Met Office for several years to take on the Met Office model for our work and
gradually then we retired the UGAMP model. And that was quite – funnily enough
quite painful. Some people find it very hard to give up. I mean, a model that you’ve
worked on for years, it’s like a child really and, you know, using the Met office model
wasn’t easy, because it wasn’t designed to be used externally. But we battled on and
actually it was the best thing I think that ever happened in terms of UK science,
climate science. And we gradually introduced it then into the academic community
and supported it so that, you know, by the time we got to the end of that decade, we
were doing some pretty interesting work; and of course then able to start to do fully
coupled climate modelling in a really robust way because we were depending on the
Hadley Centre model.

How did you yourself feel about stopping use of the UGAMP model?

Oh well it was my, in a sense, my – not my decision, but it was my push that, you
know, this was unsustainable, partly because I’d had a history of working at big
centres and understood very well the difficulty of doing model development and
testing, and so on and so forth, and the sort of nature of the infrastructure. But also
the intellectual expertise that you need to do that, the number of people you need
working on the model. Clearly these models were getting more complex, and it’s just
in a sense not good use of academics’ time. And it’s not a way – you know, when
your programme’s being resourced often by research grants, very difficult then to
sustain a national capability type structure. So it had been – I mean, I was very aware
that even though I’d come in and done some model development on the UGAMP
model, and basically what I wanted was to get UGAMP into the international scene as
a modelling group with some credentials in terms of our ability to use models, and to
diagnose them and work with them. But it was always my feeling that we couldn’t be
a model development group in our own right and it probably wouldn’t be the right
thing for us to try and do that, it’s not a good use of public money to do that.
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Which scientists were most attached to the UGAMP model?

Well the people that had been there longer than I had, and had sort of developed
UGAMP, and developed the model. And you know – and they found it easy to use,
so it’s not just about how good the model is, it’s often the environment in which you
use it and how, you know, flexible, it is and all those sorts of things. And of course
when you take a model from a big operational centre, you tend to lose some of that
flexibility and ease of use. And also, you know, you don’t know it as well, so there’s
a big learning curve to say well, you know, there’s a feeling that maybe some aspects
of it weren’t as good as with the UGAMP model. And so there is, you know, there is
always a transition period where it’s kind of painful really.

What would – you may not like to say who, but what would people who were resistant
to changing say about UGAMP and the reasons for keeping it, apart from those that
you those that you’ve mentioned?

Well those were the reasons that they thought, you know, that – well you lose some
independence of course when you’re reliant on another group to do model
development, or to maintain the infrastructure that you need to actually use the model.
So to design experiments and all those sorts of things, and there’s no doubt that that
was not that flexible. And of course the model had been optimised for a particular
machine in the Met Office and we’re running it on different platforms in the academic
community, so how portable is the model, and all those sorts of things. There’s some
– you know, It’s not just a question of taking a code and running it somewhere else,
it’s using it, there’s a whole lot of other issues that come into play which require
work.

[35:16]

What is it a question of then, how do you – well let’s talk about this in particular, the
Hadley Centre’s general circulation model, am I right in calling it that? Or were they
calling it global climate model?
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Well they probably – it was, yes, it was HAD, HADAM1 or whatever it was.

HADAM?

Yes, Hadley Atmospheric Model or the Hadley Coupled Model, so they were
HADAM families, and HADCM families.

Okay. So let’s take a HADAM.

Yes.

For example.

Which is where we started, yes.

How do you take a HADAM model from the Hadley Centre and start to use it
somewhere else, albeit very near geographically but how do you use the Hadley AM
model at Reading?

Well you take the code.

What –

Which is –

Imagine, so for people who don’t know anything about computing, to take a code from
one place to another at this time, in the mid-’90s, what would that involve?

Well you probably put it onto a tape, right. So I mean I don’t know how many lines
of code it was then, but now it’s about a million lines of code, so it might have been,
you know, several hundred thousand lines of code, would be on a tape, this is the
source code. And along with the source code you need other things to drive the
model, boundary conditions, and all sorts of things like that.
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Could you just remind us what boundary conditions are?

Well boundary conditions would be whether – the geography of the planet for
example, so where are the land masses, where are the coastlines, where are the
mountains, those sorts of things, which are there at the resolution of your model. And
you might need some other things that – to do with what’s the composition of the air,
you know, those sorts of things, which we call sort of boundary conditions that are
unchanging but they sort of drive the simulation. So you need all those things, and
they all need to be brought together. So you’ve got the source code, and you put that
on a tape, and that gets taken across to another super computing facility, and loaded
onto that computer and then compiled, which means that you turn the source code into
machine code that will then execute on the machine, right. And the process of
compilation depends on the super computing manufacturer, but also on – even if it’s
the same manufacturer, on what compiler, what version of the compiler you’re using.
So the translation of that code into executable bits, noughts and ones, for the machine
depends on how you compile that code. And so one of the big issues when you take a
model from one super computing platform to another is the integrity of that, of the
code when you’ve moved it. So, you know, compile – there isn’t a unique – when
you write code there are pathways through the code, which some compilers will
handle one way, and another compiler, if you hadn’t thought about it, may go a
different route through the code. So you get – the mode fails, or the model may run,
but it produces stuff that’s not correct. So that whole business of porting codes,
particularly very big codes like GCM codes, is very, very challenging. So it’s
something you don’t do lightly, and some codes are not portable because they’ve had
– they’ve been coded in a hard wired sense to reflect the architecture of the machine
on which they’ve been designed to be used. And that was certainly the case with the
early Met Office models, so that they would run really efficiently often you could
write certain – the code in a certain way to get optimal performance out of that
particular machine. And so now what we do is we have what’s called a portable
version of the unified model, so it’s been written in such a way that it should be
generic enough that you can run it on any platform and it will have some integrity.
What you never get, even on the same machine if you change compilers, is what we
call bit reproducibility, so you’ll never get exactly the same answer is you change the
compiler, or you change the machine. You’ll always get on the nth decimal place a
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slight difference in the number, it depends how accurate the processing – the
processor in the machine is. So it might be sixteen bit reproducible, thirty-two bit, but
there’ll be some nth decimal place that will probably be different. And because we
know that the atmosphere is chaotic, that little difference in the nth decimal place will
grow to be a different trajectory for the weather in the model over some period of
time.

Well that’s very interesting, isn’t it?

It is.

So even a portable version –

Will not reproduce what you’re – reproducible. Yeah, yeah.

So you can – are you saying that at the moment, then and now, it’s impossible to
reproduce a model in different places?

Yes. Yes. Or even if we change the compiler here on our machine, we will not
reproduce the simulation that we ran before we changed the compiler. And that’s
because of the nature of the system we’re modelling, tiny perturbations, now this is
the flap of the seagull’s wing that Ed Lorenz talked about, tiny perturbations gradually
grow in a chaotic system ‘til – you know, the small things grow to be bigger and
bigger, and that’s the – that’s what a chaotic system is. And actually we begin to
worry, so we don’t worry about it, because actually it’s an inherent property of the
system in the sense that there is never one answer when you do a climate simulation,
or even a weather forecast, as we saw when we were going round the op centre
earlier, that there’s a probabilistic outcome. So whether it’s through the fact that the
machine is not – is only accurate to so many bits, is no different in a sense than
saying, I don’t know what the initial condition of my forecast is accurately. I don’t
know what the current state of the atmosphere down to the – every little particle is.
So we don’t kind of worry about it, but what you then have to say is, well when I do
run the model on a different machine, is it in some statistical sense still the same
model? In other words, are there differences that I get within the natural variability of
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the model that I’m working with? And that’s actually very challenging, so when is it
– how do you know that you’ve really ported it correctly? Well you only know if the
meteorology of the model appears to be the same. And how do you know that? Well
it’s a process of quite complex statistics and diagnostic work. So those were the
things that we were dealing with in the ‘90s was having to take a model that was not
very portable, put it on another machine, try to get it to run in the first place so it
doesn’t fall over all the time, and then to say well actually is it any good? Is it as
good as it is when it’s run at the Hadley Centre? And then when we’ve got it to run, it
is as flexible and easy to use as we would like to do the science that we want to do
with that model?

How did it get on when it ran at Reading, compared to how it was running at the
Hadley Centre?

Well we managed to port it eventually but, you know, there is a lot of technical work
that goes on and it takes several months, maybe longer than that. I mean, it was quite
a painful process. And actually I think you know these sorts of – this sort of porting
activity was something pretty new in a sense. Now we have much more – we’re used
to it, we’re porting models all over the place, you know, our unified model here is
used all over the world in forecasting centres, and academia, and all over the place,
you know. And we’re used to the concept of having a portable model, but you know,
twenty years ago that wasn’t the case, you know, people didn’t tend to do that to share
models very much.

Is that a problem for how models are perceived in science? What you’ve told me
about the fact that you can’t precisely repeat the same model in different places
because within science it’s generally thought that in order to prove something you
need to have an experiment that can be reproduced in different places, and the place
isn’t important, you know, it’s reproducible anywhere. Is that part of the problem for
what we were talking about earlier, about the perception of models that–?

Yes, I think it is actually and that, you know, if you took around the world there are
all these models, hence these inter-comparison projects, which in a sense were all
producing sort of plausible realisations of the climate system, some better than others
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if you like. But there was no – there was no sort of convergence in a sense, and there
still is no convergence in a way, which is part of – you would expect that there
wouldn’t be necessary convergence in some things because we are dealing with a
chaotic system and a system now which you have an ocean in, where there’s chaos on
all timescales in a sense even to very long timescales. And I think that was – that’s
where the pure sort of – people working in some areas of pure science sort of say well
it’s a mess, isn’t it? You know, this isn’t robust, and it’s not, you know, it’s not real
science, and things like that. And I think it’s partly because, you know, our science,
the only laboratory we had is a model, if you see what I mean really. We have no
other way to explore the fundamentals except at very – you know, some laboratory
things like we’ve talked about climate chambers and things like that. But the whole
nonlinear complexity, multi-scale complexity of the climate system, the only way you
can unpick that is through models, and that to some scientists is very unsatisfactory.
That, you know, they think you should be able to write some of these things down in a
set of equations that define the problem, but actually it’s not like that.

Why is it not possible to produce compilers that reproduce a model exactly from one
place to another?

It’ll depend on the architecture of the machine, in other words how the individual
processor unit is designed, and how messages are passed and all sorts of things. I
mean this is getting into areas where I’m not very expert, but it – it, you know, the
whole business of turning lines of FORTRAN into executable code is obviously a
very complex again machine coding language process, and logic comes into it, and so
you know, you just don’t get bit reproducibility.

[48:21]

Thank you. So this – we started there by talking about the transfer of the Met Office –
sorry, the Hadley Centre atmospheric model to Reading, which you achieved.

Yes.

And then I guess so we’re now in the mid-’90s.
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Yes.

And what then happens in terms of the coupled ocean atmosphere, do you use the
Hadley Centre model for that as well?

Yes. Yes. So although we’d sort of cut our teeth on the work that John Woods had
set up in terms of beginning to develop that capability and see what the issues were, it
didn’t really take off until we got the Hadley Centre basically their – what we call
their coupled model version three which was HADCM3, which became the sort of
bedrock of the IPCC third assessment report, and probably still is one of the most
successful coupled climate models in the world.

How was something like that established, that reputation of being one of the most
successful coupled climate models in the world?

Well again through things like the IPCC process of model inter-comparison, and by
then, you know, the inter-comparison exercises were such that there were now
methodologies for looking at biases and correlations, pattern correlations, looking at a
whole range of different metrics of model performance, which we didn’t have when
we started these inter-comparison things. And realising, you know, that the Hadley
Centre model for whatever reason was good at all sorts of things, like I mean it had
some mean biases but they weren’t as big as many other models at that time. Coupled
modelling was still pretty difficult and the oceans often went off and did very strange
things. But, you know, it had a reasonable simulation of El Nino and other aspects of,
you know, the major modes of climate variability, the North Atlantic oscillation, and
things like that. So it was just, you know, a moment in time when we somehow got
things – they were all – the model was not – tuned is the wrong word because I said
it’s hard to tune them, but we kind of struck lucky I think in the sense that it was a
model that if there were biases in the different elements they were actually sort of
compensating and we had really a pretty – it was a very good model for about ten
years actually. And the other thing about that is that, you know, because, A, it was a
good model, but B, was designed because it was used in the first assessment report of
IPCC, it had quite a long lifetime. So it was stable for a good many years, so we were
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able to do a lot work with it and know that it was supported by the Met Office, and
also that we could build up a lot of research expertise around it. So you were able to,
you know, actually have PhD students using it, in fact a sequence, I had a sequence of
them using it. And you’re building all the time on that expertise, and able to do some
really quite ground-breaking experiments with it because we were using it very much
to experiment with trying to understand how the coupled climate system worked.
And – or how elements of it would change under the globally warmed world, and
those sorts of things. So it began to transform actually the nature of the programme in
UGAMP at that time up ‘til the turn of the millennium really, that we were
transforming ourselves from a programme that was very focused on the middle
atmosphere and the ozone problem, to a programme that was very much – well I
would say almost one of the best in the world on things around climate variability. So
we became very much a centre of excellence in things like Euro Atlantic climate
variability, and monsoons, and El Nino, and tropical variability, the Madden-Julian
oscillation, all those sorts of things. Having access to a model like that allowed us to
build up a very, very strong programme, which was complementary to what was
going on in the Hadley Centre because the Hadley Centre was at that time, and still
really is, driven by the policy needs of government around climate change. The
Hadley Centre was working to demonstrate, A, that the climate is changing, and B,
that it’s due to human activities. And then what are the implications for long term
climate change and therefore mitigation policies. So the Hadley Centre was very
much focused on global climate change problem for government, whereas we were
using the coupled model to understand much more fundamental things about natural
climate variability. So we were pretty complementary actually in what we were doing
through that time.

[54:04]

Are there particular experiments that you ran in the second half of the 1990s that you
would identify as ones that were particularly interesting or particularly easy to talk
about and to describe? Because it’s possible that you did an enormous number of
experiments, including supervision PhD students in doing experiments, but to give us
a sense of what is involved in using this model in an academic context to run
experiments, could you describe one or two in detail?
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I’m trying to think because it all sorts of blurs into, you know, through the late 1990s
and the early part of the 2000s. We did – so what were the big things that we did?
We looked at particularly trying to understand the influence of the mean bias in the
model on the ability to reproduce tropical variability, some aspects of tropical
variability, things like the Madden-Julian oscillation.

What does mean bias mean?

So for example we – all the coupled models at that time, and still most of them now,
had some major biases in the equatorial Pacific ocean where the cold tongue that
comes up the coast of Peru and spreads along the equator in the East Pacific, is always
too intense in these models and extends too far west into the Indonesian, what we call
the maritime continent region. So it affects the pattern of sea surface temperatures,
and that affects then the sorts of weather that you get in the deep tropics. And we had
a – we were pretty sure that that bias affected the propagation of the Madden-Julian
oscillation out into the Pacific and we thought that it also affected the way that El
Nino influenced the behaviour of the Indian monsoon, and things like that. So we did
some very nice experiments where we artificially corrected the mean bias just in that
equatorial part of the Pacific and showed that you simulate the MJO far more
realistically if you corrected that mean bias. And also you completely – you radically
improved the response of the Indian monsoon to El Nino forcing and which of course
is a crucial part of seasonal forecasting for India. And that – that then sort of focuses,
you know, said well if we can improve those things, then what – then there are real
benefit in terms of climate prediction, and even weather forecasting, extended range
weather forecasting. And so I suppose, you know, really this is a story in a sense that
I can never sort of think of my – all these different experiments in isolation because
out of that came well, why is that mean bias there? And is it to do with the resolution
of the models that we use? And out of that came the drive to run a higher resolution,
which is hence we go to the Earth simulator, and we launch a big programme in
Research Council community on high resolution modelling. which all started up in the
early part of the 2000s as a response to in a sense these experiments that we’d been
doing with the model to try and understand how climate – natural models of
variability like El Nino, or tropical weather systems, and what we call teleconnections
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where the weather in one place influences the weather in another part of the globe,
how these are all compromised in a sense by the mean bias in the model. And
therefore, you know, is that due to atmospheric physics, is it due to resolution of the
model, is it due to some ocean physics, what is it? And we were trying to understand
all those different elements at that time.

[58:37]

Before we go then to diagnosing why this mean bias had occurred, how do you – how
at this time was it possible to sort of reach into the model and to adjust the mean
bias? You said that this cold water tongue extends too far.

Yes.

So how was it possible to sort of – because what I imagine happening, which isn’t
what happened of course, is that, you know, you sort of stop it running, and then sort
of delve in in some way, do some take away sums if you like to reduce something, and
then set it going again. But what actually happens in terms of interaction because
you can’t sort of put your hand into a computer, so how it is achieved?

No. So it was done using a technique that was there in the early stages of coupled
modelling where the atmosphere and the ocean were often rather in balance –
imbalance, so in a sense – so the energy budget at the atmosphere ocean interface was
way off, and the system then adjusts to find some balance, but in a way that then
usually the ocean temperatures are miles off. And the way that was done, using a
process called flux correction, where you add artificially some heat flux either into the
ocean or out of the ocean, to try and force a balance that’s close to the real world.
And you can diagnose that through running the model in a certain way, and saying,
well what’s the discrepancy, what flux would I need to add at each time step to get
myself back in balance? And that process was used in many coupled models until
basically HADCM3 was the first of the unflux corrected coupled models that were
around in the Hadley Centre, and was one of the first internationally. And you can
imagine that that, slightly going off the topic, but it’s interesting, that that process of
flux correction’s actually completely unphysical, because in a sense you’re nudging
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the model back to the current climate all the time. So that when you do a climate
change simulation, where of course there is an imbalance and the system has to
respond to find a new balance, of course you’re compromising in a sense that
assessment of climate sensitivity because you’re putting in artificial heat fluxes for the
current climate and they may not be the same in the climate change world. So we
were always desperate to move away from that because it’s unphysical. So what we
did actually in terms of an experiment was to say well, what fluxes would we need to
put into the ocean just in that equatorial strip to get rid of that cold bias and surface
temperature? Now again it’s unphysical, but in a sense it’s a what if experiment. So
we did it through that process of flux correction. And you know, incredibly powerful
method of actually beginning to understand the nonlinearity of the whole coupled
system, but also how biases in model – in the model mean state affect its ability
therefore to predict natural climate variability, or to predict El Nino, and monsoons,
and all those things.

[1:02:14]

What do you remember of being invited to take part in the IPCC process, at whatever
stage this happened?

Well I was never – because of the way the Reading programme, the NERC
programme, complimented the Met Office, the Hadley Centre programme, we were
never deeply involved in IPCC. So I got involved in it really through the fact that we
were very expert at analysing models, and looking at natural climate variability, and
the ability of models to represent important phenomenon like El Nino, which of
course, you know, these are the big questions for the future is how will natural climate
variability change in all the world. So I got involved really in the reviewing the parts
of the IPCC that dealt with how good are the models for the current climate. And I
suppose to some extent I got involved proactively by sort of reading the draft chapters
and saying, hang on a minute, this is not quite right, and you know, there needs to be
more in-depth analysis of the quality of the models to underpin what we’re then going
to say about climate change in the rest of the report. And to try and bring in some of
the expertise that we had in Reading on understanding natural climate variability into
the IPCC process at that time. So that was really where I got involved. But never as a
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lead author because we weren’t – well we were definitely not doing climate change
work and that was a clear direction from the Research Council and also part of how
we had the relationship with the Hadley Centre, there was absolutely at that time,
there was real, real – I mean this is the other part of the story in a sense, there was a
real tension at that time between what we were building up at Reading, and what the
Hadley Centre was doing that a lot of anxiety that we would drift into their what they
were – remit was, which was climate change, and therefore threaten their funding
from whatever the group was then, department, not DECC of course, but Department
of Environment or whatever it was called at that time. And therefore, you know,
there’s a really – that we had to really identify the bits that we would do that wouldn’t
compromise what the Hadley Centre does. So we kept – in fact we were told, you
know, don’t use the change word, don’t work on climate change per se, and certainly
not real climate change, emission scenario type work. And that gradually has got
broken down, and it’s fine now, but you know – because the group at Reading was
growing up so strongly, there was that sort of feeling threatened I suppose.

Who said don’t use the climate change word?

Well that came from the Met Office, yes, and the Hadley Centre, very clear, you
know. And then I suppose to some extent at that time, I can’t remember whether it
was NERC really said it very strongly, probably they didn’t, but we were – every time
we wrote something if we got the change word in it, you know, you stick to what
you’re – you know, stick to the ozone problem, stick to the middle – they would have
like us to have stuck with the middle atmosphere, the ozone chemistry problem, and
those sorts of things, stratospheric chemistry. But of course, you know, we weren’t
going to do that and then it was well okay, you do natural climate variability, but
that’s t sort of thing. And now of course we all work on the everything together so
that’s fine.

And apart from this directive not to use change.

Yes.
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I wondered who was crossing out, when you gestured for crossing out change in
anything you’d written, who would be crossing that out?

Well senior people in the Met Office would be saying, you know, you can’t do that.

Why couldn’t you from Reading though publish anything you wanted?

Because we were using their model. You see there’s a relationship thing here and the
dependence in a sense, so this was – and you know, the Met Office had invested in
Reading to help us spin up our capability to use their model. So it was a – it was fine
while we stayed in the bit we do and therefore didn’t threaten in any way where
government funding went. So in the same way that, you know, the Met Office has
never been able to access Research Council funding, they quite rightly, and we could
understand that, didn’t want us moving into area of science which were their core
business for government. And – because, you know, they thought that would threaten
their funding line and that, you know, they were probably right in thinking that. And
they had no other source of funding. So I mean, at the time I was very much involved
in all of that, I was on the whole pretty happy with that position because there was
more than enough for us to do on the natural climate variability for the current climate
type problem.

And so by natural variability here, you’re talking about the – rather than the
variability that people might expect in terms of climate change, this – is this sort of a
variability in –

Year to years, yeah, year to year, or – and gradually we began to understand the
decade to decade type problems. So, El Ninos, thermohaline circulation, those sorts
of things, yeah. Was what we worked on, yeah.

[1:08:37]

And when you mentioned looking at the drafts of the IPCC report on in impacts,
perhaps you didn’t say impacts, but –
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No of model performance.

Model performance, sorry, yeah. Which one is that, would that be the third?

Yes, well no, no, sorry, it was probably the fourth actually. It was the fourth IPCC
report I think.

And is this something that you could do uninvited almost, or would someone ask you
to do this?

I think reviewers, I was a reviewer so I think they invited me to do it, but then I ended
up actually writing some of the chapter because there were things in it that were
missing.

[1:09:25]

Thank you. Just before we go into the 2000s.

Yes.

Could you give us a sense of your – of your relations with your parents, who were sort
of left when you were at university, over the period 1980 to 2000, so over that twenty
year period that we’ve discussed so far, to day.

Well sadly they were both dead by then. Yes, so my father died in 1977, and my
mother in 1978. So–

Gosh. Could you say something about the effect on you of that, of both parents
dying?

Relatively close together.

Yes. And not long after you’d just – just to orientate ourselves, not long after you’d
started in the Met Office, you started in ‘73, and this is the late ‘70s.
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Yes, so my father died just before I married Tony, and my mother died just after I’d
married him. So within 15 months of each other that’s right. And – how do you deal
with it? Well, you know, I’ve never known – I’ve brought my children up without
having my parents alive to see them I suppose. And had to – I had two brothers, one
was still living at home with my mother, so you know, we just do these things. And
of course I’m aware of it now because I’m widowed myself, so you know, I’ve been
through it too, and you manage it. But you don’t know any different. So you don’t
know what you’ve missed in terms of if I had had my parents alive through – and
known my children, by they never did. So –

Did it alter in any way the way that you thought about yourself, or your life?

I think to the extent that I think my mother was a mathematician, she was a very
intelligent woman, but she stayed at home all her life. And when my father died,
although she was in her late fifties, she didn’t live very long in the end, you felt that
she hadn’t got anything left because we’d all but gone from the family home. And
she’d orientated her life completely around the home, so she didn’t have a lot of
friends herself, she didn’t have her own life particularly outside my father’s needs,
and the home needs. And I know that I feel now anyway, and I felt when I was
working as well when the children were growing up, that at least I had something that
was my own and I always think back and think, well she could have achieved so much
more in sense. I mean, she was a justice of the peace and that sort of thing, and highly
regarded around the city and that, she could have done so much more with her life.
And then when my father had gone, you know, she didn’t really know what to do with
herself, whereas when I was got into that situation, I had a job, which I knew I could
go back to and it would fill my life, or at least fill my days anyway, you know. So
yeah.

Thank you. Did in any way did she pursue her mathematical ability, in this –?

She was trained as a teacher – she was a teacher before she married my father, and he
used to do a tiny bit of supply teaching now and then. I remember her going once or
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twice back into schools to help out but only for a few days here and there. You just
felt she could have done so much more really.

[1:13:16]

Thank you. Okay. And could I take you then into the 2000s.

Right.

So we’ve got to the point where you’re using the Hadley Centre models, but definitely
not for climate change work.

That right.

And looking at natural variability and sort of almost diagnosing mean bias problems
with the models. Yes, so what is next in terms of your work?

So then in 2002 Alan – no, hang on. Yes that’s right, so in 2002 I think the National
Centre for Atmospheric Science was created, and of course the Met Office was in the
process of moving down here. So I had a bit of a choice to make, in the sense that
obviously Tony was at that time then a very senior member of the Met Office in the
Hadley Centre running all their atmospheric physics across the climate programme,
Hadley Centre programme, and also weather forecasting. So we had a choice to make
about whether I would move into the Met Office and we’d go to Exeter, or whether he
would come out of the Met office and go into the university sector, and we would stay
in Reading, or Goring where our home was. So that was quite a difficult period in a
sense of trying to decide which way to go. And in the end we decided to stay in
Reading, and he became then a professor at Reading University in the environmental
systems science centre, which was focused on using sort of Earth observations to
understand how the environment worked. So it was – there was a lot of similarity
with where his work were going and where his interests were going actually in terms
of his science. So that was what we decided to do. And then at that time the National
Centre for Atmospheric Science was formed by NERC to be – to be really their
discipline based programme, national capability programme, equivalent to the
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National Oceanography Centre, or the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology. So that
was really when atmospheric science you could say came of age in the research
council academic community, although there’d been obviously pockets of it in various
places, it came together then in this formal centre, which Alan Thorpe became the
head of. So he moved out of being the head of the Hadley Centre, deciding not to go
to Exeter, and became director of NCAS at Reading. And Alan O’Neill had then at
that stage moved on to be the head of a new centre in data assimilation at Reading,
and I became the director of what was called CGAM still at that point, the Centre for
Global Atmospheric Modelling, that then became NCAS climate programme. So I
became the director of that in 2002.

And what did, yeah, sorry, what did that entail becoming a director of that as opposed
to –?

Well before I’d been the deputy director, but I’d basically had my own research
programme, which by then was quite substantial I suppose in terms of, I must have
had about four, three or four students and six, seven post docs. And I had a healthy
grant income, so to then taking on what was then a programme of about twenty-five
staff. And I can’t remember what the budget would have been, but a couple of
million I suppose a year. So you know, quite a bit shift in responsibility really, and
working then as part of the senior management of NCAS, so that was in 2002. And I
mean, just as a little snipped really, I can still remember that we had the major
reviews of programmes would happen every few years, and we were going through a
major review in 2002 of the Centre for Global Atmospheric Modelling. So we had
quite a eminent group of people come to Reading to review the programme, and it
was on 11th September 2002. And I can remember that we presented in the morning,
and then we came out of the meeting to sit and wait while they deliberated, and the
news started emerging then of the 9/11 events. And it’s just a very sort of vivid
memory of how it sort of put everything into perspective. That we’d been very
worried about the future of our programme, and then somehow none of it – it was all
too shocking to even sort of – what was unfolding through that afternoon, far too
shocking to even sort of think, you know, does this really matter in the grand scheme
of things.
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What happened to the feedback?

Well it was very good actually, I mean it was a good programme, and everything was
fine, but you never quite knew with NERC, or with anybody, big funding bodies
whether they might just – you might not be the flavour of the month anymore, you
know, whether they thought that it was worth, you know, having a programme like
that in the UK when you’d got the Met Office and the Hadley Centre, we know these
things are there. But, you know, it’s just quite a very vivid memory of, you know,
we’ll all probably remember where we were on 9/11, that’s where I was, waiting to
see whether we would be funded again, and they liked what we did.

[1:19:51]

Was there ever any thought of merging sort of formally with the Hadley Centre?

Well subsequently yes, and I mean it keeps on – it does come up, and of course we are
now much more formally linked in a sense, but not at that stage. I mean I think that
was, you know, the remit of the two programmes as I said, you know, there was a lot
of concern through the late ‘90s that we didn’t – that we developed our own area,
road, which was around the current climate and understanding, understanding how the
climate system worked and all that to complement the Hadley Centre programme.
Now of course we are much closer together, and there are joint funded programmes
and in a sense we rely on each other far more and the subject’s far too big for one
organisation to ever work on on its own, so things have changed and moved on. But
not at that time, no.

And what do you see as your sort of key achievements over that, over the period from
2002 to I suppose 2009 when you changed jobs to the one you’re doing?

Yes, in 2008 I left NCAS, yes. I think it was really again – I mean the climate
programme was already quite strong in – when I took it over under Alan O’Neill’s
leadership. But I think during that period I had it, we really pushed forward with
some quite ambitious research agendas, particularly around going to Japan to the
Earth simulator, working more in partnership with the Hadley Centre, and other parts
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of NERC through a project called HIGEM, which was High Resolution Global
Environmental Modelling, which was a big consortium that I led. And really set the
stage for the high resolution climate modelling that we now do, was the demonstration
in fact of the importance of resolution for the climate problem. And I mean, building
up I think a much bigger programme. So by the time I left NCAS as their director –
NCAS Climate as their director, the staff numbers were over fifty at Reading, so it
had doubled in size, and a lot of that was due to success across the sort of senior
scientists that I’d recruited in winning, you know, large grants and being very
influential on the national, international scene. So we’d – I very much implemented a
structure that, you know, put in place some key research areas, and got in some
leading scientists to drive them forward, and attracted quite a lot of good people to
Reading. So we really – we then became a really a seriously a force to be reckoned
with internationally, and also strengthen then the relationship with the Hadley Centre,
so that we’d tried to break down these sort of suspicions about what we were trying to
do. Where we trying to sort of take over the Hadley Centre, or whatever. I can
remember being accused with the – when I wrote the grant proposal for the HIGEM
project, which was joint with the Met Office, one of the reviewers who was clearly
not very keen on Reading I guess, accused me of trying to seek some of the Hadley
Centre’s glory. So that was, you know, that was the kind of thing you were kind of
working with. Whereas I think actually at the working level between us the
relationships were really good, and actually they engaged very strongly in that project.
We worked together at the Earth simulator, it was a jointly funded team that went, and
we still were – the same people are still working together now from Reading and here,
you know, very strongly in all these things. So those were the – I think that was – I
suppose what I did was to bring NCAS into the UK climate science arena in a
complete way and make it one UK programme in a sense without really threatening
what the Hadley Centre does, and what we need to do in academia. Yeah.

[1:24:36]

Thank you. Could you – before I ask you about you Japan to start with, could you
first say something about how your – the interests of your children developed through
their education and the beginnings of their careers thinking about the chronology.
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Yes. Yes. So where are we? So by – so my older daughter, Mary, went to
Cambridge in it must have been 1999, yes, to do medicine, so she went to Jesus
College in Cambridge to do medicine. And clearly a high flyer, very clever young
woman. And I suppose, you know, I mean she now – then she started to realise, you
know, to appreciate what I’d done in my career, and I’m sure that sort of influenced
her to be very ambitious herself now, and she’s a very driven scientist. Although
she’s a medic, she’s actually at the moment doing research at Oxford, having done –
trained as a paediatric surgeon, and now she’s back doing work on trust fellowship in
Oxford on research. So she was going to Cambridge. My younger daughter, Anna,
was – has always been the quieter of the two, and I suppose in some ways, different
qualities to Mary, you know, much more artistic. And she was at that stage just
beginning to work out what she – what she was good at and what she wanted to do at
her A levels and those sorts of things. So they were growing up, yes, and leaving
home gradually.

And the fact that they were growing up, and leaving home, did it alter their level of
understanding of what you were doing, or interest in what you were doing, or
curiosity about what you were doing?

Well they were still sitting around the dinner table having to listen to us talking about
the same old stuff, and the same people, so I suppose only in so far as, you know, here
they go again, you know [laughs].

Yes, how did they react when you were talking science, what were they saying?

Well usually, I have to admit that we probably talked more about people than science
by then, in the sense that we were both sort of rising up as senior managers, leaders,
of science and dealing with a whole lot of political situations and working
international and nationally. So we’d usually have a gripe about somebody and – or
Tony was a great mimic, so he would be taking the mick out of somebody probably.
And I can still remember, you know, when they would sometimes meet these people
socially, if they came to parties at our house, or wherever, you know, them saying
afterwards that they were trying not to laugh because they knew exactly who these
people were just because of the way that we’d joked about them over the dinner table,
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and so forth. It was much more about people than I guess than deep science by then,
but still nevertheless about weather and climate and things like that.

And what did you – before the children were too old for this sort of thing, what sorts
of things were you doing all together as a family, weekends and holidays, and
evenings perhaps?

Well we – well of course when the children start growing up they have their own
social life, and of course there’s always lots of homework somehow. We – I don’t
know really, it’s hard to think what we did. I mean, Mary was always out, she rode
and all this sort of thing, so – and they were both doing music, Mary played the harp
so we’d have to go to harp lessons every fortnight in Winchester, and things like that.
And there was always lots to do of routine things somehow, but you know, we used to
obviously go on holiday together and we liked camping quite a lot, and we did a lot of
camping, and walking, mountain walking, and that sort of thing. Particularly where
Mary was very much more – very like Tony, was a very good mountaineer, so they
would often go off and do some quite hairy things and Anna and I would do quieter
things. Yes. So a lot of sort of music I suppose, and things around the house because
I did a lot of music, played the piano, and did a lot of singing and trained choirs, and
so forth. So there was just all that going on all the time.

[1:29:37]

Could you describe in as much detail as you can the, for people who wouldn’t have
seen anything like this, the Earth simulator, is it, that you worked on?

Yes.

In 2002-ish.

Yes, ‘03, something like that. Well when it was established in Japan, it was the
world’s biggest super computer, probably by quite a long way. It was – had quite an
impact internationally, and it became a focus for UK Japan relationships with science,
so this was through Sir David King, and I suppose before that Lord Sainsbury. I’m
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trying to remember. But that the UK should take advantage of this and so we were
strongly encouraged to go. And of course when you go there, I mean it was a purpose
built site with a research centre and then a separate building, which was completely
earth quake proof, big building. So the hall itself when you finally went in was the
size of a baseball pitch, just vast, and just completely full of rows and rows and rows,
of boxes, all with little green lights flashing away. And I mean the – I can’t remember
in detail the statistics but the wiring under the floor, there was – I never saw it, I might
have done actually – a huge gap obviously under the floor where all the air
conditioning and the wiring and all of that electricity supply went. But the length of
wire that was involved in wiring up the Earth simulator was something like the
equivalent of going around the world or something like that, it was huge. I mean, it
just, the scale of the facility was just so immense really at that time and the idea that,
you know, this baseball pitch full of boxes could all work efficiently together and, you
know, do these amazing computations because they were, I mean it was a fantastic
facility in what you could in theory do with it. But as ever, as I talked about before,
porting the code onto it was incredibly challenging. So it probably took us a year
there to not only get the code to run, but to get it to run efficiently enough to get over
the hurdles that the Earth simulator centre had quite rightly put in place in terms of
efficiency. So you know, general level of performance and so you had to be able to
use so many nodes of the super computer with a certain level of efficiency, so what
we call the scalability of the code. And so we had to do an enormous amount of work
on optimising the code so it would run fast enough on sufficient number of nodes to
pass the test to say, yes, you do need to run this on the Earth simulator, rather than on
some little PC over there or whatever, you know [laughs]. And again that’s the sort of
level of work that, you know, you think, well I’ll just go to the Earth simulator and
run the unified model, it wasn’t like that, it was immensely challenging. But, you
know, we did it, and in a sense, you know, it was ground breaking because it showed
what improvements you could get from high resolution in the model, how we could
actually start to sort out some of the biases that I talked about earlier, particularly
what we call this cold tongue problem in the equatorial east Pacific. We began to
improve that quite significantly when we went to high resolution in the atmosphere
and the ocean.
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What increasing resolution was involved in going from running it at Reading to
running it in Japan?

So if you take the Hadley Centre, HADCM3, which was our world class model at that
time, that was running with a atmosphere resolution of something like 250 kilometre
grid, and the ocean was a one degree ocean, with some refinement north south as you
approach the equator, but fundamentally one degree grid. And we were running up
the Earth simulator something like ninety kilometres, hundred kilometres in the
atmosphere, and a quarter of a degree in the ocean. Now that doesn’t sound a big step
for either but in terms of, certainly the ocean, you go from at one kilo – at one degree
not being really being able to represent ocean eddies at all, because they’re quite small
scale, they’re much smaller than atmosphere eddies, such as low pressure systems,
and high pressure system. The scale is an order of magnitude or more, smaller. So at
a quarter of a degree you start to resolve ocean eddies which are the fundamental
mixing process in the ocean. They don’t really do them that well, I mean there’s still
some issues at quarter of a degree, but actually we were beginning to – and that was
the solution around the cold tongue problem. We were beginning to simulate the
mixing of warmer water into the cold tongue from either side of the equator through
things called tropical instability waves, which are little eddies that form in the surface
ocean along that strong surface temperature gradient, which we’d observed from
satellites. We knew were there, and that the low resolution models didn’t have them,
so in other words they weren’t mixing enough warm water back into this cold tongue.
When you started to simulate those, you began to get that mixing and also the
atmosphere sees these little eddies as well, so the winds actually respond to these little
structures in the ocean. So there were all sorts of new insights we’d got into how the
real ocean atmosphere system works, and how these fine scales actually affect the
large scales of the climate system, so this is a concept of it being a multi-scale system.
So the Earth simulator, and at the same time we were running this HIGEM project,
which is the big consortium that I’d started up with NERC in the UK, those two
projects essentially came together. And, you know, it was at that point we were able
to demonstrate that all sorts of things improved if we could run these models at a half
decent resolution. And that’s fundamentally where now our programme’s gone here
actually. So it was highly influential in really setting the trajectory for the next ten,
twenty years in climate modelling in this country.
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You mean setting it on a trajectory of increasing resolution?

Absolutely. And saying, you know, it’s absolutely essential that we must run these
models at these sorts of resolutions or higher to actually answer some quite
fundamental things about what will happen to the climate system in the future, and
how we provide advice at the regional level on adaptation, and things like that. And
that, you know, and to do that of course then you do need this super computing power
to do it, so going to the Earth simulator was a demonstration again of the fact that we
didn’t have that level of supercomputing resource in the UK to do this sort of thing.
We very much, like I’d had to go to Lawrence Livermore in the early ‘90s to do that
step change up in beginning atmospheric climate modelling in the UK academia, we
then had to go to the Earth simulator really to do that step up in our ability to do
climate modelling going forward. So interesting parallels really.

[1:38:13]

How, what was involved, you say it took a year to get the HALCM3, sorry –

HADCM3, yes.

To run on this Earth simulator. Well over that year what was, perhaps you weren’t
there full time, I don’t know, were you?

No, no, no.

This is visits over –

Well we had six staff, three from each organisation, permanently placed in Japan.
And then I would sort of go over there every three to six months to see how they were
doing. Yeah.
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What was involved sort of technically and practically sort of step-by-step in putting
this model onto the Earth simulator in such a way that it did satisfy the efficiency
criteria for being able to use it?

Yes, yes. Well it was all around what we call scalability, so the ability to distribute
the computation over several nodes or boxes, or whatever, at cores on the computer.
Which is now as – this is how you really get performance out of these machines these
days, is not running on one processor, but running on thousands of them. And so the
Earth simulator was very much designed to be – because it was a very large array of
processors, to get the performance out of it you really had to run jobs that used a large
number of the processors in parallel. So in other words you had to be able to
distribute your computation in a very efficient way across a large number of
processors, so there was a lot of – and so you have to write your code in a certain way
to be parallel in a sense. And the history of climate model codes was such that they’d
not been written really – I mean, the whole way in which we model the atmosphere,
and how you have to model it because of the nature of the systems it is, doesn’t lend
itself very well to parallelism. It’s quite complicated why that is, but it – it is the case
that actually it’s quite hard to write these codes to be highly parallel. In other words
you’re doing lots of different bits of work that are unrelated that have to go on at the
same time. We have codes because of the nature of the equations we solve, and the
nature of the physics that’s involved, require a lot of communications between
different parts of the atmosphere. So it’s not a single grid point in isolation, you’re
actually having to work within a domain of the atmospheric dynamics, or ocean
dynamics, okay. So it’s quiet hard to take each grid point and run it in parallel from
the model on a platform like – on those sorts of platforms because you’ve got to do a
lot of message passing between each grid point all the time. So – and I mean this is
an on-going challenge because future architectures will be massively parallel because
the chips won’t get faster, so the way that you’ll get performance out of super
computers will be to have more chips effectively. And therefore getting the speed
through distributing your code and using more chips in parallel rather than having a
code that only runs on a few, but they’re faster. And that’s – in the past that’s been
where you’ve been where you’ve got the performances by the chips being faster,
okay. Sounds a bit complicated. So when we went to the Earth simulator, it was
necessary to demonstrate that we could get this code to run over many more
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processors in a way that as you went up in the number of processors, the speed of
execution got faster. In other words, the code is scalable. And that’s actually quite
challenging, and most of our codes aren’t very scalable, so you can put them on more
processors and it takes just as long to do the job because you’re having to exchange –
what’s slowing it down is not the processor speed, but the interconnect between
processors of how you move information around. So we spent about a year basically
optimising the code in such a way that we had to pass less information between nodes
all the time and also that actually the other way you can get speed was actually going
up in resolution. So in other words you had more grid points, and therefore you could
partition your model domain into sort of more chunks in a sense to be able to get
scalability out of the system. So not only we had to change our science plan, which
had been actually to do some system complexity stuff, we had to change it to be a
resolution plan because we couldn’t get an Earth system model to scale very easily we
thought, and I think that’s correct. So we did – so it was about a year where basically
we were optimising the code and making it more and more efficient and more scalable
to get over the requirements of the Earth simulator for what we call big jobs, which
was that you had to use this number of processors and all this other stuff, you know.

[1:44:12]

Is the problem that the in the Earth system all of these things that you’re looking at
are interconnected, and not parallel, so that the thing that you’re trying to model
doesn’t match the sort of architecture of computers, which as you say were becoming
a matter not of better chips in a single unit, but of lots and lots of units running at the
same – running parallel I suppose at the same time?

Yes. I mean, well the fact is that within a time step, which as you go to higher
resolution of course the time step gets shorter, and therefore if you’re thinking about
the atmospheric notion at one point, it depends on a number of points around it, for
example, this is a very simplistic way. So the more – the shorter the time step, and the
more grid points that you have, the more you can cut up your globe into smaller bits
that are quasi-independent in terms of the computation for that time step. Of course
you still got the interconnect at some point, so you can write parallel, more parallel
codes and actually resolution does help you to be more scalable. And then the other
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side of it is what sort of numerical methods, the actual fundamentals of how you solve
the equation, how do you design those codes to be more scalable. And so we’re going
through now quite a major development cycle with NERC and the people who are
computing experts and code design, to redesign the whole core of the model to be
ready by 2018, 2020, when we know that we’ll have to have codes that will scale over
tens of thousands of processors, or maybe hundreds of thousands of processors, and
that means writing your basic numerics differently. And actually structuring how you
also solve your physics, atmospheric physics equation, which you tend to do in a very
one dimensional way, and the relationship with the dynamics doesn’t allow you to
parallelise it that well. So what we were trying to do at the Earth simulator, or what
we’re still doing now, is to work within the existing structures the way the codes are
being designed over many, probably even over the last thirty years, with certain
computer architectures in mind. And now having to face – and we’re all doing it,
ECMWF, whoever, NCAR, we’re all looking at how do we write the next generation
codes and what the numerics have to be like, and how do we get accuracy and all that
sort of thing from these codes, when they are massively distributed costs a lot of
processors.

[1:47:16]

Thank you. So I think you said that there were three key aspects to your work, one
was the use of the Earth simulator.

Yes.

The other one was the HIGEM, which is related, in other words you’re attempting to
persuade NERC to increase computing power.

Well we were – we were actually really wanting to explore how important resolution
was in models for representing climate system and to try and understand actually the,
the importance of resolution for the fully coupled system because there’d been a lot of
work over the years on looking at resolution and atmosphere only models, never
looking at it as a fully coupled problem. And I felt inherently that it had to be a fully
coupled problem and actually we were able to show that that was definitely the case.
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And from that of course began the whole then argument, the discussion about what
sort of computing resource do you really need to do climate prediction and climate
change work, which is still on-going.

[1:48:30]

When you started as you definitely have by this point, started to be involved in
managing others.

Yeah.

Encouraging other people to do certain things, how did you almost sort of develop
yourself to do that? What’s behind that question is that I’ve talked to some people
who read books on managing change and on sort of political strategy, or read
political biographies, and that sort of thing. How did you prepare yourself from
being, as you say in the early interviews, someone who was being directed, you know,
to someone who is in fact managing other people’s work and lives to some extent,
encouraging people to do things?

That’s a very interesting question, I have to admit that I have never read any books on
management or ever been on any management courses. I think it’s – in science and in
research it’s maybe a different process to managing people in a business or delivery
structure, whatever. I mean, I think I talked a bit in the past about in places like
ECMWF being not very hierarchical and so forth because in a sense we were all
individuals, researchers, driven by our own – we are very driven personally. To be a
good researcher you have to have – nobody can tell you what to do, you have to
personally driven to want to know what the answer is, want to make progress on a
problem. And so when it – when I developed my own research group at the
university, I always went at it in a sense as we’re all equals, and whether you’re a PhD
student or a post doc, or a professor, in a sense we’re all scientists at different stages
in our career. And so a lot of it was more of a teaching role than a management role,
and a lot of it’s about personal skills of knowing when to encourage people, when to
praise people, when to be a little bit tough, but maybe not too often, you know, with
these things. And I suppose I just, because it’s not management in the sense that a lot
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of people understand, it’s more about mentoring and leading and encouraging, and as
you grow in maturity as a scientist of course you have the ability to be able to see
what the big problems are, to understand the landscape and where you’ve come from.
And therefore to know what are the important things that need to be worked on.
That’s then when you become a scientific leader, that’s knowing when to write the
grant application, when to decide who to collaborate with, when to push certain things
nationally or internationally. And that’s just something that comes with experience
actually. And you know, that’s really what I was doing at Reading was sort of
essentially knowing I suppose in some ways where the subject probably needed to go,
maybe not in five years time, ten years time, and gradually putting in place the
different bits of work that needed to be done, or to steer NCAS climate in a particular
direction without really being very prescriptive. But writing a strategy or a science
outline of where we want to go, what are the big issues that are coming up, and
therefore which are the elements of work we need to sort of start to develop. And
then trust my – the good people that I’d brought in, and had in the organisation
anyway, to really just get on with it, not interfere too much.

[1:52:36]

Thank you. So what’s the next step in your career, and the reasons for it?

So, yes, so when I got you know, through towards 2007, ‘08, I think you only do these
leadership, big leadership jobs in science probably I would have sort of thought – I
think for six or seven years. You had come in with an agenda, and a science agenda,
and to some extent you deliver that, and then you don’t get stale necessarily, but
sometimes it’s good for somebody fresh to come in and, you know, my experience is
that if you beyond about seven years things tend to get a bit stale. So I’d already
decided that I might just take semi-retirement and go and dig the garden, or do some
more music. And then I was phoned up by the head-hunters for the Met Office chief
scientist and asked if I would apply and it had never entered my head that I might be
the chief scientist at the Met Office, but when I sat down and thought about it, I
thought, well actually I could do that job. And there were things about Met Office
science that I felt needed changing and I thought I also wanted to see better relations,
more constructive relationships between the Met Office and academia. And we’d
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started at that point to already work on a joint climate research programme between
NERC and the Met Office, and that needed some help with and so forth. So I said to
Tony, you know, I’ve been phoned up by these head-hunters in London, saying that
my name keeps coming up and would I consider it and I said, you know, I’m quite
tempted to have a go at it, it’ll be the last thing I do, but you know. And he said well,
why not, yes, go for it. So I did. And I was appointed then in July of 2008, due to
start on the 1st October 2008. And Tony died, so I didn’t go in 2008, it was February
2009 before I came in the end. But I’d decided I do it anyway whatever.

Can you just talk about that decision to, you know, to continue with that post, to take
that post at a time when perhaps some people might not have felt that they were able
to given what had happened, given the fact that your husband had died?

Yes. Well he was really chuffed that I got appointed to be the chief scientist and, you
know, we had – we sort of worked out how we would manage our lives, and gradually
he would spend more time here and all that. And he died on the way home from a
holiday in the US with our girls for our thirtieth wedding anniversary, but he was
taken ill and when he was in hospital, when he was first taken ill, I said well I’ll have
to tell them I can’t do this job because I’m going to need to stay home with you, you
know, and look after you. He said oh no, you’ve got to do that job, you’ve earned and
I want you to do it and we’ll work it out. And then of course two days later he died,
and still in America, and so I decided well that was what he wanted me to do and I
have to find the way to do it. When I’m well enough again, my younger daughter
came with me, and now she works here in the Met Office doing all our film and
editing work, she runs all our – produces all our YouTube videos, and all sorts of
exciting stuff, because that’s her area of specialism. She was trained in film and
television studies and post production editing at Bournemouth Media School. So she
was given the opportunity here to come and do a day a week when I first came, so that
she wasn’t at home on her own all the time and she’s brought it up since then herself.
Now she has a permanent job here leading all of that, which is great. So I decided,
yeah, I’d give it a go and it was tough to begin with, but I had a pretty clear idea what
I wanted to do and we’ve been able to implement quite a lot of change I think while
I’ve been here.
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[1:57:25]

When you then started you said that you – there were a number of things that you
thought needed changing at the Met Office, what did you have in mind when you
started about what ought to be changed, what you could do?

Well I looked at where the science agenda was going, and over the last few years this
concept that there is actually really no separation between weather and climate that – I
mean the real world is a continuum and I’ve been aware of that for a very long time,
it’s always been, I suppose, a focus of my research over the last twenty years was to
look at how weather builds up the climate system. So understanding tropical weather
in order to understand tropical climate was something that’s really been through
everything I’ve done in the last twenty years. And when I came there was – there
were two separate, quite – not entirely separate, but quite distinct programmes of
research. One was the Hadley Centre, doing climate, and one was forecasting R&D,
which was developing the weather forecasting. And the idea that really the science is,
the word we use is seamless, that the same science, or the same physics, that we use in
weather applies to climate, the physical climate system, that there is this seamless
nature that climate is essentially the statistics of the weather. The climate we
experience is a sequence of weather patterns, that actually it is the same science and
we’d had a unified modelling system in the office for years, but in a sense it wasn’t
really unified because the model that was used in the Hadley Centre in terms of its
construction and it takes the same code, but different resolutions, sometimes different
physics, was not the same as the one that was used in weather forecasting. So you’re
losing some of the value of actually the fact that you’re testing your climate model
every day in weather forecasting. So – and also that they were actually run as
programmes administratively very differently, and they had separate funding minds,
so if you wanted to do a bit of science that cut across the programmes, the question
was always asked, well who’s going to pay for it? When you think, well actually,
aren’t we one programme, and therefore it doesn’t really matter who pays for it,
because it’s of mutual benefit. But it was very difficult to do these sort of things. So
we put – and also we didn’t have a science strategy, in other words, where do we want
to be in five years time, how would we ensure that the Met Office across weather and
climate was fit for purpose in 2020. So what are the big things, what’s our strategy
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going forward, what are the big science challenges for us as an organisation to provide
the best weather and climate services in the world, I mean, that’s our ambition. So
what science do we need to do, do we need to do it ourselves, or should we do it in
partnership? That was a new question really for the office. So I wrote a science
strategy, which was very much a single science strategy for the whole weather and
climate. And so we all have one science programme and it will have climate science,
weather science, but will also have something that’s actually called foundation
science, which is the science that’s common to the weather problem, and the climate
problem. So in other words the basic global model development or the atmospheric
physics, the research aircraft, the fundamental numerics of the model, that’s all the
foundation on which we build our weather forecasting, or our climate prediction. So
that’s what we’ve created, a single science programme now under a single science
administration team. So yes, there are different funding lines, and different customer
requirements, but we manage that as one complete programme. And we have a
strategy now, which takes us out ‘til 2015 and beyond and we pursue that strategy,
you know, with a science wide implementation plan. And that’s something that I
guess the office had when I joined thirty some years, forty years ago actually,
somehow I have slightly taken it back to where it was then in the sense we had a
director of research and that was it. And you didn’t have, you know, a climate
programme over there and a weather programme over here, it was all one area of
research. And I think it’s proving to be the right thing to have done, and many other
organisations around the world looked at our strategy and our structure and said, you
know, they’re ahead of the game. This concept of there is no difference between the
two, and I talked earlier about the value of using the weather forecast to understand
climate model biases that is now within our foundation science a fundamental way in
which we test our models, and it’s actually proving that you can really make very
significant progress on very long standing problems by doing that. So we can make a
lot of progress on understanding cloud feedbacks and climate sensitivity by
understanding from that weather forecasting approach what types of clouds and what
sort of systems, cloud systems, we don’t model well, and then you focus your effort
on that. And then actually then you narrow the uncertainty, the role of cloud
feedbacks in climate sensitivity, because we know now where the issues are. So it’s,
yeah, some big changes.
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[2:04:03]

And the – the use of – the bringing together of weather and climate and the use of
weather forecasting as a way of improving climate models –

Yes.

That relates to again the development of high resolution climate modelling I assume.

Yes, absolutely. Yes. So you know, the – what we’re trying now very hard is to get
the resolution of our climate models up to be much closer to those of weather
forecasting, and it won’t be the same because of computing resources, but ideally they
should be the same. If we could do it, that’s what we’d do. Because, you know, if
you know to do good weather forecasting or represent weather systems accurately, the
sorts of things we saw this morning in the op centre and that you need that sort of
resolution of model to do that, surely you also need that to do the climate problem
because climate is no more than a collection of weather systems. And if we’re
interested in rainfall, which changes in rainfall patterns will be the biggest impact of
climate change I would argue, water resources and so forth, that if you can’t model
the rain bearing systems with some level of fidelity, which is what we require in
weather forecasting, I don’t believe you can do the climate prediction problem
adequately, when it comes to things like regional adaptation, and food security, and
water security, and those sorts of issues. So that, you know, our long term strategy is
actually to really bring these modelling systems together and to even up the regional
local level to use the very, very high resolution models that we now use over the UK
to do our local weather forecasting, which again we saw this morning of that very
detailed heavy rainfall stuff, is to use that as our climate impacts model to talk about
local meteorology having driven it from the global model in the same way that we do
in weather forecasting. So even on the impact side, we should be going towards a
seamless approach and to some extent seamless science.

How are you attempting to do that? How are you attempting to persuade the right
sort of people in order to get the computing power, in order to bring the climate
model resolution to the same level as the weather model resolution?
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To some extent, yeah, it’s demonstrating that the resolution brings you capabilities
that you wouldn’t otherwise have had, but also being absolutely honest about what
you can and cannot say when you get asked by government departments for advice on
something. So I mean what was really a turning point for me was after last year we
had a very, very cold winter, and the Secretary of State for Transport wanted to know
how often we were likely to have winters like that in the next twenty to thirty years.
And you know, between ourselves and Reading University, so it wasn’t just – again,
the important point is that we now often do these things not just from the Met Office,
with our academic partners, so it is truly a UK view, not just a Met Office view,
which I think is important. We had to say, and be absolutely honest, that we couldn’t
answer that question at the moment because the nature of the climate – the resolution
that the climate models that we currently had, and were running to make scenarios for
these decades ahead, the resolution was too low to capture adequately the processes
that we believe had led to the cold winter last year, and the sort of weather patterns
that are involved in setting up these very cold conditions, snowy conditions over the
UK. And we were able to demonstrate that actually by increasing the resolution of
the model significantly, and that’s again through the HIGEM work, all that legacy of
the stuff that we did through the last ten years or so, we were able to show that when
the model is run at these sorts of resolutions then you can actually capture these key
processes that we need to have in the model or representation of key phenomena in
the model, that we believe drive these types of winters. And, you know, basically we
don’t have the computing power at the moment to be able to run those models for
long enough, and for enough realisations to be able to provide the probabilities that
Transport needed to make a risk assessment. You know, and that was about being
honest. I could have given them an answer from the existing model, but it wouldn’t
have been scientifically justifiable, and I wasn’t prepared to do that. And you know,
so the case was well argued scientifically and so out of that came the recommendation
that, well, the science case has been made and accepted that more super computing
power is needed. And so we’re now getting towards the position where we can run –
produce scenarios, for the next twenty to thirty years, with a high resolution model,
which will allow me, as chief scientist, to say with some integrity that I can give you
some answers. Okay, they’re not final answers, but at least you know, we will need to
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keep looking at this as the science continues to improve, but I can give you an answer,
whereas last year I wasn’t prepared to say anything.

It’s interesting that – I know you said the science case has been approved, so nothing
has happened yet in terms of I suppose getting more money to buy more computing, or
a different computer.

Yes.

But if it does happen that way, it means that getting more resources for climate
modelling comes down to something that I think people would see as being more sort
of ordinary than they expect, you know, that it’s about being able to give a transport
secretary advice on winters and gritting, and that sort of thing, not about rather big
concerns about carbon dioxide and global warming and that sort of thing. That in
order to sort of leverage money out of the government, or to get support for the way
you want climate science to go, we might imagine you talking at international
meetings, and with big worries about climate change, but in fact it’s about a minister
asking questions about –

Yes, if you think about, the international perspective has I suppose been around the
COPS and you know the policies on mitigation stuff, which has always been couched
very much in terms of global mean temperature. What’s been I think the big change
in the last sort of – again you have to see since I think the Stern Review really in
2007, and the fourth assessment report, was the realisation that climate change is real,
that it is due to us, and that whatever we do in terms of mitigation there is a
commitment to some level of climate change for the next thirty years regardless of
what we do, and that will require us to adapt. Alongside that you see actually more
and more vulnerability and exposure to climate variability, so even – I mean there is
an interesting point here that even without climate change, as a society, a global
society, we are far more vulnerable and exposed to natural climate variability than we
were say thirty years ago, partly because the population has increased dramatically,
but also we’re much more globally interdependent for our food and all sorts of things.
And you know, we tend – people now live more in large cities, on the coast, all these
things. So even if you didn’t have climate change, the – our exposure and
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vulnerability to natural climate variability in terms of can we feed ourselves this year,
next year, what will it mean for food prices, and therefore economic stability? You
know, are we going to be more – you know, what does a drought mean for East
Africa, the population is much higher, all these sort of things go on, is that the whole
issue of sort of climate security has come up the agenda. And what that means is that
people are now much more aware of their vulnerability to climate as a regional and
local level than was sort of in the climate change policy discussions which were all
about is it two degrees C, is it four degrees C? Now it’s much more what does that
mean for whom, when, and where? But even ahead of that there’s an agenda about
how can we be more resilient, better prepared to deal with climate today regardless?
So you know, can we manage things like the East African drought and famine better,
can we be better prepared for Pakistan flooding, or you know, should we be better
prepared for – in the UK for cold winters going forward? Is it worth – you know,
when you’re talking about millions of pounds of expenditure on infrastructure, which
has got to last you for twenty years say. Should we spend that money or should we
just accept that every now and then we’ll have a difficult few days? Those, so we’re
getting into the realm now of having to think about major investment costs in
infrastructure so that we’re more resilient now regardless of 2080 or 2100, and that
means being able to assess your risk to natural climate variability, and climate change,
the two might work together. And when you think about the costs involved, which
can run into billions of pounds, then you know, a few extra million on a super
computer to give you a more robust assessment of your risk seems pretty logical to
me. I think that’s the big change that we’ve seen in the last few years, is this move to
look at things, to talk about adaptation, actually more and more to talk about
resilience and preparedness, and climate security really on all timescales at a regional
and local level. And that’s driven a big change in the science agenda from our
perspective here, and from my perspective at Reading when I was there, and also on
what then government ministers and businesses, all sorts of people, want to know
from us. So I think that’s what’s going on. And why that, you know, you can now go
into the super computing debate probably in a stronger position than you could have
done five years ago, and people are beginning to understand why they need that
information and what it’s going to cost for them to have that information.
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You’re in a stronger position because five years ago it was thought that just being
able to say what the average global temperature increase was what was needed in
terms of climate modelling, and you can do that at lower resolution. But now that
these local effects are more valued in terms of intelligence then it’s a higher
resolution that’s needed.

Yes. And it’s more about – it’s not now about means either, the mean climate, or the
mean rainfall or anything like that. It’s often about the volatility of the system, so will
we have more hazardous weather events, and again that takes you down that road of
seamlessness in terms of weather and climate science. Because actually most of the
things that people want to know about when you talk about climate change adaptation
or being more resilient, better prepared to variability in the climate or climate change,
is actually about high impact weather. So it’s talking about heavy rainfall, droughts,
wildfires, high winds, storm surges, and that’s why you know, the whole move
towards a more seamless science, not only for the weather climate stuff, but how we
interpret those in terms of impacts, in terms of environment hazards. And therefore
the socioeconomic impacts, it’s all around, mostly around, not all, but a large
proportion’s around knowing how the weather will change and how the instance of
high impact weather will change.

[2:18:18]

What does this recent change mean for the relative importance of computing on the
one hand, and the role of human judgement on the other? Or the relative roles of the
computer and what used to be called the forecaster?

I think that you’ll never get away from expert judgement on all of this because the
fact of the matter is that we are still dealing with a system that is chaotic and therefore
the approach always has to be around uncertainty of probability type things. But also
it can’t be – you can’t live entirely in model world either, that you have to also be
strongly routed in the observations. And so it’s all about the synthesis still of theory,
observations, and modelling to provide the right sort of advice to whoever requires it,
and the right interpretation eventually of what the model and the observations, and
what your theory is telling you in terms of what the answer should be to whoever, you
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know, to the vast array of questions that we now get asked. And so it’s – so the role
of expert judgement in being able to interpret all that information and synthesise it,
and put it in context I think will never be replaced. I can’t see, you know, personally
how you can really sort of get rid of the human being and the intelligence that we
have and often expertise built up over many years, that can be taken out of the whole
process. And it virtually never is in any area of science actually, when you get down
to it, there’s always a human interface because that ability to interpret a broad range
of information and decide, weigh it up and decide which way the message needs to
go, is still something we’ll never, the computer will never replace I think.

[2:20:40]

Are there particular sort of weather events that you’ve been asked to – well I know
there are, but what are the main, the key weather events that you’ve been asked to
comment on since your appointment?

As chief scientist?

Yes. And really comment, I mean you know, comment to government, and comment
publicly, and through journalism.

Yes. Well I mean of course soon after I became chief scientist we had climategate, so
in a sense that was, you know, challenging the integrity of the global surface
temperature record, and the whole leak of the emails from East Anglia and all of that.
And having to defend that surface temperature record and, you know, the integrity of
the science that underpins, again in this particular case the synthesis of a whole array
of observations, very heterogeneous in space and time to produce a global – a robust
global record albeit with some level of uncertainty, making, you know, and the whole
issues about openness and transparency, which I think is incredibly important, that
science has to be open, and you know, we push very hard. You know, I’ve really
encouraged greater openness here by insisting around climategate that we put the data
out there, we put the methodology out there, the code out there, that we use so that
people can reproduce it if they wish. So that was the first one that I think in some
ways has forced us to be as scientists to recognise the importance of that agenda of
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being open, transparent and making our science available. And you know, I worked
hard here, we now have a fully – all our research out on the website, which wasn’t
there before so you can find out who does what, and what they’ve published, and what
they work on, and read their papers, it’s open there to the general public, all 500
scientists all have an individual page, so you can find out who does what, and search
it, and I think that’s as it should be. Then we had volcanic ash, which was pretty
challenging, and I think that we probably did more research and more development of
our forecasting systems in a two-week period than probably would have happened in
three years because we had to.

What happened then? So from the volcano erupted.

Yes.

And your, let’s imagine you sitting in your – at your desk at the Met Office. What
changes, what do you then have to do, how does the next couple of weeks involve –

Well I wasn’t, I was actually up in London on this – at the weekend, and was phoned
by Sir John Beddington, who’s the government chief scientist saying, can you come in
on Sunday, we need to pull together a scientific and an advisory group for
emergencies, and I need you to come and tell me what’s what and, you know, how
long is this going to go on for. You know, he had looked at the weather forecast and I
thought, this is not going away in a hurry, we’ve got the wrong – absolutely the wrong
sort of weather over the country for the next week, which will bring ash over us and
keep it over us. So what happened very rapidly with that is that it became clear that
this was a problem that wouldn’t go away in a day or two and therefore airports would
be closed for several days, and there was then, you know, you went from what’s the
official – what’s the official guidance for a volcanic ash advisory centre, which is
what we are of is there ash there or no ash, to how much ash is there, and what is it,
what sort of ash is it? And that’s a very different question, to answer that question
you need to know what’s coming out of the volcano and you also need to know – well
we were pretty good on the meteorology because we had very good forecast models
but you also need to know, you know, how much is sediments out, how much is
rained out, all those sorts of things. And where is the ash in the vertical, is it
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concentrated in fine layers with lots of ash, or is it spread out throughout the
atmosphere. And it became rapidly very political and also very difficult with the
aviation industry who were losing a vast amount of money and wanted to fly, and
were not comfortable that, you know, convinced that we knew what we were doing in
terms of forecasting where the ash was or that, you know, we had adequate
monitoring systems of knowing where the ash was, to be sure our models were
correct. And so it was quite a very challenging period for a lot of staff here but also,
you know, managing the messaging between what was the Met Office role, which is
fundamentally about providing a forecast, not about what action you should take as a
result of that forecast, that’s not our role. And, you know, some very, sort of difficult
criticism that you get in situations like that about your science, and your models from
people who clearly – who don’t understand what we’re really doing, but are clearly
not happy with what is coming out of them because it’s stopping them doing what
they want to do. And so it’s quite an interesting – that was a very interesting period.
And so we ended up then with atmospheric dispersion models for volcanic ash, sort of
far more sophisticated and so forth, than there would have perhaps been without that
event.

So the first meeting then was on a Sunday?

Yeah.

You were in London.

Yes.

And the government chief adviser asked you to come in to where?

Well we went in to the – well I met him in – in his offices in Go Science, government
office of science and we toddled over to the cabinet office, which is where the civil
contingency secretariat works, so we were wondering around Whitehall basically with
meetings, and trying to draw up a list of key scientists across the disciplines involved
in volcanic – the whole issue about volcanic ash. So again that’s the British
Geological Survey, you know, meteorologists, people who are experts on volcanoes,
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people who are experts on satellite retrievals of ash concentrations, from satellite
imagery, all those people and it was quite an interesting group that you suddenly
without being at all prepared and this came out – this came to us out of the blue really.
I think as a country we weren’t prepared because we hadn’t had an Iceland volcano
like that for a long time, and a weather pattern that was extremely unfriendly.

So who did you – who did you put together to become the advisory committee?

Well there must have been about twenty of us altogether from different disciplines
and different areas of expertise.

Who was the sort of volcano expert?

Oh, well I mean from BGS Sue Loughlin was the leader on that, and then Stephen
Sparks from Bristol University. I’m trying to think – well several people from BGS,
Sue was definitely the lead. So you know, and then again we were trying to – we
were actually flying our research aircraft, with NERC we have a joint research aircraft
highly instrumented that was being flown when it could be flown because again it
can’t go where jet planes go, it’s a jet plane. So we were also flying a turbo prop
plane up and down the country to try and sample the – see where the ash layer was
and all those sorts of things were going on. It was a very, very intense period. And a
lot of observational platforms and modelling and expertise had to be activated at very
short notice, literally within a day from the start – standing start in a sense that we’d
never done anything like that before. And it’s interesting that now two years on how
different we would be that we now have a desk up in the hazard centre here which is
formally linked to BGS, so if we think there’s a volcanic eruption going on, they’re
already on the phone. We now have a special aircraft that sits at Exeter Airport for
civil contingencies, which has been kitted up with all the right instruments, it’s a little
turbo prop plane so it can fly in ash, it’s ready to go 24/7 sitting there for an
emergency like that. And various other observing systems working with the Icelandic
Met Service, and the experts in Iceland on volcanic eruptions, all those networks now
in place. And that’s what happens when you get these big events like that.
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So could you take us through to the point where you were able to say that the
aeroplanes could fly again, including the sort of meetings where you’ve got different
interests, sort of interest groups, you’ve got – you’ve got your group presenting the
science, but then presumably – you said it became political very quickly.

Yes, that’s right. I mean, the idea that you could just – well the normal process of
producing a forecast map which showed where ash was at different heights in the
atmosphere was clearly going to be unacceptable to the aviation sector because the
weather pattern was such that by towards the end of that week we had – and then there
were subsequent eruptions that we had, you know, most of the Atlantic airspace
apparently with ash in it at somewhere, not knowing how much ash there was. And
so obviously, you know, that’s not a sustainable situation from the point of view of
we’ve got a lot of people in the wrong places all around the world, and aeroplanes in
all the wrong places, and I mean the economic impacts were beginning to get quite
high. So we needed to get into a position where we could start talking about
concentrations but then the question was well, what’s the tolerance of the jet engines
to certain concentrations of ash, did people actually know those, and depending on
what sort of ash it was. I mean, the stuff coming out of that particular volcano had
quite a lot of glass in it, and that’s the worst, so it’s not particularly visible to the
naked eye, but actually incredibly damaging to engines. So, you know, there was a lot
of, well I can’t see any ash, so there isn’t any there, is there? And then you’re saying,
well actually, this is, you know, satellite imagery, or we’ve had a LIDAR
measurement from the surface, and there’s the ash there. And, you know, it is there
and we think it’s at these concentrations. And then it was trying to decide what’s safe
or not safe from the point of view of the jet engine, right. And how long would an
aircraft have to stay in some concentration to actually gather this amount of mass
because that’s the other critical part of it, it’s not just that it might pass through a layer
of high ash, that’s different from staying in it for some time. So, you know, began to
get a very complex decision tree in a sense of what you should – when it’s safe to fly
or not safe to fly. And I mean, fortunately, you know, eventually we got to the
position where the weather patterns did change, and then the ash just gets blown off
somewhere else completely different. And we were just very unfortunate that we had
a straight north westerly flow that brought the ash straight out of Iceland and straight
down over the UK air space, and then circulated it out into the Atlantic where it hung
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around for about five days or more. So I mean, from the Met Office point of view,
you know, we have to be very careful that, I mean remembering that always our role
is to present science, not to present to advocate some action or – I mean it’s exactly
the same with climate change, you know, we should present science not tell people
what to do, that’s not our role at the end of the day, that’s someone else.

[2:34:18]

What was your role then at the time of climategate, what were you asked to do or to
say?

Well our role well there, I think, was to defend the science behind the climate, the
global temperature records, to not – not to say that, you know, that you should
interpret the temperature records in any particular way, and therefore take some
particular action. We have to be very, very apolitical, and you have to absolutely
stick to the scientific evidence, and I mean another one that I’ve had more recently
which has – well very recently which has been quite challenging is around the current
state of the Arctic, you know, where there was a – there are some, in this case, not a
sceptics group, but almost a pressure group for the other side, which is saying that the
Arctic is changing so rapidly that we need to do some geo-engineering to save it.
Well that is also – you know, my job in that debate is to say, this is what the science
says, this is our best estimate of the state of the Arctic, to say what are the scientific
risks of geo-engineering, but not to actually say you should do this or that. So then
it’s quite – it’s quite a tricky role to play in the sense that you can’t let you personal
opinion on something colour too much what you say to government committees or
select committees or whatever on these things.

So that’s how it comes about that you’re asked to comment? You’re contacted by a
government select committee?

Oh yeah, we often get – yes, to give evidence to a select committee. If there’s a
science element – I mean there was a select committee on the volcanic eruption which
I had to give evidence to around the capabilities of our models and then I mean there’s
been a select committee on Met Office science, is it fit for purpose, what’s the quality
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of our weather services, all those sorts of things. And then there was – there’s now a
select committee, an environment audit committee in this case going on about the
state of the Arctic more from the point of view in this particular instance of
exploitation of the Arctic as it opens up, so there’s more access to the Arctic. But
again it’s a question then about what is happening to the Arctic and how rapidly are
things changing, and pressure groups come into play, so it’s a question always of, you
know, I’m a scientist and I deal with the knowledge I have, the observations, what the
model say.

Are you ever – do you ever feel that someone is trying to influence you or to lobby for
a particular –

[2:37:27]

Oh, yes. Yes, of course. And in this particular instance, yes, I mean there’d been a
group of people who didn’t like what I said because I tend to be – well I mean, as a
scientist you have to be perfectly honest about how – what you know for sure, where
the uncertainties are, and so forth. And sometimes by perhaps appearing to be a bit
conservative because you, you know, it’s not right to be alarmist because the facts
don’t justify that, you can actually – then people who would like you to take a
particular position, either from the sceptical community or from, you know, the
people who are I suppose climate change zealots, but that’s probably rather a strong
word. But they – it’s quite a polarised, can be quite a polarised debate around climate
change. And the reality is actually, well the facts are in the middle somewhere, and
the fact that you tend to sort of come across as slightly conservative and, you know,
very factual and calm about things actually, people don’t like that because they would
like you to actually support their more polarised views on one way or the other. So it
is a challenge because at the end of the day, you know, you need to be sure that
you’ve kept the integrity of the science and be absolutely – and I think really
important be absolutely honest about what you know and what you don’t know.

How is that sort of displeasure with what you end up saying because it’s seen as being
too conservative, how is it communicated to you? How do you–?
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Well some of it can be quite abusive, so you can get a very abusive email that says
that you don’t know what you’re talking about and that you’ve ignored some bit of
evidence and – because they would prefer to focus on that bit of evidence to promote
their case, whereas I’ve taken that bit of evidence in the context of all the evidence
and made my judgement. And you know, so what you get is yet, you get a lot of very
abusive emails, and very abusive blogs about you, as a person, whom they often –
they’ve never met and they know nothing about me.

How would you know about the blogs, because presumably that’s something that you
could –?

Well, I mean, you try not to read them but every now and then of course they do come
up and you read them, and sometimes you actually get very abusive emails.

And who are the emails coming from in general when they are -?

They’re non experts, they’re almost invariably from people who are not scientists,
who have made some judgement about – they have their own view on the – I mean,
what’s been really interesting about weather, and particularly I think in some ways
about climate change, is because it’s so much in the public domain as a science and
appears sort of accessible in a sense, and to some extent, you know, the whole use of
sort of global temperature as a measure of climate change is suggestive that it’s quite
simple in some basic way, is that it somehow made that science accessible to a very
large range of the public, who feel that perhaps they own it and perhaps they even
understand it. And in some ways that’s really good, but on the other way – on the
other side of it you get people entering the debate with very extreme views with
whom it’s very hard to have a solid scientific discussion with. So if you ever
challenge, you know, the climate sceptic community to say share a scientific platform,
you’re going to have a scientific debate, you can’t because actually they haven’t
published papers, they don’t have any really proper scientific basis for what they’re
saying. But they are very, very convinced by their own views on it. I guess the
similar things are things like GM crops actually, they’re these very emotive things
that affect perhaps our behaviour and the way we live and so forth, they lead to very
polarised views.
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If you’re getting emails from people who haven’t understood climate, are there
particular ways in which they tend not to have understood it if you see what I mean?
When you have emails criticising something you’ve said, are there almost sort of
common complaints or common bits of evidence that people think they’ve understood
or are the emails the same in some ways, I suppose?

No, no. They’re not. I mean, some of them are just straightforward abuse of you as a
person, and they don’t even know you. I mean, this is quite well know in the IPCC
circles that some people we’ve had to deal with a massive amount of personal abuse
and attacks, and even attacks on them, you know, in their own homes and things like
that. And around the climate change problem, you know, the usual thing as well, you
know, I don’t believe the rapid increase in temperature is to do with us because the
climate’s changed in the past, so how is this any different? You know, some of the
more difficult ones can often be from people who are actually really very educated,
you know, they’re often actually engineers. I have to be careful what I say here, but
they’re often engineers who understand, you know, systems and how things work, and
think that they can therefore understand the climate system often in a fairly one
dimensional view. So that they will take some bit of basic physics, and use that in
quite a one dimensional view to make a case for why the climate sensitivity can’t
possibly be what we say it is. And to actually explain to them why their simplistic
view is not correct is often very challenging. And actually you often don’t succeed
because the sort of – the science we have to do is actually very difficult and very
complex, and trying to explain that to people is very hard. And it goes back to the
conservation we were having earlier today around what is a climate model, what is it
trying to represent? And so, it’s – to have a sensible conversation sometimes is
almost impossible because we’re so poles apart. And I suppose in some ways it’s
different from some other parts of science, so you wouldn’t, for example, and I don’t
suppose a member of the general public would expect to challenge an astronomer on
what he’s seen from the Hubble telescope or something because actually it doesn’t
matter to him personally what that scientist sees from the Hubble telescope. But what
that scientist now says about climate change and how he’s going to – that member of
the public might have to change his behaviour, and how he lives, and what it’s going
to cost him to live for his energy, etc. That makes it a science that they feel they have
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to own, and therefore they will actually enter a debate with a scientist at – that they
wouldn’t do in other areas of science. I find this very fascinating actually, as you can
tell, as to why it’s such a political and also emotional subject for so many people.
And why do I get these abuse emails. It’s often because I’m trying to be – I have to
be rational and I have to be honest about what we know and what we don’t know, and
therefore I will not ever take a side just for the sake of it unless the science is
absolutely rock solid.

What do you do with the emails when you get them?

Mostly delete them. Or I will respond to them if they require, if it’s right that I should
respond. But mostly I don’t respond. I don’t think anybody has the right to be
abusive to somebody like me who’s just trying to do their job.

No, no. But I mean, what makes you decide whether you’re going to reply or more
often delete? What’s the difference in the content?

When I think that I can achieve something by responding in a sense that they have
raised a scientific point, amongst all the other abuse about me personally, where I
think actually it’s worth just replying once and seeing how we get on. Beyond that I
usually then, if it continues, I will then just not respond.

Is this sort of thing able to be fielded by a personal assistant to some extent, in other
words or intercepted almost?

It’s a very difficult – I find this a very difficult judgement because it depends where it
comes from, and it’s a question of judging how far someone might be prepared to go
in the public domain to FOIU and put things out, freedom of information, put things
out into the public domain that, you know, I emailed Julia Slingo about this and she
chose not to reply, which means that she knows she’s wrong, and you know. You
have to sort of gauge how far it’s all going to go, and how persistent people can be.
And some people will be very persistent about trying to find out how much you said
to so and so, and whether you’ve – you know, what you’ve written to whoever, and
what your view really is on this sort of thing, and can they have sight of all the
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correspondence that, you know – and we had all that through climategate. What have
I said, what have I written, who had I emailed, what instructions have I given about
what we put out on the website. All this sort of stuff, you know. So you have to kind
of – some of it is a judgement call as to whether you think – how your reputation and
your integrity as Met Office chief scientist would be compromised by how you
respond to these things.

[2:49:04]

And are there scientists, because you said that there were sort of two extremes, and
you indicated that – I think you said climate change zealots, and that might be a bit
extreme, but are there – you said that these people are mostly non scientists. But are
there scientists who you think stray from that?

Yes. Yes. So – and you can understand why it might happen, because the frustration
that goes along with feeling that, you know, nobody’s taking any notice of what
you’re saying about what’s happening to the world, you know. And can push you
perhaps to overstate things, or those sorts of things. And I think that’s again is the
other sort of fine balance that I always feel I have to sort of tread, whilst I strongly
believe that climate change is happening, and also that it’s potentially dangerous to
the planet, and so forth, that’s my own personal view. And you know, so when I
represent – but when I represent the science I have to be very careful not to choose the
bit of science that promotes what my personal view is. And so again it’s about being
absolutely honest about what you know and what you don’t know.

And I can’t understand what the personal abuse is So is it that they are saying you
must be sort of being controlled by the government, or –

No, it’s usually, it’s usually that I’m stupid, and I don’t know whether it’s because
I’m a woman, but you know, I’ve got my head down a rabbit hole and I live in model
world and I never look at observations. And you know, I’m ignorant and, you know,
don’t I know how stupid I am, and how I’ve got it all wrong, and some of it’s – some
of it, yes, is about, oh, you know, she just wants some more money for her research,
or you know, that – the usual sort of thing, but a lot of it it’s actually quite personal
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about my abilities as a scientist and the way that I don’t know things and I’ve never
bothered to check up on this and how dare I talk about this when all you know about
is tropics or something like that. You know, and –

You said you don’t know whether it’s because you’re a woman, is there ever any
gender element to that?

Oh, yeah, definitely. Yes.

In what way?

I mean, the science sort of – certainly in weather and climate science, still a very male
dominated discipline, and that’s historical, you know, we’ve talked about my early
days in the Met Office. And so there are very few scientists at the top, and – female
scientists at the top, and there – although I’ve never had any sort of discrimination
myself, I don’t think, you know – and I’ve never sought either a positive
discrimination in a sense because I’m a woman. But there is this sense that you’re a
bit, maybe you’re not as bright, or you have to earn your reputation and that’s true
even when you sit in top level committees. If you’re the only woman amongst a load
of men, there is still this perception that you’re the token woman, and maybe not that
good at what you do. And you have to prove yourself, and so I think there is that sort
of sense, well, she’s a woman, she probably doesn’t really know what she’s talking
about, she should get back in the home and, you know, that sort of thing. It’s
extraordinary.

And that comes across in the emails?

The abuse I had fairly recently I would say was partly because I’m a woman, they
don’t say those sort of things particularly, but there is an element of that. And, you
know, it’s – probably it’s true in many professions still, I think we haven’t got true
equality yet in lots of fields. I certainly find here, the Met Office is a good
organisation, but there is still that sort of –

What about interactions with government?
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That’s been, I mean, fine. But again, you know, when I think – I think when you
operate at that level you do have to earn respect whoever you are, yeah. Absolutely.

[End of Track 5]
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Track 6

I wonder whether you could just comment on how you’ve experienced being
interviewed for National Life Stories, how you’ve felt during the process?

It’s been really enjoyable. I mean, I’ve been somewhat surprised I guess that some
bits of my life I don’t remember as well as I would have liked to have done. But it’s
been a great opportunity to actually put it all down on record, and I think for me, you
know, my family will greatly appreciate the fact that in twenty, thirty years time they
can still listen to me talking about my life, at a time which will by then seem pretty
remote to them. And of course I think it’s fantastic as a scientist to be able to
somehow record the evolution of your field of science over a career, and how
remarkably that has changed. And in my particular area, I think we’ve not done a lot
about recording the history of climate modelling and weather forecasting and how the
technology has changed so rapidly, and enabled the science to grow in such a way,
and actually to provide services to the public that we all rely on now more than ever.
We kind of take all that for granted and actually it’s a remarkable story, and so it’s
been great to have an opportunity to put at least my personal bit of that story down in
the archives. So thank you very much.

[End of Track 6]

